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Abstract
This is a study of travel guidebooks to India as Orientalist productions. Using postcolonial theory, it demonstrates how Orientalist discourse has maintained its cultural
hegemony by cutting across a range of genres in the field of travel texts and changing
over time. The first part of the study, situated in early nineteenth-century England and
India, traces the emergence of the guidebook from the genre of the travel narrative,
examining shaping influences, such as the exhibition and museum, and the aesthetic of
the picturesque. Through a textual analysis of early guidebooks to India published by
John Murray and Thomas Cook, it shows how the guidebook, through the discourses of
science and commodification, produced a more systematic form of Orientalist discourse
than the travel narrative by constructing the Other as commodified spectacle.
The second half of the thesis follows the development of Orientalist discourse in travel
guidebooks over time to demonstrate how, within the relations of contemporary global
tourism, it is becoming increasingly hegemonic. The study compares Lonely Planet
India, a contemporary guidebook published by the popular travel publisher known as
the "Lonely Planet," to the guidebooks published by John Murray and Thomas Cook,
showing how the Other is commodified within the relations of postmodernism. As a
result of heightened aestheticization, the blurring of genres, and innovations in global
digital technology, the printed guidebook has become part of a matrix of digital and
print productions that constructs an increasingly interlocking economy of Orientalist
travel discourse. This consolidates the Orientalism of the earlier guidebooks,
commodifying the Other into a hyperreal spectacle that functions as a site of spiritual
transformation for the Western tourist as it reinscribes the colonial project through a
rehearsal of imperial nostalgia.
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Introduction
I was on a crowded bus, speeding south through the Atacama desert of northern Chile.
This was back in my pre-theory state, when words like "unpacked" were innocent
concepts that referred to something you did to a suitcase upon arrival at your
destination. As I watched life fly by through the frame of the bus window, marveling at
my escape from the world of work in which people of lesser imagination were
hopelessly trapped, I felt almost as smug as Paul Theroux. Post-fall, I now recognize
this phenomenon as constitutive of the pleasure of travel, but in those days I simply
gloated.
There was only one other tourist on the bus, and we assiduously avoided each other at
all the stops, in the absurd way that tourists do, who resent the reminder that one is not
an intrepid "traveler" but merely another loathed "tourist." Twelve hours later, when the
bus rolled into Antofagasta, we stood silently waiting for the driver to pull our bags
from underneath the bus. Deciding to break with tourist protocol, I asked him if he
knew of any cheap hotels in the city. He was German, possibly a descendant of Karl
Baedeker himself, judging from the response I got. He looked at me as if I was the most
naïve person he had encountered in all his travels and said, "You don't have a
guidebook?" Shaking his head with regret at the colossal stupidity that abounds in the
world, he pulled out of his bag a copy of a book titled the Lonely Planet and let me
study it for a few minutes.
I found my way to a hotel indicated in the guidebook and the next morning caught a bus
to Santiago. Twelve hours later, the bus arrived at a terminal in the business district of
the city, full of sleek high-rise buildings and not a hotel in sight. Walking a couple of
miles to find one, I became more determined with each sweaty step to find a guidebook
for the rest of the trip. The next day, I found my way to a middle-class suburb where
"The English Bookstore" displayed a whole row of "Lonely Planet" books on the shelf,
their brightly colored spines promising the allure of any region in the world. I pulled
the Shoestring Guide to South America off the shelf and bought it.
After that, I wasn't lonely anymore. I had fallen into a parallel universe with its own
codes and protocol. It was a bubble comprised of the young (and those who wished
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they were) middle class from "developed" countries. (I use this term, and its analogue,
"'developing' countries," throughout this thesis for lack of a better shorthand term to
represent colonialism's legacy of rich countries, that were former or present imperial
powers, and poor countries that were former colonies. My intention is not to reproduce
the center-periphery paradigm or "three worlds system" that is predicated upon Western
liberal humanism's teleological view of history that divides the world into "developed"
countries and those considered to be "developing" or, alternately, "underdeveloped,"
which are represented as backward and in need of modernization.)
As my trip progressed, my fellow travelers re-appeared throughout South America,
following the circuit that the Lonely Planet guidebook had mapped out for us. Life
assumed a reassuring rhythm. Mini vans with "adventure tour" painted on them rolled
up every morning to hotels that were recommended by the Lonely Planet. Over dinner,
usually at a restaurant endorsed by the Lonely Planet, people compared notes on where
they had been and where they were going. Conversation in English sometimes drifted
to talk of lives at "home," where the ways people negotiated their lives in this globalized
stage of capitalism were similar. I could have been anywhere.
The only difference was that my money went further here than it would have anywhere
else, in the developed world at any rate. Which, of course, was a big part of the reason
we were all here, enjoying the privilege that our location as citizens of post and not-sopost-colonial powers afforded us in the developing world. The phenomenon of
"adventure," "eco-," or "independent" travel, as it is variously known, is the most recent
expansion of the global tourist industry, which is now the largest single industry in the
world, generating 3.5 trillion dollars, or 10% of global gross domestic product in 2002
(Foroohar 39). Yet, despite being situated within the global tourist industry which is
predicated upon the unequal geo-political power relations that are a legacy of
colonialism, contemporary guidebook publishers, such as the Lonely Planet, that
promote "independent travel," try to situate themselves outside of the ugly taint of
tourism.
However, travel has never been an innocent activity and this is particularly true within
the conditions of this stage of capitalism, characterized by an accelerated capacity to
commodify and contain difference within the totalizing reach of a global market. As I
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followed the "gringo trail" through South America, I became intrigued with how the
Lonely Planet guidebook, which is a powerful contemporary Orientalizing cultural
production, manages to sell a groovy, "green" image that belies the neo-colonial
relations upon which it thrives. This question led to an interest in the notion of guiding
in general and the discursive formation of the guidebook. When and why did the genre
come into existence, what kind of ideological work has it performed historically, and
how has it shaped the practice of travel? I also became interested in whether there were
any real differences between the first, nineteenth-century foreign guidebooks, produced
by Orientalist discourse, and contemporary productions, such as those published by the
Lonely Planet corporation, that purport to be celebrations of difference, but seemed to
be merely postmodern reproductions of Orientalism.
I begin this study of travel guidebooks as Orientalist productions by situating it within
the changing conditions of mid-nineteenth-century England that produced tourism.
Chief among the changes occurring at that time were the economic changes wrought by
the Industrial Revolution, that effected a shift from mercantile capitalism to commodity
capitalism and empowered a new middle class with the means and leisure time to travel.
In the political sphere, the end of the Napoleonic Wars, the stabilization of the region
known today as the "Middle East," and the acquisition by Britain of India as a Crown
Colony in 1858 were significant factors in opening up the East to tourists. Important
material developments that shaped tourism were the invention of the steam engine,
which enabled travel by train and steamship, and the opening of the Suez Canal, which
rendered the long, arduous journey overland to India unnecessary.
These changing conditions also produced a mid-century shift in discourses related to
travel from the narrative to the guidebook. In 1835, Karl Baedeker published his first
guidebook, followed, a year later, by the publication of John Murray's first guidebook.
Thomas Cook soon followed suit, supplementing his personally guided tours with
guidebooks. Murray's first guidebook to India, Hand-Book for Travellers in India, was
published in 1859 and Cook followed, in 1889, with the publication of Cook's Indian
Tours.
In Orientalism, Edward Said demonstrated the relationship between colonial power and
knowledge that enabled Europe to dominate the "Orient" through a process of textual
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representation. Said was criticized by many scholars for the monolithic nature of
Orientalism. Critics such as Aijaz Ahmad argued that Said posited a unified European
colonizer acting upon the colonized without recognizing the conditions of heterogeneity
that always mark colonial discourses and practices, giving rise to agency and resistance.
This failure to acknowledge the possibility of difference within Orientalist discourse
actually perpetuates the stereotypes of the victimizer and the victimized that it purports
to challenge, thereby continuing to silence the Other. Other scholars, such as Bart
Moore-Gilbert, have argued that Said’s attempt in Orientalism to abolish the difference
between discursive Orientalism and the material practices and politics of imperialism
resulted in contradictions in his argument. Finally, critics of Said claimed that his
location at the time of writing Orientalism, in the heart of the Western academy as a
professor at Columbia University, made him complicit with the very system he was
criticizing.
Although all of these are valid criticisms, Orientalism remains a seminal text in the field
of postcolonial studies because it was one of the first to demonstrate how power
operates through discourse in history. As a discourse predicated upon constructing the
Other in essentialist terms, as the inferior opposite of Europeans, Orientalism is closely
related to travel discourse, which is also based on preserving difference through
exoticizing the Other. Mary Louise Pratt has linked travel writing to imperialism in
Imperial Eyes, where she demonstrates how eighteenth-century travel narratives, written
in the seemingly benign interest of "science," actually shaped an archive of Eurocentric
global knowledge that served the British imperial project. In this study, I draw on both
these scholars' works, extending Pratt's argument to the genre of the guidebook,
showing how the early guidebooks to India published by John Murray and Thomas
Cook were Orientalist productions that served the colonial project through the
construction of a rationalized and commodified Other.
In reaching this conclusion, I also demonstrate how the early guidebooks to India were
shaped by the emerging institutions of popular culture in Britain that constructed new
ways of consuming the Other. Promoted by members of the intellectual elite, such as
Mathew Arnold, the institutions of the exhibition and the museum disseminated
preferred meanings of culture and nation in the lower classes. These effected social
control by consolidating the unstable class divisions caused by the Industrial Revolution
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while also rationalizing and commodifying the foreign Other. The construction of India
that was visually consumed by the lower and middle classes at the first Great Exhibition
of 1857 was one that was constituted by the upper-class values and fantasies of English
Orientalist scholars, who had been studying India since the late seventeenth century.
Drawing on work by Inderpal Grewal, who claims that the exhibition interpellated
working and middle-class subjects as members of a nation that was also an empire, I
show how the guidebook was a discursive reproduction of the exhibition that
accomplished the same ideological work. Both constructed the Indian Other as
commodified spectacle, primarily through the discourses of science and commodity
capitalism.
In tracing the history of travel guidebooks as Orientalist productions, the first part of the
thesis focuses on how Orientalist discourse cut across genres related to travel. Cutting
across genres is one way in which Said claimed that Orientalism maintained its "flexible
positional superiority," to which he attributed the ability of Orientalist discourse to
maintain its cultural domination over time (7). To demonstrate how this happened in
the field of travel texts, I first examine two popular mid-nineteenth-century travel
narratives to India, both of which were published by John Murray in the period
immediately preceding the publication of his first guidebook to India in 1859. Through
an analysis of Scenes and Characteristics of Hindostan by Emma Roberts, and
Narrative of a Journey through the Upper Provinces of India by Rev. Reginald Heber, I
show how the conventions that structured mid-nineteenth-century travel narratives
produced Orientalist discourse. This is followed by a textual analysis of the features
that structure several key editions of the early guidebooks to India published by John
Murray and Thomas Cook. Drawing on work done by Ali Behdad, I show how the
genre of the guidebook consolidated the Orientalist discourse of the travel narrative by
producing a more systematic form of Orientalist discourse. I argue it did this primarily
through rationalizing and commodifying the Other into spectacle, just as the exhibition
had.
The second part of the thesis demonstrates how Orientalist discourse changes over time.
I compare the contemporary Lonely Planet India guidebook to the early guidebooks to
India to show how the changed conditions of global tourism at this stage of capitalism,
characterized by increased aestheticization and global digital technology, produce an
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increasingly hegemonic economy of Orientalist discourse. The recently established
Lonely Planet Journeys travel narrative series is one indication of how the corporation
is becoming a hegemonic voice within the field of travel publishing. Whether you are
reading a contemporary guidebook or travel narrative, chances are that you will
encounter the same upbeat signature voice of the Lonely Planet. The two genres are
sometimes written by the same people and often cross-reference each other, an example
of the blurring of genres resulting from the de-differentiation process occurring in
contemporary life that shapes an interlocking economy of contemporary Orientalist
discourse.
I also argue that due to the accelerated and expanded nature of global digital
technology, Lonely Planet print productions now exist in a matrix of Orientalist
productions that includes digital ones. These productions complement each other,
creating a network of Orientalist discourse that constantly circulates around the globe.
Extending Behdad's argument, regarding how the emergence of the first guidebooks
consolidated the Orientalist discourse of travel narratives, to contemporary conditions, I
show how the advent of digital travel productions, such as the Lonely Planet website,
consolidates the Orientalist discourse of the guidebook upon which it draws.
Although the Lonely Planet productions analyzed do make some interventions, these
play a minor role in the overall ideological work of this powerful travel production. I
demonstrate how the Lonely Planet guidebook to India uses postmodern discourse to
expand the commodification discourse of the nineteenth-century guidebooks into the
realm of experience, producing the "primitive Other" and "spirituality" as aestheticized
commodities by transforming them into spectacle. This is particularly evident in the
area of "spirituality," in which India continues to be produced as a site for Western
spiritual transformation. The Lonely Planet also reconfigures the nineteenth-century
Romantic traveler's desire for the "primitive Other" into a new kind of romanticism that
reinscribes the colonial project largely through a rehearsal of imperial nostalgia. Within
this new kind of imperialism, the relations of global postmodernism also alter how the
guidebook interpellates its readers. Extending Grewal's argument, that the exhibition
interpellated its English viewers as members of an imperial nation, to the contemporary
global context, I claim that the Lonely Planet interpellates its readers as members of an
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international elite of world travelers from developed countries who consume the Other
as commodified spectacle.
Although it is not surprising that a popular contemporary tourist guidebook is a
powerful Orientalist production, what is intriguing is how the Lonely Planet purports to
be a production that celebrates difference, constructing an image of itself as innocent of
the violence of tourism that stems from its colonial underpinnings. I examine the
strategies the corporation mobilizes to achieve this, which include maintaining a tone of
innocence in all its print and digital productions, characterized by a signature upbeat
voice. Another important strategy examined is how the Lonely Planet deploys the
"tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction, which arose in the nineteenth century with the advent
of mass travel, to promote itself as a guidebook for "independent travelers." This
appeals to millions of tourists who prefer to think of themselves as "travelers" instead of
banal "tourists." Another strategy the Lonely Planet uses to maintain an innocent image
is its clever choice of a corporate name. Finally, the Lonely Planet maintains a noncommercial image through "the Lonely Planet Story," a narrative in the form of a letter
from the publisher addressed to readers that appears in each Lonely Planet production,
that uses the discourse of domesticity to construct the corporation and its readers as a
family.
I chose India as the site of this study of guidebooks for several reasons. The country
held a unique place in the British imaginary from the early days of the Empire when the
English Orientalists were fascinated with India's religions, architecture, and languages.
In addition to the fact that it has long been a site of British scholarly interest, India's
status as Britain's largest and most important colony created the conditions that made it
one of the earliest foreign travel destinations for middle-class British tourists. Its
transition in 1858, from being a commercial holding of the East India Company to a
Crown colony, produced another kind of traveler to India, as British civil servants and
their families began travelling there to take up residence. This also resulted in more
British travel within India, since many of these families made annual journeys in the
summer to the Hill Stations in the north to escape the heat. All of these factors
contributed to India becoming the site of some of the first foreign guidebooks published
in English.
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One of the earliest and most popular tourist guidebooks to India, which is one of the
subjects of this study, was John Murray's Hand-Book for India, published in 1859. The
complete title of this guidebook is: A Handbook for India; Being an Account of the
Three Presidencies, and of The Overland Route; Intended as a Guide for Travellers,
Officers, and Civilians; with Vocabularies and Dialogues of the Spoken Languages of
India. The comprehensive nature of this title reflects the publisher's vision of his
audience as encompassing not only tourists, but also members of the British colonial
apparatus in India for whom the books were meant to function as a type of encyclopedia
or almanac for living in India. The popularity of Murray's first guidebook to India
resulted in his publishing several more to other regions of India in the years 1881, 1882,
1883, 1891 and 1898. Another major figure in the nineteenth-century tourist industry,
Thomas Cook, soon followed suit, publishing his first guidebook to India, Cook's Indian
Tours, also a subject of this study, in 1889.
However, it is not only the British who have had an enduring fascination with India. I
also chose India as the site of this study because I am interested in the way in which it
has for centuries been written as a source of spiritual transformation for Western
tourists. The stereotype of India as spiritual Other extends back to the eighteenth
century when English Orientalists "discovered" Hinduism. The conflation of India and
spirituality continues to exert a powerful force on the Western imagination. During the
late sixties, the Beatles visited India to seek enlightenment after their mercurial rise to
fame left them disillusioned with the "material world." During the seventies,
disillusioned middle-class Western youth followed in their footsteps, traveling to India
on a type of spiritual pilgrimage in search of an alternative to the capitalist order.
Growing up in the United States during the late sixties and early seventies, my
subjectivity was located in these conditions. Overnight, people assumed names like
"Shakti" and "Indra," stopped eating meat, started wearing fetishized metonyms of
Indian spirituality like beads and "India-print" fabric, and began attributing everything
to "karma." When posters with an image of the soulful-eyed Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
appeared on my college campus, advertising "transcendental meditation," I went to the
address listed on it, where a young man smoking a cigarette answered the door.
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I sat down on the couch, the only furniture in the living room, and was once again met
with those soulful eyes, this time in a smaller image of the Maharishi, which leaned up
against a vase of fresh flowers on top of a wooden packing crate covered with a white
cloth that served as both coffee table and altar. The young man took a seat at the other
end of the couch, stubbed out his cigarette in the incense burner that was next to the
flowers, and lit another one. Then he began extolling the benefits of transcendental
meditation, gesticulating in the air with the hand holding the cigarette so that it became
difficult to concentrate on anything other than the smoke looping and trailing in the air
between us. Sensing my distraction, he brought his hand down and looked a bit ruefully
at the burning cigarette for a few seconds. "These will fall away too. It's just a matter
of time. I've only been practicing for three months." I almost felt sorry for him.
Then he was all business again, asking me if I was ready to hear my mantra. I nodded
yes and he uttered a few syllables in a hushed tone, a conspiratorial look in his eyes as
though I would immediately recognize their spiritual significance. Not sure whether I'd
heard correctly, but too intimidated to ask him to repeat the sounds, I handed over my
twenty-five dollars and left, glad to get outside and breathe fresh air. For the next
several months, every morning and evening before eating, I sat on the floor with legs
crossed, thumb and forefinger touching and resting lightly on my knees, and eyes closed
as I dutifully repeated what I thought was my mantra for twenty minutes. Finally, one
day the tedium became too great and I gave up on Enlightenment and went back to
easier ways of attaining an altered consciousness.
By the eighties, the hippies had left the communes in the country, landed jobs in the
cities and were raising families in the suburbs. These conditions produced the "New
Age" movement, another distorted version of "Eastern spirituality," one with a more
commercial bent than hippie discourse, which was consistent with the aggressive tone
of self-aggrandizement that characterized life during the eighties in the U.S. Part of the
appeal of the New Age movement is the broad, eclectic nature of the many versions of
"Eastern spirituality" it promotes, within which India continues to figure prominently.
The New Age movement is the latest in over two centuries of Western discourse that
has produced India as a site for spiritual transformation, an important element of its
attraction to the West. Thus, India presented a particularly interesting focus for this
study of how the discursive formation of the guidebook produces Orientalist discourse.
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Finally, I chose India as the object of this study because of the role it played in the
success of the Lonely Planet corporation. For the Lonely Planet, the publication of the
guidebook to India represented a turning point in terms of both profits and prestige. In
the preface to the 1997 edition of the Lonely Planet India guidebook, the publisher
states that, despite the corporation's initial concerns about cost and the large scale of the
project of writing the guidebook to India, it "exceeded all our hopes and expectations: it
instantly became our best-selling guide" and "has continued to be one of Lonely Planet's
most popular and successful guides" (n. pag.).
In addition to profits, the Lonely Planet India guidebook is important to the corporation
in terms of cultural capital. During its first years of publication, it won the Thomas
Cook Guidebook of the Year award in the UK, an important marker of prestige within
the travel publishing industry. This acclaim reflects the fascination that India continues
to hold for Westerners, particularly the British who, if the early eighties phenomenon
known as the "Raj revival" is any indication, seem to continue to harbor feelings of
imperial nostalgia for their former colony.
Although guidebooks are central to the ideological work of Orientalism within the
culture of travel, my research revealed that this discursive formation has received
surprisingly little theoretical attention, in comparison to travel narratives. In a
discussion of guidebooks to the British Museum that includes a reference to early travel
guidebooks, Inderpal Grewal states that, like much aesthetic discourse of the time,
guidebooks were assumed to be textually transparent. She notes that this assumption
continues today: "It [the guidebook] is still taken to be value-free. There are very few
readings of the guidebooks in current scholarship" (107).
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Chapter One: Changing Conditions Related to Travel in Nineteenth-Century Britain
1. Economic, Political, and Material Changes
The first half of the nineteenth century in Britain was a time of significant economic,
political, material, and social changes that created the conditions for the emergence of
tourism and the tourist guidebook. In the economic sphere, the Industrial Revolution
had resulted in the transition from mercantile capitalism to commodity capitalism,
transforming England into the greatest imperial power in the world. This shift signaled
the beginning of an interlocking global economy centered on the commodity and
heralded a transition into modern ways of structuring the world that would shape the
development of the guidebook. Another legacy of the Industrial Revolution in early
nineteenth-century Britain was the rise of the middle class, a phenomenon that would
democratize the culture of travel. (In using the term "class" throughout this thesis, I am
not referring to it as a definitive economic category, but rather as a social and cultural
formation produced by historical relations.)
An important political change that also shaped the culture of travel was the British
victory over Napoleon in 1815. James Buzard, in The Beaten Track, explains the
implications of this victory. It ended a war that had lasted twenty years, enabling
Britain to emerge as the predominant world power with much of the East open to it. It
also re-opened the Continent, and eventually the East, for travel to the English (19).
However, with the rise of the middle class in England during the intervening war years,
travel abroad was no longer the exclusive province of members of the upper class on the
Grand Tour. Thus the year 1815 marked the beginning of mass travel or tourism (80).
Accounts from this time of the numbers and classes of English people touring the
Continent and beyond vary widely (Buzard 88). What is clear is that the working class
wasn't going far from home. This is supported by the observations of Thomas Wright,
the author of a book published in 1867 titled Some Habits and Customs of the Working
Classes, By a Journeyman Engineer:
What in fashionable society would be considered a holiday, the general
body of the great unwashed, as at present constituted, cannot have. In the
first place, the unwashed ones have not, as a rule, the means for a few
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weeks' residence at a fashionable watering-place, or a trip to some gay or
picturesque part of the Continent; and even if they had the means and had
learned the manner of 'doing the Rhine for five pounds,' they could not
avail themselves of holidays of that kind. The man who wilfully left his
work for such a length of time as would be necessary for doing the
Rhine, would certainly be 'sacked'; and in addition to that calamity,
would in all probability from that time forward be regarded by his
brethren as a sort of natural curiousity, and a traitor to his class. (109110)
Middle-class British travel in greater numbers to the East was also facilitated by other
political developments. The French occupation of Maghreb and the British presence in
Egypt stabilized the region under European control, which enabled the emerging tourist
apparatus to expand into the region known today as the "Middle East," as Alexandria
became a transfer station for travelers on the overland route to India (Behdad 36). By
the late 1860s, Thomas Cook and his son John had established their tourist operation in
Egypt, followed by Syria and Palestine, and later India.
Improvements in transportation technology were also essential factors in opening up the
East to tourism. The invention of the steam engine made it possible to travel by train
and steamship. The first railways were constructed in England in 1825, and on the
Continent (in Switzerland) in 1844 (Buzard 41). By the end of the century, railways
had been constructed to connect cities within Egypt and Asia Minor, enabling travel in
conditions of relative comfort for the greater numbers of people travelling to the East
(Behdad 35-36). In 1869, the opening of the Suez Canal made it possible to travel to
India by steamship, rendering the long, arduous overland journey unnecessary
(Swinglehurst 88).
However, despite the removal of many obstacles to travel, foreign travel, particularly
over long distances, was still difficult until late in the nineteenth century. The
construction of railways was a lengthy process that occurred in piecemeal fashion and
took decades to complete. Within countries, the rail system was often not uniform, and
between countries it seldom was, thus necessitating several changes of trains when
travelling a long distance. Coordination between steamship and railway lines also took
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some time to develop. Border crossings were often made difficult by the lack of
standardized customs procedures and currency exchange, and there was also the
language difference to negotiate, a barrier of some dimension for the majority of the
monolingual English middle class (Buzard 40-48).
Within India, the culture of travel during the first part of the nineteenth century included
middle-class English tourists on holiday and members of the English East India
Company, on tours of duty. Chartered in 1600, the English East India Company
administered India as a commercial holding from 1608 until 1858 when the British
Crown assumed control. In the early years, Company men traveled to India alone and
the majority of them lived in Indian port cities for a limited period, usually returning to
England after five years (Cohn 19). In the mid-1700s, however, as the British presence
expanded into the interior of the subcontinent, men began serving longer tours of duty
in the Company, often making a life-long commitment to service in India (20).
As India's importance to England grew during the late eighteenth century, there was an
increase in the number of English civil servants traveling to India to take up
administrative posts. In addition, a larger, more bureaucratized Company took
advantage of improved modes of transportation between the two countries by beginning
the practice of providing for periodic furloughs back to England, where many men
married and returned to India for their next term of service with their wives (Stokes 2).
Each summer, the families of these men would make the annual journey to the Hill
Stations to escape the heat at the lower altitude. Thus, with the growth and
bureaucratization of the English Civil Service, service in India became a tour of duty,
rather than a lifetime commitment, a shift that led to the emergence of internal tourism
in the country and gave rise to the need for guidebooks.
2. The Exhibition and Tourism
Although the Industrial Revolution had created a newly empowered middle class that
could afford to travel abroad, it had also caused large-scale unemployment for the lower
classes in England. The potential for social upheaval created by this situation provoked
upper-class anxiety, a fear that was fuelled by concern that the influence of the French
revolution would spread to England and fall on fertile soil among the unemployed
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(Grewal 112). The response of the elite was to promote an agenda of social control
through the establishment of institutions of popular culture, such as the exhibition,
museum, and library. These institutions functioned as sites of a state-sponsored
program of disciplinary education for the lower classes, disseminating dominant
meanings of culture while also promoting national unity (112-13).
One of the chief proponents of this social program was Matthew Arnold. Like other
members of the upper class, Arnold viewed English society as threatened by the
forces of anarchy resulting from the increased secularization of society and the rise
of the middle class. In his polemic, Culture and Anarchy, Arnold advocates
"culture," which he defines as "the disinterested endeavor after man's perfection," as
the antidote to the ills of society (43). Arnold's vision of a state-sponsored program
of cultural indoctrination that would inculcate upper-class notions of "taste" in the
lower classes is located within the paternalistic Victorian notion of "guiding" that
informed much of mid-nineteenth-century life in England.
Another manifestation of this concept was the campaign for rational recreation. The
destruction by industrialization of traditional ways of living, in which work and
leisure were part of an organic sense of time based on the seasons, caused a restructuring of time on separate categories of work and leisure. However, the
working class clung to popular forms of recreation, which involved drinking, animal
cruelty, and sabbath-breaking, because these represented the few means of selfexpression and autonomy left open to them (Bailey 17). The middle and upper
classes viewed these popular working-class forms of recreation as a threat to the
social order because they often led to public displays of protest against conditions.
Thus, the "rational recreation" campaign referred to the prescriptive recreational
activities for the lower classes, promoted by the middle and upper classes as a means
of gaining social control by offering a substitute to the practice of drinking (19).
This emphasis on sobriety also caused the growing Evangelical movement in
England to throw its support behind the campaign. Providing access to exhibitions,
museums, and libraries through lowered entrance fees was one form of "rational
recreation" (Grewal 114). Much didactic literature began to be published at this
time by organizations with names such as the "New Library of Useful Knowledge"
and "The Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge" and educational lectures,
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on topics ranging from health to trade issues, were promoted through "workingmen's
improvement societies" (Grewal 105).
Indeed, the origin of the tourist industry is located in this disciplinary concept of
rational recreation that also produced the institution of the exhibition. It was Thomas
Cook's organization of rail excursions to transport workers from around England to the
Great Exhibition at London's Crystal Palace in 1851 that helped to launch the modern
tourist industry (Maxwell 5). Cook was a man of religious ideals with a passion for
temperance, believing in it as a means of social reform. He also believed in the efficacy
of travel as a form of recreation for the working class that would substitute for drinking.
Thus, many of his early tours consisted of working class excursions to temperance
meetings.
Although Cook was not a member of the upper class, his view of travel as a positive
recreational activity for the working class coincided with the agenda of "rational
recreation" advocated by elitists like Mathew Arnold. Cook was a social progressive,
who believed in tourism as a democratizing force, whereas Arnold's agenda of reformist
education was based on social control and consolidation of the power of the dominant
class. However, like the exhibition and other institutions of popular culture, tourism
circulated preferred meanings of culture that were based on an emergent discourse of
nation as co-eval with empire:
…the many forms of popular culture, the kinds of education that were
given by the state and by the church, and…by travel guides, by museums
and their guidebooks, turned all the English into classes through
differential relations to various notions of 'culture.' What is evident is
that shifting and emerging class interests, such as distinctions between
tourists and travelers, the emergence of the Cook's tours, the workingclass 'improvement' societies, and 'rational recreation,' brought certain
sections of the working class into a culture shared with other classes, one
that contained common notions of England and its relation to other parts
of the world. (Grewal 87)
The first "Great Exhibition," which contained displays of over 100,000 exhibits of
machinery and raw materials, was intended primarily as a trade fair to celebrate the
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technological progress the Industrial Revolution had created. In addition to these
displays, there were also displays of commodities from all parts of the British Empire at
the Great Exhibition. Thus, it played a prominent role in the larger cataloging effort
that had begun during the last half of the eighteenth century, when Europe began to
scientifically order the natural world, an integral aspect of the imperial project that
sought to collect and control all forms of knowledge. This global botanical collection
effort in the interest of seemingly neutral science was another means of constructing
empire through establishing, maintaining, and privileging forms of knowledge of the
Other that were collected and displayed at various sites of popular culture in European
cities (23). During the period from 1770 to 1820, over 126 British collectors--botanists,
horticulturalists, gardeners, and natural historians--traveled throughout the world
collecting plant specimens and sending them back to England (Miller 38-40).
One of these botanists, a man by the name of Joseph Paxton, who was also an architect
of greenhouses for wealthy collectors of plants, designed the building which was
specially constructed to house the Great Exhibition that took place in Hyde Park in 1851
(Richards 18). A building constructed solely to house commodities on such a large
scale was, in and of itself, a novelty at this time (18). In addition, its innovative
appearance contributed to the sense of spectacle created by the Great Exhibition (19).
Made of glass, the building was dubbed "the Crystal Palace" by the editors of Punch
because it was a terraced pyramid of successively receding stories of glass and iron.
The fact that Paxton was also a botanist is another example of how knowledge of the
Other, produced by colonial discourses such as that of natural science, was converging
at the various sites of popular culture in European metropolitan centers.
The Great Exhibition represented for the first time in the history of Europe objects
arranged in displays for mass public visual consumption. This achieved a new way of
organizing knowledge around the visual display of the commodity. It transformed the
very structure of cultural representation, constructing modern ways of seeing that
continue to the present (Richards 18). No longer taken for granted as the inert basis
upon which exchanges were made, as envisioned by Adam Smith, commodities began
to resonate with a symbolic significance of their own, exerting the power of what Marx
called the fetishistic quality of commodities over people (72). Thus, the order of
commodity fetishism and the ideology of consumerism, in which the image dominates,
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was launched (Richards 39). A little over a century later Guy Debord and the
Situationists in France would call this "the society of the spectacle." I argue that this
new "order of things" would also shape the emergence of the guidebook.
Among the foreign exhibits at the Great Exhibition, those that featured the things of
India were prominent. There was a proliferation of interest in India during the midnineteenth century, the culmination of almost a century of English colonialism on the
subcontinent. This gathering of aesthetic knowledge about India began in the mid1700s when the English Orientalists began studying its languages and religions and
collecting artifacts. In the 1770s, in Bengal, the British expanded this aesthetic
appropriation to include the systematic collection of scientific knowledge about India by
instituting a series of "enquiries" and surveys designed to determine how revenue from
the land was assessed and collected (Cohn 5). In the course of performing the land
surveys, the British surveyed and excavated archeological sites, which enabled the
English Orientalists to pursue their study of Indian architecture (7). Studies of temple
ruins would shape an interest in the picturesque in India as paintings of Indian
landscapes and architectural ruins began to have a large market in England, as did
illustrated books, portfolios, prints, and drawings of the Indian landscape and people
(9). This emerging aesthetic would also be enormously influential in shaping the
discursive production of the guidebook.
By the mid-nineteenth century, when the administration of India shifted from the
Orientalists to the Evangelicals and Utilitarians, the systematic mapping of the land in
India, known as the "Survey of India" would become the most extensive administrative
activity undertaken by the British there (Cohn 5). The parameters of the study
expanded to include not only surveys of the land but also studies of the natives (Ghose
41). Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, a series of censuses of the population
were made, which included "extensive narratives about the caste system, the religions of
India, fertility and morbidity, domestic organization, and the economic structure of
India" (Cohn 8). Produced by the emerging discourse of anthropology, these studies
were often included in the early guidebooks to India, which were produced by the
discourse of anthropology.
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Thus, the exhibition was part of the overall archiving of India going on at the time that
shaped the imperial project by constructing Britain as an empire. By the mid-nineteenth
century, as British colonialism expanded, a belief in knowledge of colonized cultures
emerged as a necessary condition to governing correctly: "More of the British public
absorbed such knowledge in various ways through travel books, exhibitions, newspaper
accounts of political and imperial ventures, children's books, didactic and 'improvement'
literature; the list of ways in which the empire became part of the British imaginary was
endless" (Grewal 87).
The nineteenth-century institution of the exhibition provided this cataloging project with
a frame for linking the things of India to the construction of Britain as an empire. As
Carol Breckenridge explains, before the middle of the nineteenth century, objects from
India were held in private collections, kept in glass cabinets known as "wonder
cabinets" or "cabinets of curiosity" that served primarily as status symbols for the
collector--signifiers of his presence in India and superior taste (199). However, at midcentury, with the transition of India from commercial holding to Crown colony, this
mode of individual collecting changed as the British state and cultural technologies
became increasingly entwined. Representations of objects from India assumed
increasing importance to the image of Britain as an imperial nation. At the Great
Exhibition, this relationship was evident in the large size and location of the Indian
displays, which occupied several courts and were located in a central place at the
intersection of the palace's two grand transepts (202). This location of the Indian
exhibits, at the place where the British royalty entered the building, symbolically
domesticated India as the Queen's servant.
In addition, Breckenridge claims that the objects that were chosen to represent India at
the Great Exhibition were typically emblems of royalty. Many of these were gifts to the
English royalty, which were ceremoniously used by them, such as the ivory throne of a
raja that Prince Albert was seated on for the closing ceremonies (203). Thus the
conflation of Indian with British royalty was seamlessly accomplished through the
English appropriation of Indian objects of royalty. This symbolic transference of royal
power was the precursor of the actual event, which occurred twenty-five years later--the
coronation of Victoria as "Empress of India" in 1876. By viewing these displays of
Indian objects of royalty, the lower and middle-class English viewers of these
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exhibitions were interpellated as consumers of a commodified Other and members of a
nation that was an empire, possessing the power to assemble these objects before them
(Grewal 86-87).
The contrast between the displays of industrial machinery produced in England and the
displays of native crafts and objects collected from India and other parts of the Empire
contributed to this interpellation of exhibition viewers as members of a progressive
nation, based in empire. As Anne Maxwell explains, "…most people departed the
exhibitions convinced that imperialism was benevolent because it would benefit
everyone; not only would it improve the living standards of Europeans, but it would
also improve the lot of non-Europeans by dispensing western values and technological
know-how across the globe" (7). In addition, the exhibition democratized Orientalism
by guiding working and middle-class viewers to dominant meanings of the objects on
display, which were the fantasies and desires of the upper-class English Orientalist
scholars and members of the British civil service who had collected and interpreted
them.
The Exhibitions also functioned as the precursor of tourism to India by stimulating in
viewers a curiosity for the "exotic." Tourism was another aspect of the matrix of
Orientalist discourse being organized in the nineteenth century around emerging
institutions of popular culture. As Timothy Mitchell notes, the image of the Orient was
constructed "not just in Oriental studies, romantic novels, and colonial administrations,
but in all the new procedures with which Europeans began to organize the
representation of the world, from museums and world exhibitions to architecture,
schooling, tourism, the fashion industry, and the commodification of everyday life"
(289).
As domestic, large-scale, public displays of "exotic" objects, the Exhibition
spectacularized and commodified the Other in situ as it helped shape middle-class
English viewers into future tourists, who would see India coded as picturesque scenery
in which the Other exists as a colorful object for consumption. This process was aided
by an increase in literacy rates and cheaper conditions for book publishing, which
enabled more people to read books about the distant, exotic colonies of the empire.
Guidebooks were among the books that "were also read by people who had no
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immediate plans for an Oriental journey but read them like travelogues to satisfy their
desire for knowledge about exotic lands and their racially Other inhabitants" (Behdad
39).
For those exhibition or museum viewers who later traveled to India as tourists, the first
guidebooks to India were discursive reproductions of the Exhibition's material catalog
of "exotic" Indian objects. Structured upon the same principles as the exhibition, the
guidebook reproduced the commodified and scientifically rationalized view of the Other
the English people had consumed at the exhibition. In "Orientalism and the
Exhibitionary Order," Timothy Mitchell coins the term "exhibitionary order" to refer to
the structuring principle of the exhibition, which organized knowledge of the Other on a
system of visual display characterized by the three features of essentialism, otherness,
and absence. Knowledge was constructed in terms of cultural and racial essences that
were the polar opposite of traits that were assigned to the West. Moreover, the
essentialist qualities assigned the Other were always posited as the absence of the
positive, opposite quality, which was valorized as a Western attribute. The Orient was
constructed as static and irrational in contrast to the Occident, represented as
progressive and rational (Turner 96).
The exhibition's arrangement of commodities into displays also constructed the viewer
as a consumer. It shaped the West into "a place where one was continually pressed into
service as a spectator by a world ordered so as to represent" (Mitchell 296). Visitors
from the Middle East at nineteenth-century European exhibitions were struck by the
relationship between individuals and the world of objects that the Europeans seemed to
take as the experience of the real (296). This relationship created a commodified view
of reality in which the world became increasingly "organized and grasped as though it
were an exhibition" (296). This was the beginning of the simulacrum, the concept that
structures tourism and the guidebook, which I argue is a discursive reproduction of the
exhibition, structured upon the same "exhibitionary order."
In addition to the discourse of commodification, the exhibition was also produced by the
discourse of science, another emerging discourse that also constructed the tourist
guidebook. The visual system of display that Mitchell describes in his article is based
on the organizing device of the taxonomy, produced by scientific discourse. Developed
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in 1735 by Carl Linnaeus, the taxonomy was the structuring device through which the
discourse of natural science ordered the flora and fauna of the world (Pratt, Imperial
Eyes 15). During the early eighteenth century, as nation-states began sending out
scientific expeditions to make systematic inventories of the interior regions of lands
around the globe, the taxonomy became the mode of organizing the proliferation of
knowledge of the Other into familiar categories (24). In the second half of the
eighteenth century, travel narratives began to reflect this shift to scientific discourse by
changing from a sentimental style of writing to a more informational mode that aspired
to scientific status (27). I argue that the guidebook, structured on the taxonomy, was
part of this discursive shift to a "scientific," Eurocentric view of the world.
Another feature of scientific discourse upon which both the exhibition and the
guidebook are predicated is a valorization of the sense of vision. Within the culture of
travel, Judith Adler has traced the privileging of the visual in tourism's defining practice
of sightseeing to the Enlightenment and Locke's valorization of the visual as the primary
sense for the empirical method (13). During the early sixteenth century when the elite
of Europe traveled to engage in scholarly discourse, the aural was valued over the
visual. However, by the late seventeenth century, when young upper-class English men
began making the Grand Tour of the Continent, sight became the privileged sense in
travel writing. This was due to its valorization by the discourse of science and the
empirical method as the superior sense for acquiring an "objective vision" (18).
Autobiographical ramblings that produced travel narratives were discounted, in favor of
writing that was the result of direct observation, which was considered "to yield direct,
unmediated, and personally verified experience" (11).
In the first guidebooks published by John Murray, this privileging of the sense of sight
as a means of achieving scientific authority is reflected in his frequent use of the phrase
"on the spot" to describe the manner in which he collected information for his
guidebooks. Murray used the phrase as a shorthand way of claiming that the
information in his guidebooks possessed the authority of science since it was the result
of the two-step process of the empirical method represented by personal observation and
contemporaneous transcription.
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The Cartesian distinction between the subject and object of knowledge was another
legacy of the Enlightenment that structured both the exhibition and the guidebook.
Although Heisenberg has since proven otherwise, the idea of distance between the
observer and the observed is central to the scientific method (Fabian, "Presence" 754).
The glass boxes of the exhibition that held the displays of objects constructed and
maintained this distance between the Self and Other, just as the taxonomies of the
tourist guidebook does. By the mid-nineteenth century, as the influence of the discourse
of natural science on the genre of the travel narrative extended its classificatory focus
from the flora and fauna in other lands to the inhabitants, the discourse of anthropology
emerged. Also structured on the distance between the observer and the observed, this
type of scientific discourse became the primary discourse of guidebooks.
3. The Aesthetic of the Picturesque
Although it began during the early seventeenth century as a movement in landscape
painting in France and Italy, by mid-century, the popularity of the aesthetic of the
picturesque had spread to England where it became a profound influence on the culture
of travel. The origin of the picturesque in England can be traced to the passage by
Parliament, from 1750 to 1815, of the Enclosure Acts which converted much of the
English countryside from largely uncultivated communal holdings into private property
in order to increase land cultivation (Bermingham 9). By sentimentalizing the
disappearing pastoral as an idyllic, natural way of life, the picturesque naturalized the
plight of displaced peasants by representing poverty as the result of fate. It converted
the rural poor into colorful parts of the landscape, a strategy that erased the economic
and social changes caused by industrialization that underpinned the changes occurring
in the countryside. Thus, it was a strategy of containment used by the upper class to
celebrate the vanishing feudal order of rural paternalism, a nostalgic reinscription of
loss through imaginative recovery (Bermingham 11).
The first theorist of the picturesque was the Reverend William Gilpin. In 1782, he
published one of the earliest and most famous of the Picturesque tour guidebooks to
Britain, Observations on the River Wye, and Several Parts of South Wales, etc. relative
chiefly to Picturesque Beauty; Made in the Summer of the year 1770 (Andrews 86).
Gilpin subsequently developed his theory on the picturesque in two later works,
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Observations Relative to Picturesque Beauty, published in 1786 and Three Essays: On
Picturesque Beauty, On Picturesque Travel, and On Sketching Landscape, published in
1792.
In the first of the Three Essays, Gilpin strives to distinguish the aesthetic of the
picturesque from that of "the beautiful," as defined by William Burke in A
Philosophical Enquiry, his treatise on the sublime. He begins the essay with this
assertion: "…if a distinction were established, which certainly exists, between such
objects as are beautiful, and such as are picturesque--between those, which please the
eye in their natural state; and those, which please from some quality, capable of being
illustrated by painting (B2). Gilpin bases this distinction on Burke's definition of "the
beautiful" as possessing the primary quality of "smoothness" (114). According to
Gilpin, picturesque objects could be better rendered in a painting than beautiful ones
because of their qualities of "roughness" and "irregularity" (3-6). Nature, therefore, was
not inherently picturesque but had to be made so by the artist through the introduction
into the scene of these qualities that provided contrast and could thus be better rendered
in a painting than smooth, "beautiful" objects (7-8). Two other essential criteria of the
picturesque, according to Gilpin, were "variety" or "novelty," qualities that were also
found only in "rough" objects which, unlike "smooth" ones, produced differences in
light and shade that gave the painting richness (20). Thus, the essence of the
picturesque became the framing of a scene into a composition by the artist and
landscapes came to be valued for their resemblance to a painting. This led to the
construction of the figure of the "Picturesque tourist," for whom the recognition and
tracing of the resemblance between art and nature was their chief pleasure (Andrews
39).
Another theorist of the picturesque, Uvedale Price, contributed the element of "nonutility" to the aesthetic. Price argued that the picturesque derived its value from the
effects of time and the forces of decay that causes things to become old and "deformed,"
as distinguished from the "beautiful," equated with youth through its properties of
"smoothness" and "softness" (80). This idea led to the valorization of the effects of
industrialization in agrarian society as a natural force of time and decay, resulting in
representations of dilapidated cottages, mills, and old barns becoming exemplars of the
picturesque (84). Price also extended this valorization of the old and worn to include
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"gypsies, beggars, foresters, and other members of the rural poor" (Bermingham 69).
Thus, typical picturesque scenes located poor laborers, who had been dislocated by the
forces of industrialization, in idyllic, pre-industrialized landscapes, a strategy that
naturalized the plight of the poor by erasing the forces that caused it (69).
The fact that the picturesque was used by the upper class as a strategy of social control
is particularly evident in the contribution to the aesthetic of another wealthy theorist,
Richard Payne Knight. He added the possession of the quality of "taste" as a
precondition to appreciating the picturesque. Since "taste" was a construct based on
social distinction, this added element consolidated the aesthetic into the exclusive
province of the upper class. Knight went so far as to establish the ownership of
property as another precondition to possessing an aesthetic sensibility (Bermingham
71). Thus, the poor were denied subjectivity and reduced to the status of objects in a
landscape.
Another important contribution made by Knight was his belief that the emphasis within
the aesthetic should be on the perception of the viewing subject. This resulted in the
picturesque being structured on the binaries of subject and object, seer and seen. It
converted nature into a mirror of the values of the upper-class viewer who was also a
person of property and taste. It also produced distance between the viewer and what
was viewed, shaping a perception of the self as different from the object of the gaze in
the same manner as the institution of the exhibition. By emphasizing the division
between subject and object, this structuring binary also accomplished the ideological
work for the dominant class of consolidating unstable class divisions caused by
industrialization (Grewal 86). For middle-class tourists, the distance upon which the
aesthetic was structured also would have alleviated any anxiety caused by viewing the
poor, from whose ranks they themselves had recently risen. Like the exhibition, the
distancing binary of the picturesque also interpellated the viewer as a consumer of the
Other, a process the guidebook would reproduce.
Perhaps the primary reason for the mobilization of the picturesque within the culture of
travel was due to the fact that novelty, an essential criterion of the aesthetic, implies the
mobility of the viewer (Grewal 100). Since only the upper and middle classes could
afford to travel, the picturesque converted the poor into aesthetic objects for the upper
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classes. The status of the poor as objects was also related to the fact that they were
believed incapable of being subjects since they did not have the necessary education in
taste to view the picturesque (Grewal 101). Viewing the static condition of the poor
underscored the privilege of travel and constituted much of its pleasure.
Although both the rural and urban poverty was considered to be picturesque, the rural
poor were considered to be better exemplars of the aesthetic. This was because their
existence erased the uncomfortable connection between poverty and the wealth of the
upper class that representations of the urban poor in an industrialized landscape made
all too apparent (Grewal 101). Moreover, the industrialized nature of the cities
contravened the criterion of non-utility upon which the picturesque was premised, a fact
that also made it difficult to view the urban poor as picturesque.
The binaries of subject and object that were produced by the distancing techniques upon
which the picturesque was structured were also central to the commodification process
that was shaping English society during the early nineteenth century and contributing to
the production of the discursive formation of the guidebook:
The aesthetic of the picturesque, which interpellated subjects through
imperial and class divisions via binaries such as subject and object, seer
and seen, was crucial for the culture of travel, to English culture, as well
as to the emergence of the consumer by the end of the nineteenth century.
(Grewal 86)
Thus, the guidebook's interpellation of English tourists into imperial consumers through
the aesthetic of the picturesque complemented the ways in which the English middle
classes were interpellated through the visual consumption of objects in the exhibition
and the museum.
4. Romantic Discourse and Tourism
Although it is impossible to know the origin of the word "tourist," one of its first
recorded uses in English was in the 1800 edition of the Oxford English Dictionary,
in which Samuel Pegge notes that "'A traveller nowadays is called a tour-ist'" (qtd.
in Prickett 70). One of its earliest appearances in French was in 1816, in Nerval's
Voyage en Orient, where he uses the word "touriste" in a derogatory way,
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nostalgically mourning the passing of "a time when 'real' adventures in unknown
lands were possible" (Behdad 35). This sentiment echoes that of Paul Fussell's
lament in Abroad: "…travel is now impossible and…tourism is all we have left"
(41).
Nerval's pejorative use of the word "tourist" was typical of an attitude that began
after 1815, a year before the publication of Voyage en Orient, when the ending of
the Napoleonic Wars opened the Continent to large numbers of middle-class English
tourists. Self-styled "travelers" began to scorn "tourists" for engaging in what was
perceived as inauthentic behavior while trying to distinguish themselves through the
vehicle of superior "taste." According to Pierre Bourdieu, "taste" is a construct that
is the product of class. By determining what constitutes "good taste," the dominant
class appropriates the mode of classifying cultural goods and practices, which is an
important means of prevailing in the symbolic struggle for the control of culture.
Thus, the English upper class sought to retain its position of social distinction by
remaining the arbiters of what types of travel practices qualified as being in "good
taste," and therefore the domain of "travelers" like themselves.
The "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction was elaborated through the literary tradition
known, not unproblematically, as "Romanticism." (I use this term throughout this
thesis, not with the intention of reproducing a liberal humanist construction of history as
a series of discrete ages but rather as a means of denoting a particular type of writing
that was both constitutive of and a response to British imperialism.) With the advent of
tourism in the early nineteenth century, the writing of Lord Byron, in particular,
functioned as a guiding influence for tourists, who were trying to aspire to the status of
"travelers." According to Buzard, after 1815, large numbers of middle-class tourists
took up the practice of following in the footsteps of Byron, using his works as
guidebooks. They stayed in the places where Byron had stayed, and stood in the same
positions that he had, a copy of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage (based on Byron's own
"Grand Tour" from 1809-1811) in hand for guidance on the appropriate emotion to feel
(117). In this way, middle-class tourists constructed an image of themselves as
"travelers," capable of exalted feeling: "For the tourist who could evoke it, the 'Byronic'
held out the promise of making Continental experience 'live', of saturating it anew with
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poetical evocations, pathos, and even the frisson of a sexual daring not for domestic
consumption" (Buzard 117).
Byron's popularity was such that even after Murray's first handbooks appeared, the
practice of touring Europe using a copy of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage as a guidebook
continued. John Murray capitalized on the trend, publishing Byron's work in a portable
form designed for travelers to use with their handbooks (Buzard 119). Murray also
published other texts that exploited the Byronic myth. One of these, Illustrations of the
Life and Works of Lord Byron (1832-4), a collaborative book by William Brockedon
and the brothers, Edward and William Finden, was designed to accompany Murray's
First Complete and Uniform Edition of Lord Byron's Life and Works (119). Available
in installments of five engravings per month, it piqued the interest of the prospective
tourist with "'plates depicting places mentioned in 'Childe Harold' and other of Byron's
poems, together with portraits of himself and his associates…[and] quotations from his
letters and diaries…'" (qtd. in Buzard 119).
In addition, Murray's early handbooks cite the titles of these books and others by and
about Lord Byron in the recommended reading and advertisements sections. The early
handbooks also included quotes from Byron, such as the following from Murray's 1859
Handbook for India, that appears in that part of the section titled "What to Observe on
the Overland Journey" which describes the coast of Portugal:
The lines of Byron here recur to remembrance:-'The horrid crags, by toppling convent crowned,
The cork-trees hoar that clothe the shaggy steep,
The mountain-moss by scorching skies embrowned,
The sunken glen, whose sunless shrubs must weep,
The tender azure of the unruffled deep,
The orange tints that gild the greenest bough,
The torrents that from cliff to valley leap,
The vine on high, the willow branch below,
Mixed in one mighty scene, with varied beauty glow.' (xxix)
Thus, writing by Romantic authors such as Byron functioned as part of what Ali Behdad
calls a "field of presence," a body of Orientalist travel literature upon which the first
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guidebooks drew to mediate the Orient through previous meanings. Murray's reliance
on the work of Byron to supplement his handbooks suggests that the publisher was
aware that the new genre of the guidebook lacked the emotional dimension of travel that
tourists sought, which was based in the Romantic ethos of self discovery through the
discovery of the Other.
Ironically, the guidebooks middle-class tourists carried for instruction on matters of
taste in an attempt to aspire to the status of "travelers" became a way of classifying them
as "tourists." Guidebooks were perceived as vulgar, the accessory of the undiscerning
"tourist" who was ridiculed for "slavishly following the guidebook" (Grewal 95). The
editors of Punch delighted in satirizing tourists for their conformity, symbolized by the
guidebook, as this excerpt from an 1876 edition of the magazine shows:
The pilgrim of Britain,
His track fain to fit in
Rule spoken or written,
Learns to like and to look
By his Guide or his Book,
Be it Murray or Cook;
The same thing's left undone,
The same by each one done,
'Twixt Thule and London.
All their 'selves' glad to merge,
Through the same gap must surge,
Like the sheep of Panurge,
As Cook bids, on they scurry;
Or tractably hurry
At the order of Murray.
John Bull once had a 'willy,'
And also a 'nilly;'
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Loved to dally or dilly-With his own eyes once looked:
Now he likes his routes Cooked,
His opinions Red-booked,
His thoughts run in a mould-Calf's-foot jelly-like, cold-Laughs or sighs, as he's told
To be grave or rejoice;
Till his voice is Cook's voice,
And his choice is Cook's choice.
Cook's tariff his steady care:
His taste ruled by ready care
Of Murray or Baedeker.
Trots and halts in a band,
Likes, dislikes, second hand,
At the word of command.
And regains his own shore,
His travelling o'er,
The same Bull as before. (100)
This construction of tourists as conformists was part of a binary opposite comprised of
the figure of the lone explorer author/narrator of Romantic travel narratives, who was
perceived as authentic because of his "ability to connect with the authentic or the 'real'
'native' culture":
Romanticism, in its emphasis on the representation of the language of
'real' life and 'real' passions of other people, sought what was authentic
because of a felt alienation from it. The travel narratives' claim of
authenticity, which was validated through the travelers' living the 'real'
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life of alien peoples, was, consequently, Romantic. To be able to pass as
a 'native' became the sign of successful merging with the foreign culture.
Such merging authorized the travelers' representation of native life and
culture. (Grewal 92)
Romantic writers tried to overcome the sense of alienation felt by the modern subject by
attempting to merge with the "primitive" Other, perceived as the site of recovery of the
Self. Appropriating native dress in a performance of Other became a popular means for
several writers to attempt this recovery. Grewal notes that Byron had what became a
very popular portrait of him painted in "'native'" costume (92). Other writers, such as
Burton, Doughty, and Lane became famous by going to places that were forbidden to
Europeans, where they disguised themselves in native dress and learned the local
language in order to acquire the authenticity that "passing" as "native" brought to their
writing. Sometimes, as in the case of Richard Burton, the performance of native culture
enabled writers to transgress boundaries and express aspects of themselves, such as their
sexuality, which were forbidden in their own cultures (Phillips 70). There was also
often a pragmatic aspect to the practice of assuming native dress, since several of those
who disguised themselves were also working as spies for the British government
(Grewal 92). Thus, these attempts at "passing" as the Other were actually a narcissistic
performance of the self. Rather than destabilizing rigid boundaries between the Self and
Other, the temporary taking on of Otherness worked to accentuate and reinvent the self,
reinforcing Orientalist stereotypes of the Other while contributing to the increased
domination of Western institutions in the East.
In contrast to the efforts of the authors of some travel narratives to merge with the Other
through appropriating their dress, the guidebook's prescription of a tourist costume was
a highly visible one that set tourists apart. It enabled tourists to negotiate their anxiety
of "not passing" as "native" through the paradoxical strategy of standing out (Grewal
95). The guidebook's prescription of a tourist costume produced a middle-class English
tourist identity based on a display of English power, rooted in mobility (95). It also
elaborated the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction by coding tourism as a comfortable,
pleasurable activity in contrast to the rugged adventures of the "Romantic" travelers.
Finally, an ironic consequence of the guidebook's comprehensive construction of the
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travelling subject was that the guidebook itself became an essential component of the
tourist costume and a means of easily identifying an English tourist (Grewal 95).
However, the subjects created by guidebooks were similar in many respects to those
who snobbishly perceived themselves as "travelers." While tourists followed sights in a
guidebook, travelers followed in the footsteps of other travelers. Both travel narratives
and guidebooks suggested where to go and what to see (Grewal 95). Guidebooks were
simply much more prescriptive because their upper-class publishers directed the gaze of
their readers to certain "sights" and told them how best to appreciate them.
Even before Romantic discourse became mobilized as a means of elaborating social
distinctions in travel practices, much travel writing had been produced by it. Before the
"East" opened up to travelers, a desire for it was being constructed in the English
imagination during the last decades of the eighteenth century through Orientalist texts
that represented it as a sort of exotic literary commodity (Leask 19). Stimulated by the
work of British Orientalists in India, such as Sir William Jones, there was great interest
in Persian poetry in England between 1770 and 1825 (18). With the opening up of the
"East," came the opportunity for "Romantic" writers, such as Byron, to use it as a
theatrical backdrop against which to enact their personal quests of the imagination.
Byron's publisher, John Murray, encouraged him "to make the most of the saleability of
poetry with an 'oriental' flavour" (Leask 14). It was sound advice, resulting in the series
of Eastern Tales, produced between 1813 and 1816, making Byron the most popular
poet in Britain and established the "'Byron Myth'" in Europe (Leask 14).
Indeed, Romantic discourse, travel, Orientalism, and imperialism are connected through
the fact that all are predicated upon the ethos of self-discovery, which is closely related
to the "discovery" of the Other. Both Romantic discourse and travel are structured on a
search for the self's lost "authenticity" in the disappearing "primitive" and nature,
perceived as existing outside the forces of modernization (Makdisi 12). Romantic
discourse privileged solitary communion with nature, which was perceived as the site of
imaginative inspiration to loftier heights that would enable the recovery of the self,
believed lost to the forces of modernization. Foreign travel also became popular among
Romantic writers because it was perceived as a space of freedom outside of ordinary
modern life, a means of escape from the dreary urban routine created by the forces of
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industrial capitalism (Buzard 81). In the foreign space, one could reinvent oneself and
recover the child-like sense of wonder that the industrial, urban routine at home had
nearly extinguished (101). Ironically, it was the forces of modernization, criticized by
Romantic writers, which produced the improved methods of transport and other
changed material conditions that facilitated their travel abroad.
Within Britain, Romantic writers such as Wordsworth decried the forces of
industrialization of the early nineteenth century that were destroying the rural
environment and traditional forms of social production, viewed by them as "authentic."
It was in response to fear of imminent destruction of a natural site that Wordsworth
wrote A Guide Through the District of the Lakes. Dismayed at the increasing numbers
of tourists of the lower classes who were visiting his beloved Lake District, Wordsworth
wrote the guidebook as an attempt to educate them, whom he saw as in need of
guidance in how to appreciate its beauty in the proper Romantic way (Grewal 99).
Evidence of Wordsworth's intention is indicated in the preface to the guidebook:
In preparing this Manual, it was the Author's principal wish to furnish a
Guide or Companion for the Minds of Persons of taste, and feeling for
landscape, who might be inclined to explore the District of the Lakes
with that degree of attention to which its beauty may fairly lay claim.
For the more sure attainment, however, of this primary object, he will
begin by undertaking the humble and tedious task of supplying the
Tourist with directions how to approach the several scenes in their best,
or most convenient, order. (1)
Ironically, the success of Wordsworth's A Guide Through the Lake District led to an
even greater increase of visitors to the region, which caused its author great anxiety for
the resulting loss of "authenticity" of the region. When the construction of a railway to
the Lake District was proposed, a horrified Wordsworth wrote two letters of protest to
the local newspaper. In them, he argued that the railway would destroy the region since
it would bring large numbers of working-class people, who lacked the taste to
appreciate it:
…the perception of what has acquired the name of picturesque and
romantic scenery is so far from being intuitive, that it can be produced
only by a slow and gradual process of culture; and…as a
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consequence…the humbler ranks of society are not, and cannot be, in a
state to gain material benefit from a more speedy access than they now
have to this beautiful region. (157)
Wordsworth goes on to describe the destruction to nature that would result from the
introduction of this product of industrialization to the region and the consequent damage
to the Romantic sensibility the railway represented:
Almost every reach of the winding vales in this district might once have
presented itself to a man of imagination and feeling under that aspect, or
as the Vale of Grasmere appeared to the Poet Gray more than seventy
years ago. 'No flaring gentleman's -house,' says he, 'nor garden-walls
break in upon the repose of this little unsuspected paradise, but all is
peace,' &c., &c. Were the Poet now living, how would he have lamented
the probable intrusion of a railway with its scarifications, its intersections,
its noisy machinery, its smoke, and swarms of pleasure-hunters, most of
them thinking that they do not fly fast enough through the country which
they have come to see. (162-63)
Wordsworth and other Romantics writing in England at this time valorized nature as a
site for one to escape the ills of industrialization and reinvent the self. For those writers
in the Romantic tradition who ventured out of England, the desire for the "primitive"
Other was an additional element of their writing. This desire was essentially
narcissistic, stemming from the European desire to understand the origins of the self.
The valorization of the primitive had been shaped by Rousseau's publication in 1754 of
The Discourse on Inequality, in which he established the concept of the "noble savage."
Coded as "original" or "natural," existing outside of the forces of modernization at the
beginning of linear time, the "primitive" represented man uncorrupted by the forces of
civilization. In Time and the Other, Johannes Fabian shows how this construction
locates the "primitive" paradoxically in both the past and present, at a point anterior in
linear time to modern society and simultaneously "in an eternal present which mirrors
the past of Western civilization" (80). It results in the "denial of coevalness," which
Fabian defines in the following manner: "By that I mean a persistent and systematic
tendency to place the referent(s) of anthropology in a Time other than the present of the
producer of anthropological discourse" (31). It was a construction that was essential
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for Europeans, who needed to share a common past with the "primitive" in order to
travel back in time to acquire knowledge of the self in its "natural" state, with which
they could reinvent themselves and subsequently "return" to modernity (Torgovnick
45).
Dean MacCannell argues that the search of the modern subject for an organic way of
life, perceived as existing outside of the forces of modernization, is the definitive
metaphor for tourism: "For moderns, reality and authenticity are thought to be
elsewhere: in other historical periods and other cultures, in purer, simpler lifestyles"
(3). The ideological structure of "modern" society is predicated upon an opposition to
"premodern" or "un(der)developed" societies, which are viewed as part of its own past,
one to where the tourist believes they can go to recover their lost sense of wholeness (78). This results in a tendency to "museumize the premodern" by artificially preserving
it in modern culture, in art, music, dress, décor, and, especially, in tourism (8-9).
Thus, the tourist's search for the "primitive" Other is a nostalgic search for origins,
predicated upon a valorization of the loss of an organic, pre-modern way of life.
However, as tourists traveled to foreign lands in search of their lost selves in the Other,
a fundamental dilemma confronted them because inherent in their "discovery" of the
"primitive" Other was its destruction. Renato Rosaldo calls this phenomenon "imperial
nostalgia," which he explains as follows:
A person kills somebody, and then mourns the victim. In a more
attenuated form, somebody deliberately alters a form of life, and then
regrets that things have not remained as they were prior to intervention.
At one remove, people destroy their environment, and then they worship
nature. In any of its versions, imperialist nostalgia uses a pose of
'innocent yearning' both to capture people's imaginations and to conceal
its complicity with often brutal domination. (69-70)
Elaborating on Rosaldo's concept, Caren Kaplan analogizes imperialist nostalgia to the
"Euro-American childhood," arguing that it "erases collective and personal
responsibility, replacing accountability with powerful discursive practices: the
vanquished or vanished ones are eulogized (thereby represented) by the victor" (34).
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This discussion of the various influences occurring in England in the nineteenth century
that were shaping the culture of travel and the guidebook has established a framework
for the textual analyses of travel narratives and early guidebooks to India that follow in
Chapters Four and Five. In the next chapter, I turn to India to examine how changes in
conditions there shaped the guidebook as an Orientalist production.
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Chapter Two: Changing Conditions Related to Travel in India
1. The English East India Company
During the two and a half-century colonial relationship between India and the English
East India Company, there were several shifts of attitude by the English. In the early
years of the Company, there was limited contact between the British and Indians since
the British socialized primarily with other European traders (Cohn 19). However, by
the mid-1700s, as the British presence expanded into the interior of the subcontinent,
and careers with the Company became longer, many English men assimilated to Indian
ways, often marrying Indian women and learning the local languages and customs
(Stokes 1-2). The growth and increased bureaucratization of the Company during the
early nineteenth century witnessed another general change in attitude as members of the
Company served tours of duty rather than making a lifelong commitment to service in
India. These men viewed their time in India as a sojourn for purposes of making a
career, with the ultimate goal being a comfortable retirement in England. England
remained firmly rooted in their minds as home, its green countryside memorialized as
beautiful in a way that India could never be (Grewal 35-36).
In addition to promoting assimilation to Indian culture, the expansion of British
influence over the subcontinent that began in the mid-1700s affected British attitudes
towards India in other ways. In 1757, under the leadership of Robert Clive, the English
East India Company defeated Siraj-ud-Daula at Plassey, a victory that enabled the
British to expand their commercial power to the civil sphere through an assumption of
the administration of justice and the collection of taxes in Bengal (Hovell 83). This
expansion of influence transformed the British presence from a somewhat distant
commercial one into a civil administration that intervened directly in the daily affairs of
the Bengalis. Two direct effects of this move were immediately felt. The Company
raised taxes, which ultimately resulted in the famines of 1770 and 1783 (83). It also
developed a standing army, which consolidated the British presence as both a military
and bureaucratic arm of the British government (Wolf 245).
Despite the Company's growing influence, however, Clive was determined that its
power should remain in the background and not interfere with local forms of
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governance (Stokes 1). In this, he was typical of the early leaders of the English East
India Company, who saw their power as being of a limited commercial and military
nature, that of necessity must co-exist with the established native institutions (Hutchins
3). However, despite Clive's efforts, his victory at Plassey was a turning point in
Anglo-Indian relations, that widened the distance between the English merchants and
Indians, and ultimately resulted in a bureaucratic form of British control that did not coexist with local institutions (Wolf 245).
As the British expanded their power in India, they recognized that successful
administration of the colony required an understanding of indigenous knowledge and
customs. Therefore, from the mid-1700s, there was a tremendous emphasis on the study
of Indian religion, laws, customs and, most of all, languages. Warren Hastings was one
of the first Company leaders to recognize the necessity of learning Indian languages in
order to rule effectively. The product of an English classical education, Hastings valued
learning and had a respect for local knowledge and customs, which he promoted in the
men under his command. Like Clive, he believed that even though the English were
ruling Bengal, they should employ local law in their governance of the region (Marshall
13). In 1773, Hastings successfully advocated for a policy that required that English
civil servants learn Persian, the language of administration and law in India, and the
language the British called “Hindustani” (also “Indostani”) at Haileybury College in
England, before coming to India (Kopf 18). He was also successful in the establishment
of Persian and Arabic in the curriculum at the training center for Company recruits in
India, the College at Fort William (Cohn 24).
Hastings developed a coterie of selected aides who helped develop a body of texts about
India, including grammars, dictionaries, and legal treatises, that represented the
beginning of the systematic production of Orientalist discourse on India (Cohn 21).
Two books that were among the significant products of this effort were titled Interesting
Historical Events relative to the Provinces of Bengal and the Empire of Indostan by
John Zephaniah Holwell, and History of Hindostan by Alexander Dow, published in
1767 and 1768 respectively (Marshall 5-7). The importance of these two books lay not
in their content, since they were largely rewritings of what had previously been written
about Hinduism, but in their enthusiastic reception in England (6). Their publication
contributed to a change in taste towards India in European circles by creating an
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awakening of interest in Hinduism during the second half of the eighteenth century
(Marshall 6). However, despite this interest, many of the old ideas about India as a
place of intellectual stagnation, chaos, and lawlessness, inhabited by competing despotic
governments, which had been generated by previous texts, prevailed, particularly
among those in the growing Evangelical movement in England. Thus, many of the
interpretations of Hinduism by English Orientalists, such as those by Holwell and Dow,
were an effort to accommodate the Evangelical movement by reconciling Hinduism
with Christianity, an effort that resulted in distortions of Hinduism as monotheistic.
The effort at this time to quantify and classify knowledge about India resulted in a
proliferation of texts that extended into other categories of knowledge besides religion.
Marshall describes how, when the Company assumed the administration of civil justice
in Bengal, Hastings began a project of translating Hindu laws in order to rule according
to local customs and traditions. To accomplish this, he instructed eleven Bengali
pandits to write out the law on several disputed points in Sanskrit. This code was then
translated into Persian by the pandits, and from Persian into English by Nathaniel
Halhed, another young Company member who was part of Hastings' coterie. The result,
A Code of Gentoo Laws, published in England in 1776, was a failure as a source of legal
authority in India, but it fed the growing interest in England on the subject of Indian
customs and manners. Another book that enjoyed a popular reception in England, also
written by one of Hastings' group of scholars, was the translation of the Bhagavad Gita
from Sanskrit. Translated by Charles Wilkins and published in 1785, this text was the
first published translation into a European language of a major Sanskrit work (Marshall
5-7).
2. The English Orientalists and Indian Religion
During the late eighteenth century, the interest in learning about Indian culture extended
beyond the pragmatically oriented motivation of Company leaders who saw the
necessity of "knowing" it in order to govern. The early efforts of groups such as
Hastings' coterie, men with a scholarly bent who were genuinely interested in Indian
culture, soon extended to other English scholars, who became dubbed "Orientalists"
(Inden 416). The British Orientalists were fascinated with the antiquity of Indian
culture and its classical past (Ghose 40). Products of the Enlightenment, these scholars
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were part of the global collection of knowledge that Europeans had been engaged in
since the early 1700s. As Pratt has shown in Imperial Eyes, this seemingly neutral,
scholarly effort was complicit with the larger imperial project of domination.
However, the English Orientalists had to overcome several philosophical obstacles in
their scholarly pursuit of the Other. According to Ronald Inden, one of the fundamental
contradictions confronting the British Orientalists was how to reconcile the difference
of the "Other" without compromising their Enlightenment belief in the unitary nature of
"mankind" (402). They attempted to resolve this dilemma through the use of Orientalist
discourse. By constructing the Indian Other as radically different from the Self and
positing difference in essentialist terms, as a lack or absence in relation to the European
Self, they were able to construct Europeans as the embodiment of the full realization of
man's development. Steeped in the emerging discourse of scientific rationalism, the
Orientalists also looked to naturalistic explanations, verifiable through empirical means,
to accommodate difference to their unified view of the world. By the mid-nineteenth
century, when the first tourist guidebooks to India were published, climactic and racial
theories of inferiority had become popular ways to explain what the Europeans
perceived as the inferiority and backwardness of India. Disease, physical and mental,
was attributed to the humid Indian climate. This fear was a displacement of larger
anxieties about both the colonial project and the void at the heart of the human
condition, one that was often projected onto the colonial landscape:
…the colonizer and his or her culture are existentially (i.e. both
physically and mentally) threatened by the colonized and their 'dark'
nature. Landscape, climate, flora and fauna play a dominant role in the
impersonal variants of this conflict. British Indian colonial literature is
full of tales where heat, drought, humidity, floods, thunderstorms,
earthquakes, landslides or any of the other shake-ups that Indian nature
might have in store, thwart the colonizer's purpose and drive him either
back into safer and more familiar places or alternatively into madness or
death. (Stilz 92)
Evidence of colonial preoccupation with the topics of disease and climate is present in
Murray's 1859 Handbook for India. The guidebook begins with a section titled "Health
and Comfort," which is a medical discourse on tropical diseases and remedies, replete
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with references to the contaminating effects on the body and mind caused by "the ill
effects of an unnatural climate" (xiii). Warning of the rainy season, Murray states that it
"inflicts on the delicately sensitive human frame a feeling of indescribable languor and
oppression…the mind, too, seems to partake in the general relaxation, being unfitted for
vigorous or sustained effort;" (ix-x). He also describes how the climate can cause the
loss of mental faculties: "formidable and rapid in its progress, it inspires in many cases
a vague terror, which prevents the due exercise of the reasoning powers" (xvii). The
word "terror" here evokes Burke's aesthetic of the Sublime, which was related to the
fear of losing control and rationality.
The primary focus, however, of the English Orientalists' scholarly attention was the
languages, religion, and architecture of India. In their studies of these subjects, the
Orientalists had a scholarly bias for texts, which they viewed as sources of "pure"
knowledge that embodied an idealized past (King 101). One of the reasons for the
valorization of these texts was because they were written in Sanskrit, a language in
which there was much interest at the end of the eighteenth century. In 1786, the lawyer
and linguist William Jones, one of the most passionate and prolific of the British
Orientalists in India, had made the finding that there were similarities between Sanskrit
and classical Latin and Greek (King 119). This bolstered the emerging view of India as
"the cradle of European civilization" since it indicated that these European languages
appeared to be descended from Sanskrit, not Hebrew as had been previously believed
(Inden 416). Thus, India was valorized by the English Orientalists as a site of origins
and became a popular site for tourists, an exotic "kind of living museum of the
European past" to which Westerners could go to discover themselves (Cohn 78;
Torgovnick 187).
The Orientalists were particularly interested in India's ancient religious manuscripts.
Richard King explains how the Orientalists viewed contemporary, popular religious
practices as corrupt versions of what they believed was an original, pure form of
Hinduism that had existed in the classical past, embodied in Sanskrit texts. He claims
that the Sanskrit texts favored by the English Orientalists were those they perceived as
being more "mystical" in nature than others, namely the Vedas, and in particular, the
Upanishads. However, these texts were representative of a select group--the priestly
elite, or Brahmins, who were the native informants for the Orientalists, not the Hindu
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religion as it was practiced in many varieties across India. Thus, what the Orientalists
translated, which became known as "Hinduism," was a Western construction, shaped by
members of the Brahmin class who were motivated by the need to preserve their status
and power (King 101-05).
One of the reasons the English Orientalists privileged the quality of "mysticism" in
Hinduism and Buddhism is because, with the rise of secular rationalism in the West,
this quality had been erased from various sects of Christianity, creating a need to project
it onto constructions of Indian religions (King 33). Because of Kant's coding of
"mysticism" as the antithesis of rationality, the Orientalists' characterization of
Hinduism and Buddhism as "mystical" religions shaped a construction of them as
irrational. In addition, the English Orientalists also privatized mysticism, locating it
within the interior realm of personal experience. Mysticism came to be seen as a
"personal matter of cultivating inner states of tranquility and equanimity, which, rather
than seeking to transform the world, served to accommodate the individual to the status
quo through the alleviation of anxiety and stress" (21). The Evangelicals and
Utilitarians would later use this construction of Indian religion as a major reason for the
country's backwardness, and a justification of their calls for reform. They mobilized
constructions of India as "irrational" to produce the Orientalist binaries in which the
Westerner is idealized as "modern, egalitarian, civilized, secular, rational and male" in
contrast to the Indian, who is represented as "tied to tradition, primitive, hierarchical,
uncivilized, religious, irrational and effeminate" (113).
While the Evangelicals and Utilitarians were mobilizing the Orientalists' construction of
India as "mystical" as a reason for reform, the Romantics celebrated the concept. For
them, the Orientalists' construction of Indian religion as inherently symbolic and
mythical was consistent with the emphasis in Romantic discourse on individual
emotions and imagination (Inden 442). As Europe became more industrialized, India
was written by "romantic idealists" as "exotic" and "mystical," the source of an interior,
individual spiritual experience that Christianity lacked (403, 442). As Richard King
states, "once the term 'mystical' became detached from the specificity of its originally
Christian context and became applied to the 'strange and mysterious Orient', the
association of the East with 'mysticism' became well and truly entrenched in the
collective imagination of the West" (96). In addition, King notes how nineteenth-
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century Romantic representations of India were also produced by nostalgia for lost
origins:
When Friedrich Schlegel proclaimed that 'everything, yes, everything
without exception has its origin in India', he was reiterating a prevalent
theme in nineteenth-century Romantic and Orientalist representations of
India as the primeval 'cradle of civilization'. As we have seen in the case
of Hinduism, this nostalgia for lost origins became an important strand in
Western representations of the 'mystic East'. India and Tibet became
geographical sites that are 'shrouded in mystery' and 'deeply mystical' in
nature…Asia in general and India in particular came to be seen as the
West's gateway to its own past--to the lost innocence and childhood of
humanity. (King 147)
Thus, the concept of "mystical India," one that persists to contemporary times, was
born.
3. The Indian Picturesque
The zenith of the English Orientalists' fascination with Indian religion and architecture
during the late 1700s coincided with the formation of the aesthetic of the picturesque in
England. As the English rural landscape and the old paternalistic order it symbolized
was being lost to the forces of industrialization, the colonies began to be viewed as the
source of the pastoral that England was losing at home (Grewal 100). The
sentimentalization of foreign landscape through the aesthetic of the picturesque became
a central concern of mid-nineteenth-century tourists and was enormously influential in
shaping travelers' perceptions of India (Ghose 38). The many ruins and religious
temples in India in particular became a popular destination for British tourists and artists
because they presented a pleasing irregularity of lines and a variety of colors, two
important criteria of the picturesque (49-50). In their constructions of Indian ruins,
British artists were influenced by the English Orientalists' idealized constructions of
them as exemplars of the region's classical past (40). Ruined architecture in India also
represented a return to a state of nature, which was a positive value in the discourse of
Romanticism, which valorized nature as a source of the emotions and imagination
(Andrews 45).
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In the Indian context, the Oriental Other was substituted for the poor in Britain as the
object of viewing pleasure. Like the poor of England, the threatening alterity of the
non-Western Other was framed into a scene, often conflated with the flora and fauna to
compose a pleasing sight for middle-class English tourists. The distance between
viewing subject and object of the gaze that is inherent in the aesthetic also promoted a
perception in the viewer of control, which allayed the anxiety of the Self that was
caused by the difference of the Other. This distancing strategy was crucial to the selfdefinition of Europe, which measured the "advancements" of enlightened humanism
against the deformed Other, located on the teleological line of progress in a preindustrialized, timeless past, to which the traveler could go to discover their origin
(Torgovnick 187). The distance upon which the picturesque is structured also
underscores the fact that travel is situated in inherently unequal power relations since
the traveler's very presence in the Other's home is informed by their position of
privilege, and capacity for mobility. Moreover, within the colonial context, the Other,
already marked within England by class, was further distanced through the distinctions
of race and nation. Thus, middle-class English tourists were interpellated as racially
superior, imperial consumers of a commodified Other (Grewal 101).
The most famous British artists of the Indian picturesque were Thomas and William
Daniell, an uncle and nephew who went to India in 1785. They stayed nearly ten years
in India, travelling widely and drawing everywhere they went (Archer, India Observed
9-10). During this time, they produced a vast collection of drawings from which the
two made oil paintings for the rest of their lives (10). They sold their paintings to
British officers serving in India and to retired Indian civil servants living in England,
among whom there was a great demand for the Indian picturesque (Stilz 88). They also
did paintings for display in exhibits in England, at the British Institution and Royal
Academy, and published two books of collections of engravings, titled Oriental Scenery
and A Picturesque Voyage to India by Way of China.
Soon after their arrival in India, the Daniells modified their classical style to respond to
the increasing taste in the public for the picturesque. Their work was extremely
influential in defining the English early nineteenth-century view of India, largely
because their idealized pastoral representations of India confirmed the constructions of
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classical Indian culture that English Orientalist scholars had been producing since the
mid-1700s (Ghose 40). Indeed, the popularity of the Daniells' aquatints was such that,
after their publication, the sketchbook became an essential accessory for those traveling
to India (40). Thus, the rendering of the picturesque through pictorial means
represented the expanding power of the aesthetic to shape constructions of the colonial
landscape through the genre of travel texts.

The influence of the picturesque and
the Orientalists' idealized
constructions of India's classical past
can be seen in the Daniells' drawing
titled "Ruins at the Ancient City of
Gour formerly on the Banks of the
River Ganges" (Fig. 1). The building
is depicted as overgrown with jungle,
thus conforming to Uvedale Price's
criterion that the picturesque should
represent the forces of nature and

Fig. 1. "Ruins at the Ancient City of Gour
formerly on the Banks of the River
Ganges," Thomas and William Daniell
(Archer, Early Views of India).

decay that caused things to become
"deformed." In the context of India,
these "natural" forces represented India as the timeless Other, the source of origins for
the West, to which English tourists could return to find their past.

The Daniells' drawing of the Jain
temple titled "Paraswa Rama Sabha"
(Fig. 2) is interesting for its similarity
to a representation of a temple in
Lonely Planet India. In both these
representations, the temples are
produced as dark, rather eerie places,
evocative of the sublime. The only
light in this drawing by the Daniells
reveals some ornately carved pillars

Fig. 2. "Paraswa Rama Sabha," Thomas
and William Daniell (Archer, Early Views
of India).
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and the figure of a man seated at the
base of one of them, who looks very
small by comparison, contributing to
the melancholic mood of the
sublime.

"Dusasumade Gaut, at Bernares, on
the Ganges" (Fig. 3) is the Daniells'
representation of this holy Hindu
site. Although famous as a site of
ritual cleansing and a vital part of the
Hindu religion as practiced by

Fig. 3. "Dusasumade Gaut, at Bernares on
the Ganges," Thomas and William Daniell
(Archer, Early Views of India).

millions of Indians, there are no
people in the water in this drawing.
Instead, the focus of the composition
is on the stately buildings, which
constructs the Orientalists' idealized
version of a classical Indian past.
The people are elements in the
background, barely distinguishable
outlines of figures positioned on the
steps of the building, serving for the
purpose of giving the painting scale.

The Daniells also did ethnographic
drawings, such as the pencil sketch
of a woman in a sari (Fig. 4), for the
purpose of illustrating the exotic
dress of the natives. These
decontextualized drawings of people
were produced by the discourse of
ethnology, another aspect of
scientific discourse emerging at this

Fig. 4. Pencil sketch of a woman, Thomas
Daniell (Archer, Early Views of India).
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time to structure the European global inventory that attempted to exhaustively know and
categorize every aspect of the Other. In this drawing, the figure of the woman is
fetishized, her accessories and jewelry drawn to a larger scale next to the figure, with
lines connecting the accessory to the part of the body where it is worn. This mode of
illustrations is also produced by the discourse of natural science, in which illustrations
of flora often include sketches of the component parts of a plant drawn to a larger scale
next to the image of the whole. Orientalist discourse produced by ethnographic
illustrations such as this will be reproduced in remarkably similar fashion in tourist
guidebooks for the next two hundred years. In Chapters Five and Seven, I show how
similar ethnographic drawings, which appear in Murray's 1904 Imperial Guide to India,
in Cook's 1907-08 Tours to the Orient, and in Lonely Planet India, continue to
reproduce Orientalist discourse.
4. The Evangelicals and Utilitarians
In the mid-nineteenth century, British policy towards India changed when the English
Orientalists, schooled in the principles of the Enlightenment, lost power to the reformoriented Evangelicals and Utilitarians. This change was initiated with the passage of
the Charter Act of 1833, also known as the Government of India Act of 1833, that
transferred control of the activities of the English East India Company to the Crown.
The Act created a new bureaucracy, called "the Governor General of India Council," to
administer India, exemplifying the new administrative focus on the governing of India
(Harlow and Carter 5). It marked the end of the benevolent paternalism of Orientalist
leaders like Hastings and Clive and the beginning of the era of reform of the Utilitarian
and Evangelical movements, the implementation of which would occupy the British
administration for the next half a century (Stokes 78). This shift in political conditions
coincided with the economic transition from mercantile to commodity capitalism that
also effected a change in the realm of representation, causing the Other to be
increasingly produced as an object in need of reform (Makdisi 111).
Evangelicalism was experiencing a revival in England during the last decades of the
eighteenth century. Upper-class fear of the influence of the French Revolution
spreading to England was one of the motivations for social control through religion,
aimed largely at making the lower classes pious and conformist (Hutchins 12). The
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attempts of the English Orientalists to reconcile their interpretations of Hindu texts in
ways that would not offend the growing Evangelical movement were not successful
since members of this conservative movement condemned even these results. By the
1780s, Evangelicals in India were beginning to write harsh criticisms of Hinduism as a
form of idolatry (Marshall 42).
In 1787, Charles Grant, a particularly zealous Evangelical member of the Company in
India, drafted a proposal for launching missions in India. It failed due to Company fear
that attempts to Christianize the Indians would create resentment and rebellion against
British rule (Laird 3). However, five years later, Grant strengthened his argument for
evangelizing India in his famous Observations on the State of Society among the Asiatic
Subjects of Great Britain, particularly with respect to Morals; and on the Means of
Improving it. As implied by the title, this treatise was a condemnation of Hinduism, as
well as just about everything else Indian, including law, arts, agriculture, habits and
manners (Stokes 31). Published as a Parliamentary Paper in 1813 and again in 1832,
Grant's treatise became an influential force in changing British policy in India from the
benevolent paternalistic Orientalism, constructed through the discourse of English
scholars, to the Evangelicals' assimilationist and reform-oriented type of Orientalism
(29).
Closely allied with the Evangelical movement of this period was that of the Utilitarians.
Both movements were products of the rising English middle class, based on essentially
secular doctrines that valorized individualism and believed in the efficacy of knowledge
as the best means of liberating individuals from what were perceived as oppressive
systems that inhibited their capacity for industrious activity (Hutchins 9-10). Both
perceived India's backwardness as due not to innate degeneracy but rather as a product
of unfortunate historical circumstances (10). However, the Evangelicals and Utilitarians
had divergent views on how to go about reforming India. For the Evangelicals, the
source of the problem was what they viewed as a superstitious religion that enslaved the
Indian individual. Their solution was to free Indian minds from the idolatry of
Hinduism and its attendant evils through education (Stokes 32). In this respect the
Evangelical project was aligned with one of the goals of English liberalism which was
to assimilate India by means of British laws and education, as articulated by Thomas B.
Macaulay in his famous "Minute on Education" of February 2, 1835.
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However, the liberal goal of granting Indians the civilizing influence of British
education and values was based more on economic interests than on any sense of
paternalistic altruism. According to Eric Stokes, the profitability of India to Britain had
fallen off over the years, a trend that had worsened since the forces of industrialization
had mechanized the English textile industry, producing cheap cloth that destroyed the
market in England for hand-woven Indian cloth. British exports of cloth to India were
also threatened, since the Indian economy had been devastated by the displacement of
its weaving industry by manufactured English textiles. The liberal thinking of the time
was that if England were to profit from India, measures must be taken to modernize
India to raise the purchasing power of the Indian population and develop the Indian
trade. Therefore the liberal solution to India's plight was a project of modernization that
was mapped onto an English model of education.
The Utilitarians, on the other hand, advocated the forces of free trade as the key to
modernizing India. This was consistent with their view that happiness, not liberty, was
the goal of government, and that happiness was promoted by the protection of the
individual and his property (Stokes 64). They viewed India exclusively in terms of its
utility to the home country, as a source of products, revenue, and knowledge. Using the
argument that traditional Indian laws that interfered with free trade were the chief
impediment to the country's advancement, they advocated a highly centralized British
state bureaucracy to extract revenues from the land, which was the chief source of
revenue in India. This involved a comprehensive system of land taxation that entailed
the survey and registration of all landholdings into new legal codes (Stokes 70). This
survey was based on a scientific assessment of land revenue based on detailed statistics
of agricultural production, a process that rationalized and commodified, under British
control, the traditional Indian system of unwritten, customary law (Stokes 70, 78). The
position of the "Collector," the British colonial official responsible for the collection of
the land revenues for the State, became central to this administrative bureaucracy that
commodified the land and people of India (Stokes 75).
One of primary proponents of these positivistic reforms was James Mill, one of the
founders of the Utilitarian movement. In his opus, History of British India, published in
1818, Mill rejected the notion that education was the answer to India's "backwardness,"
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claiming instead that rationalizing the British administration power would solve the
problem (Stokes 78). Mill's book was also an indictment of Hindu and Muslim
civilizations as inferior to European culture, based largely on the popular contemporary
criticism of Oriental cultures as being despotic (Stokes 53-54). One of Mill's goals in
writing the History of British India was to dismantle the arguments of William Jones
and other British Orientalists, whose tolerance and respect for Indian culture Mill
perceived as based on a sentimentalization of the Enlightenment acceptance of "Oriental
despotism" (Inden, 417; Stokes 53). The History of British India was extremely
influential in shaping English opinion about India during the early part of the nineteenth
century. It was used as a text at Haileybury College in England, where, until 1855, civil
servants of the East India Company were educated, and remained the authoritative
textbook on Indian history throughout the rest of the century (Inden 418). It also
appeared in the recommended reading list of Murray's first Handbook for India,
published in 1859, which suggests that it played a role in shaping tourist subjectivities
in India into imperial consumers of a commodified Other.
The Utilitarians' program of commodifying India, based on controlling its land revenue,
occupied the British administration of the country for more than a half-century after the
publication of Mill's History of India in 1818 (Stokes 78). However, by the 1840s and
1850s, the zeal of the reformists in India had waned. The impulse to educate Indians so
they could be self-governing gave way to English fears of losing their jobs if Indians
were to supplant them (Hutchins x). The "Mutiny" of 1857-1858, as this first act of
open resistance was paternalistically referred to by the British, justified a sentiment that
had been growing for decades among English civil servants in the Company, namely
that the British were in India to rule, not to reform. The greatest single effect of the
Indian Rebellion was to arouse popular support in England for Crown rule of India,
which became a reality in August of 1858, only two months after the end of the conflict
in June (Stokes 86).
With the establishment of Crown rule, the distance between the Self and Other widened
and was characterized by heightened hierarchy and bureaucracy (Hutchins 86). It was
elaborated through the emerging scientific discourse of biological determinism that
justified the inequities created by the distance through the discourses of race, evolution,
and progress (Hovell 220-221). The growing British bureaucracy became increasingly
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convinced of the rightfulness and permanence of British rule and out of touch with its
Indian subjects (Hutchins 128). The reactionary response of the majority of the British
to the Indian Rebellion also attracted into the Company a more conservative type of
recruit than before, a phenomenon that fed the growing isolation of the British to the
reality of the Indian context.
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Chapter Three: Early Guidebook Publishers
1. John Murray
In 1829, John Murray II sent his son, John Murray III, on a trip around Europe, to
collect information for what he envisioned as a new type of travel book. The result was
the Hand-book for Travellers on the Continent, published in 1836, the first travel
guidebook as that genre is known today--a systematic compendium of "objective"
information. It was the elder Murray's idea to call the new type of book a "handbook,"
adapting the word from the German handbuch, a fact that would become ironic in light
of the rift that subsequently developed between Murray and his former friend and
competitor, Karl Baedeker (Mendelson 389). The immediate success of his initial
guidebook led to Murray publishing The Hand-book for Travellers in Southern
Germany and the Danube in 1837, followed by A Handbook for Travellers in
Switzerland and the Alps of Savoy and Piedmont in 1838. Over the next century, the
firm of John Murray would publish over 165 different handbooks, making his name
synonymous with guidebooks among British tourists (Brendon 120).
After John Murray II died in 1843, John Murray III took over the business, which he ran
until his death in 1892 (Murray, "Origin and History" 10). During this half century the
business expanded significantly, publishing a new guidebook to a different region of
Europe every few years. Even before his father's death, however, Murray III began to
expand the scope of his guidebook publications beyond Europe, taking advantage of the
changed political and material conditions that were making the East more accessible to
travel. In 1840, Murray published his first guidebook to what was then considered "the
East," John Murray's Hand-Book for Travellers in the Ionian Islands, Greece, Turkey,
Asia Minor, and Constantinople, followed, in 1847, by A Hand-book for Travellers in
Egypt. In 1858, Murray expanded further to the East with the publication of A
Handbook for Travellers in Syria and Palestine. This was followed, in 1859, by the
publication of his first handbook to India, A Handbook for India; Being an Account of
The Three Presidencies, and of the Overland Route.
The Indian handbook was published in two volumes; Part I covered Madras and Part II,
Bombay. In 1881, Murray published a new edition of the volume on Bombay,
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Handbook of the Bombay Presidency. In 1882, he published a third volume, Handbook
of the Bengal Presidency, followed by a fourth volume in 1883, Handbook of the
Panjab. In 1891, the four volumes on India were consolidated into A Handbook for
Travellers in India and Ceylon, of which subsequent editions were published in 1894,
1898, and 1901. The popularity of Murray's handbook to India is evidenced by the fact
that it went through twenty-two editions over the next century until the last edition was
published in 1975.
The timing of the publication of Murray's first handbook to India was fortuitous. In
1858, the year before its publication, India's colonial status changed from that of a
mercantile colony, administered by the East India Company, to a British Crown colony.
The full title of the first handbook was A Handbook for India; Being an Account of The
Three Presidencies, and of The Overland Route; Intended as A Guide for Travellers,
Officers, and Civilians; with Vocabularies and Dialogues of the Spoken Languages of
India. This suggests that Murray was aware of the expanded audience of guidebook
users in India and was situating his firm to take advantage of the growing nexus
between the apparatus of the state and tourism that was occurring at this time.
2. Karl Baedeker
Another important early guidebook publisher, and friend of John Murray, was the
German book publisher, Karl Baedeker. In 1832, Baedeker bought out a bankrupt
publishing house that had published a scholarly survey of the history, scenery, and art of
the Rhineland written by a Professor Johann August Klein (Mendelson 388). After this
edition sold out, Baedeker decided to revise the book himself, retaining Klein's name as
the author, but simplifying the scholarly prose, adding practical information on transport
and accommodation, and expanding the geographical scope (388). The book was
published in 1835, predating Murray's first guidebook by a year. Its success led
Baedeker to publish, in 1839, two new guidebooks, to Holland and to Belgium, thus
launching the Baedeker guidebook industry (388-89).
There was much exchange of ideas between Baedeker and Murray in their early,
experimental years of publishing the new genre of the guidebook. According to
Mendelson, Baedeker borrowed from Murray the concept of structuring information
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around the description of routes. However, it is likely that Murray copied this
innovative idea from Mariana Starke, the writer of the first hybrid form of narrativeguidebook that would bridge the gap between genres related to travel. Mendelson
claims that Baedeker also reclaimed from Murray the word "handbook," initially
adapting it to the diminutive handbuchlein for his first two guidebooks, possibly out of
concern that Murray would accuse him of imitation. Emboldened by the success of his
two initial guidebooks, however, Baedeker later abandoned the diminutive and began
using the word handbuch in the title of all of his subsequent guidebooks. In 1844,
Baedeker improvised upon Murray's idea of packaging his guides in brown cloth covers
by introducing a bright red cloth for the covers of his books, an innovation that
Mendelson notes was later imitated by Murray, who changed the color of his covers to
red. The fierce competition between these two rivals would eventually result in a
falling out in 1889, when Murray accused the Baedeker firm of having plagiarized from
his handbook to Great Britain.
Baedeker died in 1859, leaving the business to his three sons, who continued publishing
the guidebooks under their father's name long after his death. This was likely a decision
based on the sons' recognition of the importance of preserving the authority of the
guidebooks by maintaining the illusion of a fatherly figure with personal knowledge of
the information in them (Mendelson 386-87). In reality, the Baedeker sons took the
firm in the opposite direction, bureaucratizing it by hiring specialists to gather the
information. They made several other astute moves that insured that the name of
"Baedeker" continued to be synonymous with the word "guidebook" long after Murray,
who failed to bureaucratize his firm, fell into obscurity. They began translating the
German guidebooks into other languages, beginning with French, followed by a full line
of English translations. Then, during the 1870s, the firm began its greatest period of
expansion, moving to Leipzig, the center of German publishing at the time. From there,
the Baedeker firm began publishing guidebooks to the East, beginning with one to
Palestine and Syria in 1875, followed by guides to Lower Egypt in 1877, Upper Egypt
in 1891, and Constantinople and Asia Minor in 1905. The first Baedeker's guidebook to
India was not published until 1914, and plans to translate it into English were
interrupted by World War I. (Because Baedeker's first guidebook to India in English
came into existence so much later than guidebooks published by Murray and Cook in
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the nineteenth century, the textual analysis of early guidebooks to India in Chapter Five
focuses exclusively on those published by Murray and Cook.)
3. Thomas Cook
a. In England and on the Continent
Unlike Murray and Baedeker, Thomas Cook achieved his initial success through his
services as a tour guide, rather than as a publisher of guidebooks. However, as James
Buzard has pointed out, what these three men had in common was that they "came to
embody the power of rational administration over the many disparate elements that
come into play in tourism--railways, custom houses, inns and hotels, currency exchange
regulations, and so forth…" (48). Paradoxically, an essential aspect of the success of all
three entrepreneurs was the fact that they managed to project a personal image for their
firms, even as they increasingly resembled corporate bureaucracies (Buzard 48). For
Murray and Baedeker, the personal impression was achieved through the use of their
names in the title of their handbooks, long after the two men had ceased to be the
collectors of the facts claimed in their books to be the result of "personal observation."
In the case of Baedeker, this was true only for the earliest of his handbooks, for which
he traveled around on his bicycle, assiduously collecting all of the information that
comprised them. For Murray, even his first handbook was the result of a group effort,
as he admits in the preface, noting that his claim of "personal observation" also included
the observations of his friends as co-contributors (n. pag). Cook's early success, on the
other hand, was due to the fact that he personally accompanied his early tours, arranging
every aspect of his clients' needs, from transport and accommodation, to food and
entertainment. Like Murray and Baedeker, Cook recognized that the tourists that were
emerging in the mid-nineteenth century had different needs from their aristocratic
predecessors. His goal was to help them through the confusing and often difficult
conditions of travel during the early days of mass tourism when there was no tourist
infrastructure in place.
Another factor in Cook's success can be attributed to the fact that his arrival on the
scene coincided with the invention of the steam engine, a development that
revolutionized methods of transportation. According to Piers Brendon, the first
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steamships began to cross the Channel in 1820 and by 1840, as many as a hundred
thousand Britons were travelling to Europe each year. By 1841, an extensive network
of railway lines was also crossing the country. Cook seized the commercial opportunity
represented by this revolution in transportation and, with characteristic idealism, also
extolled the railway as a progressive force that should be "'subservient to the
advancement of the high interests of social brotherhood and morality'" (qtd. in Brendon
31). Cook's first tour reflected his humanitarian views. In 1841, he escorted five
hundred and seventy people from Leicester to Loughborough on a specially chartered
train to attend a temperance rally (Vaughan 23). Until 1845, most of Cook's tours were
excursions for workers to temperance rallies.
In addition to being an idealist, Cook was also an astute entrepreneur. According to
Buzard, Cook saw that the growing number of independent railways within Great
Britain had created a niche for someone who could facilitate travel among the various
lines. He filled that need, by acting as an agent for the railway companies, issuing
single tickets to cover the whole journey, thereby providing his clients with smooth
connections and reduced rates, a move that also helped the railways maximize their
cost-efficiency by filling the trains. At the same time, Cook began to form links
between the emerging rail and steamer services, and between these and hotels, thus
shaping a tourist infrastructure in Britain. By the 1860s, Cook's refinement of these
efforts resulted in the invention of the package tour (Berghoff 164).
In 1845, Cook decided to expand his tours to include those of a more commercial
nature. Buzard states that Cook's first non-teetotal tour was an ambitious trip involving
travel on four railway lines from Leicester, Nottingham, and Derby to Liverpool and
back, with a side excursion by steamer to Caernarvon and an opportunity to climb
Mount Snowdon. This tour was so successful that it was repeated on demand two
weeks later, inspiring Cook to expand his operations to Scotland, a formidable task,
since there were no direct rail connections between it and England in 1846. However,
with characteristic persistence Cook succeeded in finding a way through a combination
of rail and steamer. Despite his efforts, this tour was a financial failure, due to the lack
of facilities on board the trains and ship, and he was forced into bankruptcy shortly
afterwards.
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However, Cook's indefatigable personality would not allow defeat to overcome him.
Within a year of his bankruptcy, he was again leading groups to Scotland, and the Lake
District, the Isle of Man, and Northern Ireland (Buzard 53). His clientele also gradually
began to change from the working class to the middle class--clergymen, doctors,
schoolmasters, governesses, and merchants (Brendon 53). By the early 1860s, his
growing success attracted the resistance of Scottish rail administrators who wanted to
eliminate him as a middle-man (43). When they began denying him cheap rail tickets,
he was forced to look beyond Great Britain to do business. With typical optimism,
Cook embraced the world as his next sphere of operations: "'Though circumscribed in
plans of local operation, I had become so thoroughly imbued with the Tourist spirit, that
I began to contemplate Foreign Trips, including the Continent of Europe, the United
States, and the Eastern Lands of the Bible'" (qtd. in Buzard 53).
Turning first to the Continent, Cook began what he called a "grand circular tour"
through northern Europe. By 1864, he had expanded to southern Europe, conducting
tours in northern Italy. As the tours became longer, more elaborate, and further afield
from England, it is likely that his business continued to attract more middle-class
tourists since the tours became more expensive. In addition, Cook's son, John, who
joined the firm in 1865, did not share his father's idealism and believed that the future of
the firm lay in catering to a higher class of tourist. Under his direction, the firm did so,
becoming increasingly bureaucratized in the process:
As the profile of a Cook's client rose in class standing and spending
power, the firm went to ever greater lengths to combine the advantages of
structured tourism with the liberty to choose among options, realizing
that many clients of the middle classes might not relish the thought of
cheap voyages if such were only obtainable by joining a tightly bunched
group led through a tightly organized schedule. (Buzard 57)
As the Cooks success grew, so did accusations by the upper class that their cheap tours
were ruining Europe by overrunning their favorite haunts with vulgar tourists. The most
virulent critic of the Cooks was Charles Lever, the British vice-consul in Italy, who
attacked their tours in a series of vitriolic articles in Blackwood's magazine. These
attacks, structured on the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction, claimed that the Cooks'
lower class tourists were ruining Italy "'with everything that is low-bred, vulgar, and
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ridiculous…'" (qtd. in Buzard 61). Thomas Cook defended himself from Lever's
accusations by pointing out that his tourists in Italy were "not of the lower classes; they
come from a higher social plane than that of his excursion-parties at home" (Buzard 62).
b. Cook and the Exhibitions
Before he ventured abroad, however, Cook was destined to play an important role in
linking tourism with the emerging institution of the exhibition. In 1851, Cook was
offered the job of running special excursion trains to the Great Exhibition at the Crystal
Palace of 1851, an opportunity he embraced as a means of implementing his progressive
ideals (Buzard 53). Cook viewed the Exhibition as a means for workers from all over
the country to view the fruits of the Industrial Revolution and celebrate the role of their
labor in the emerging industrial society (54). To enable the working class to afford
travel to the Exhibition, he hit upon the idea of organizing group savings plans, which
he called "Exhibition Clubs." These were a means for workers to save money for the
purchase of his package tours to the Exhibition, which included a rail ticket to London
and lodging at one of the Temperance Hotels and boarding houses there.
For months before the Exhibition opened, Cook also traveled around England by rail,
drumming up business. Out of this effort came what served as the predecessor of
Cook's later guidebooks. According to Buzard, Cook launched an intensive campaign
to convince employers to give their workers time off to attend the exhibit, printing a
small newspaper that he sold for a penny in which he made an impassioned appeal to
them. This publication, known at first as Cook's Exhibition Herald and Excursion
Advertiser and later simply as Cook's Excursionist, also contained articles with technical
information about the journey as well as hints on how to visit the exhibition and the city
of London (Geppert 240). In the end, Cook's promotional efforts for the excursions to
the Great Exhibition paid off. He transported 165,000 people to London, thereby
launching his reputation as a tour organizer. Cook's early efforts to bring workers to the
Great Exhibition were the impetus that led to exhibitions becoming tourist attractions,
listed in guidebooks such as Baedeker's and the Guide Bleu, and becoming the subject
of their own special edition exhibition guidebooks (223).
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The success of the Great Exhibition led to many other exhibitions over the next century,
attracting millions of visitors. Thomas Cook & Son transported visitors to exhibitions
in cities all over the world, including Philadelphia, Chicago, Calcutta, Melbourne, and
Christchurch (Maxwell 5). The majority of these tours were comprised of British
tourists following the global routes of imperialist expansion made possible by the
establishment of shipping and railway lines from countries in the metropolitan center to
their colonies (5). As discussed in Chapter One, exhibitions played an important role in
shaping the subjectivities of their viewers as imperial consumers, members of nations
that possessed the power to assemble objects from all over the world. However, by the
end of the century, there was another dimension to these arrays of imperial power. In
addition to displaying objects, by the 1880s, exhibitions were also displaying the
"human wealth" of the leading nations in the form of live displays of colonized peoples
(Maxwell 2). These displays fed the public's growing interest in scientific theories
about the origins of race, reinforcing a sense of Anglo-Saxon racial superiority through
an essentalist language of oppositions (2).
Thomas Cook and his son John played an integral role in transporting the "natives" who
comprised one such exhibition. They were appointed by the Prince of Wales as General
Passenger Agents to the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, which was held in London in
1886 (Swinglehurst 82). Since the purpose of this exhibition was to celebrate and
strengthen the imperial links between England and India, the Prince wanted as many of
his subjects, both British and Indian, to be there (82). So Thomas and John Cook
transported 5,000 to 6,000 Indians to England, some of whom were Indian princes and
their entourages who came to visit the Exhibition, and others who were poor Indians,
recruited to perform in the displays of colonized peoples (Geppert 242). These live
exhibits of the exotic Other contributed to the production of the discourse of
ethnography which was emerging in the late nineteenth century.
In 1887, Thomas Cook & Son received another official commission from the British
government to transport Indian princes to England, this time to attend Queen Victoria's
Golden Jubilee. Ten years later, the Cooks were again designated by the government to
organize travel for Indian maharajas to attend the Queen's Diamond Jubilee. These
government commissions were likely motivated by the same reason that had prompted
the Prince of Wales to appoint the Cooks to bring Indians to the Colonial and Indian
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Exhibition in 1886, namely to celebrate the links between England and its colonies. By
transporting Indians to the exhibition, Britain was able to construct itself as an Empire
through a display of its dominion over not only the wealth produced by its colonies, but
the very bodies of the colonized. This strategy also accomplished the goal of letting the
Indians know their place within this imperial world order.
The displays of colonized peoples at exhibitions during the late nineteenth century were
also a means of locating the British within the empire by articulating racial categories
which produced lower and middle-class British people as members of a superior race:
In an age when few people travelled, these images [exhibitionary
displays and photographs of colonized peoples] were regarded as
evidence of what was happening in the distant regions located at the edge
of empire. By representing colonized people as savage and primitive, the
images reassured Europeans of their unique claim to civilization.
(Maxwell 7)
By transporting those who performed as "colonized Other" in the live displays, the
tourist company of Thomas Cook & Son played an important role in shaping the
English national identity as an imperial one, based on the visual consumption of an
exotic and commodified Other.
c. Expansion to the East
In 1869, the Cooks took their first group of tourists beyond Europe to Egypt, a journey
that was not an easy proposition at the time. In 1871, the Cooks received a major
benefit when the Egyptian Khedive granted John Cook the exclusive agency of all
passenger service on the Nile and the agency for the mail, which the firm delivered up
and down the river on the Khedive's mail steamers (Brendon 130). With the growing
success of their steamship tours down the Nile, the Cooks began to expand to Palestine,
a region that intrigued Thomas Cook immensely because of its biblical history. By
1872, Egypt and Palestine had become the firm's two greatest commercial successes
because they served as winter holiday resorts, thus enabling the Cooks to operate year
round.
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As the Cooks' influence in the region grew, the nexus between tourism and empire
became more overt. In 1884, they became involved in assisting the British military by
evacuating troops and civilians from Khartoum, where the Mahdi, an indigenous
religious leader, was staging an uprising (Swinglehurst 101). Five years later, the
Cooks transported British troops down the Nile in an attempt to save Gordon, the
British military officer, who was stranded in Khartoum where he was unsuccessfully
trying to defeat the Mahdi (105).
With the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, the passage to India and the Far East
became much faster and less arduous. Thomas Cook took advantage of this by offering
a tour around the world that included India, setting out in 1872 with eleven tourists. He
took advantage of their small number to make a preliminary exploration while in India
of its potential for mass tourism, travelling all over the country to examine the adequacy
of its hotel and railway systems as a tourist infrastructure (Swinglehurst 69). However,
Thomas Cook's real fascination with India was of a religious nature. He had been
inspired by the work of three English Baptist missionaries he had read about, and
regarded his visit to the mission they had established as the highpoint of his Indian tour.
He was dismayed at finding so much drunkenness among the British in India, but
encouraged to find that at least one garrison, in Agra, was promoting abstinence from
alcohol, an effort he encouraged by giving a temperance talk to the soldiers there. He
also spread his evangelical message among Indians, giving Bible classes throughout the
country (Brendon 148).
The Cooks' efforts to establish a tourist presence in India were aided by the crowning of
Queen Victoria as Empress of India in 1877. This event served to increase the already
growing interest in India among the English at this time (Brendon 204). Recognizing
the potential of the increasingly powerful British presence in India as a sound base upon
which to build a tourist operation, the Cooks were eager to expand their operation there
(Swinglehurst 76). Calling in the favors they had done for the British government in
Egypt when they attempted to save Gordon, they approached Prime Minister Gladstone
directly for support in establishing tourism in India and he endorsed their proposed
venture (Pudney 221).
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So, in 1881, John Cook went to India to establish a tourist infrastructure. By the end of
that year, the Cooks had established a branch office in Bombay, followed by an office in
Calcutta in 1883, and another in Delhi (Swinglehurst 73). The Cooks were soon on
excellent terms with the British colonial officials in India and were entrusted with
making the travel arrangements for the large numbers of civil servants and army
personnel who were traveling between England and India (80). According to Brendon,
Cook's Agency Department also collected the pay and pensions of British army officers
and civil servants in India, kept their accounts, and made remittances to their families in
England. Thus, the nexus between tourism and the state became more entwined in
India.
However, an important distinction between "Cook's Tours" in India and those conducted
in Egypt and the Middle East was the fact that in India, some of the tours actually
included Indians, at least initially. One of the reasons for this may have been simple
economic expediency. According to Brendon, few Europeans were among the Cooks'
tourists in India for the first few years after John's initial visit in 1881, probably owing
to the lack of a tourist infrastructure there. John Cook's first Indian tour, conducted in
1881, was comprised of a hundred Indians of the "artisan and middle classes," who
traveled from Bombay to Poona by rail (qtd. in Brendon 203).
Another enterprise undertaken by the Cooks that was an inversion of the tourist norm, in
that it promoted travel by Indians, were the transportation services provided for
Muslims traveling from India to Mecca for the annual pilgrimage. This operation was
also evidence of the growing nexus between tourism and the British state since the
request was motivated by a request from the British Governor General of India. He was
responding to increasing criticism of the British government for the poor conditions on
pilgrim ships, where overcrowding and unsanitary conditions had resulted in disease
and loss of lives (Swinglehurst 81). So, from 1887 to 1891, John Cook transported
these Indian pilgrims from Bombay to Jedda, although there was much resistance from
those with a vested interest in the former system and he did not make a profit (Brendon
208-09).
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d. Cook's Travel Publications
Cook's early success was primarily due to his charisma and enthusiastic performance
as a personal guide, rather than a reliance on guidebooks. However, Cook did write
guidebooks, of sorts, even for his early tours. As John Vaughan points out, the allinclusive title of the first one, published in 1843, indicates an uncertainty that is
characteristic of the formative period of the guidebook:
A guide to Leicester, a list of streets, lanes, yards, etc., a directory of the
principal inhabitants, classification of trades and professions, notices,
historical and descriptive, of all the places of religious worship, schools,
hospitals, literary, scientific, beneveolent, religious and political
societies, municipal authorities, post offices, conveyances, by railways,
coaches, boats, waggons, and country carriers, to all parts of the
kingdom, with an almanac for 1843, county information, etc. (qtd. in
Vaughan 67-68)
For the 1845 tour from Leicester to Liverpool, Cook published a "customers'
handbook." This was comprised primarily of information regarding train departures and
arrivals, though it also contained some description of places of interest and a few
warnings (Buzard 51-52, Brendon 37).
By the 1860s, as Cook's tourists became more independent, a need arose for more
detailed guidebooks that would enable tourists to travel alone. In response, Cook began
selling, from his office, guidebooks by Baedeker and Murray, and some published by
one of his competitors in the tour operator business, Henry Gaze (Swinglehurst 45). By
1870, at the back of his Help-Book for Travellers to the East, in a section titled "Books
for Tourists," Cook was advertising guidebooks published by Murray, Baedeker, and
other publishers. Even as late as 1909, in Cook's guidebook, India, Burma, and Ceylon:
Information for Travellers and Residents, he lists Murray's guidebooks to India
underneath his own handbooks in the "Guidebook" section at the back of the book.
Murray reciprocated by endorsing Cook in his guidebooks. The 1891 edition of
Murray's A Handbook for Travellers in India and Ceylon, contains a recognition of the
Cooks as the indisputable experts in the practical aspects of travel: "the intending
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traveller cannot do better than to apply to Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son for advice. Their
knowledge of the various lines will enable them to give practical assistance, and to
select a ship suitable for each class of applicant" (xx-xxi). This edition of Murray's
handbook to India also contained a full-page advertisement for "Cook's Excursions,
Tours, and General Travelling Arrangements" (1). This early cooperation between the
two men was likely due to the fact that they were involved in different aspects of the
tourist industry. As a publisher of guidebooks, Murray was not threatened by the touroperating service that was Cook's primary focus in the early years.
In 1874, Cook went into the business of publishing guidebooks himself. He formed an
association with Simpkin Marshall of New York to produce "Tourists' Handbooks" to
the countries and regions where he operated tours, a publication series that lasted until
1939 (Swinglehurst 45). Although Cook's guidebooks did not encompass the breadth
and depth of those published by Murray, he was not above occasionally criticizing his
rival. In the introduction to the 1875-76 edition of Up the Nile by Steam, he criticizes
existing guidebooks and travel narratives for their lack of succinctness and objectivity:
Guide books and diaries of Tourists (who all feel bound, after a single
short visit, to benefit intending travellers by publishing their personal
views and experiences--generally very uninteresting) are certainly not
wanting--but when they are all examined a wonderfully small amount of
valuable practical information can be gathered; (6)
In the body of this guidebook, Cook narrows this criticism down to its intended target-his rival, John Murray:
'Murray's Handbook to Egypt' certainly deserves the first place for
accuracy and completeness; but there is not much time to study
hieroglyphics and history while moving on in a Steamer, the changing
scenery taking up the whole time and interest; therefore, the greatest part
of the work is useless for the moment. (14)
In the introduction to the 1889 edition of Cook's Indian Tours, there is also criticism of
Murray, as the Cooks explain that the biggest obstacle they faced in India was the lack
of existing tourist facilities and good guidebooks. They aver that, before the publication
of their guidebook, there were in existence "very few, if any, reliable, concise
handbooks or guides published, showing how India can be seen to the greatest
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advantage, in the shortest time, and at the least expense" (5). The fact that Murray had
already published five editions of his handbook to India by this time suggests that the
Cooks' remark was an attempt to distinguish their guidebooks in some way from
Murray's. Thus, conciseness became the feature of his guidebooks that Cook promoted,
continuing to emphasize their "compact form" in the introductions to subsequent
editions of his guidebooks to India (India, Burma, and Ceylon (1909) n. pag.; India,
Burma, and Ceylon (1929) n. pag.). This feature would have appealed to the growing
number of tourists, for whom the efficient use of limited leisure time was important.
One of Cook's most popular publications was Cook's Excursionist, which began
publication in 1851 as Cook's Exhibition Herald and Excursion Advertiser, to drum up
business for his working-class tours to the Great Exhibition. For many years it
continued, like all of Cook's early handbooks, to function as promotional material for
his tours, not intended as a permanent publication. The similarity of the title of this
publication to Wordsworth's The Excursion is noteworthy, suggesting that Cook
admired Wordsworth's writing and shared his concern for rural poverty. However, it is
unlikely that Cook, with his progressive ideals, shared Wordsworth's upper-class fear
that the growing numbers of rural poor posed a threat to the social order. Given his
idealistic belief in the power of travel to educate and elevate the lower classes, it is
possible that Cook named his publication after Wordsworth's The Excursion because he
admired the sentiments expressed by Wordsworth in it, such as the following concern
for a poor laborer:
Oh! Many are the Poets that are sown
By Nature; men endowed with highest gifts,
The vision and the faculty divine;
Yet wanting the accomplishment of verse,
(Which, in the docile season of their youth,
It was denied them to acquire, through lack
Of culture, and the inspiring aid of books,
Or haply by a temper too severe,
Or a nice backwardness afraid of shame)
Nor having e'er, as life advanced, been led
By circumstance to take unto the height
The measure of themselves, these favoured Beings,
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All but a scattered few, live out their time,
Husbanding that which they possess within,
And go to the grave, unthought of. (412)
Whatever the source of inspiration for its name, Cook's Excursionist became a
tremendous success. By the 1880s, it was published in French, German, American,
Indian, Australian, and "Oriental" editions (Swinglehurst 71-72). It became so popular
that, in 1903, Cook re-packaged and transformed it into a glossy brochure titled The
Traveller's Gazette: An Illustrated Journal Devoted to Travel, designed to promote
foreign travel destinations to the wealthy (Buzard 64). The use of the word "traveller"
in the title demonstrates a mobilization of the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction to
appeal to a higher class of tourist. If Wordsworth's elegaic poem for the rural poor of
England was indeed the source of inspiration for Cook's Excursionist, the publication
upon which The Traveller's Gazette was based, this was indeed an ironic outcome.
Thomas Cook also ventured into the travel narrative publication arena with the joint
publication with Hodder & Stoughton, in 1875, of All The World Over, a collection of
short works of fiction. Several of these stories, with titles like "Birds of Passage; or a
Six Weeks' Romance" and "A Love Chase; or, Autumn Manoeuvres," were romantic
fiction set in foreign lands that wove in descriptions of the countries around the
romantic plots. Others, such as "Customs and Rites of New Zealand," were narratives
produced by ethnographic discourse.
Both the first volume, published in 1875, and the second volume, published the
following year, were edited by Edwin Hodder F.R.G.S., who is also listed as the
"Author of 'Memories of New Zealand Life,' and 'On Holy Ground,' Etc." (n. pag.).
There is no preface or introduction to either volume of All the World Over to indicate
the Cooks' intentions in undertaking this narrative series. However, an early
advertisement for All the World Over that appeared in the 1875-76 edition of Cook's Up
the Nile by Steam guidebook, suggests that the Cooks recognized the value of travelrelated fiction to promote the sale of their tours and guidebooks, which they promoted
as "concise" descriptions of itineraries:
Now Ready. Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt, 480 pages. All the World
Over; A Magazine of Travel, Incident, Legend, and Research. Edited by
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Edwin Hodder, F.R.G.S. Embellished with Six handsome Maps, and
many Illustrations. And a Variety of Interesting Matter by Well-known
Authors. (n. pag.)
The title of the narrative series also reflects the expanding nature of Cook's business at
the time. In May of 1872, Cook made his first round-the-world tour (Swinglehurst 68).
By the end of the century, as he began offering more round-the world tours, Cook's
favorite imagery for all his promotional materials became the globe (Buzard 64). The
theme of these advertisements is the world as playground for Cook's tourists. The allure
of what these brochures and posters promised was such that one of them was likely the
inspiration for Jules Verne's Around the World in Eighty Days, a novel with a strikingly
similar title to Cook's All The World Over. According to Verne's niece and biographer,
Marguerite Allotte de la Fuye, her uncle happened to see a Cook's tourist leaflet while
strolling in Paris. Allegedly inspired by its description of the speed of new methods of
transportation, which made it possible to go around the globe in three months time,
Verne got the idea for his novel, which he wrote and published in 1872 (Brendon 150).
4. Mariana Starke
An important early guidebook author was Mariana Starke, the author of the first travel
text that bridged the gap between the genres of the travel narrative and the guidebook.
Starke accomplished this through her use of a bifurcated format comprised of travel
narrative followed by an appendix of information. Her first book written in this format,
Travels in Italy, published in 1802, was praised by many, including Murray, as the best
available guidebook for Italy (Buzard 68). Written in two volumes, Travels in Italy is
comprised of twenty-five letters, an appendix, and a supplement, that describes Mariana
Starke's tours through Italy between the years 1792 and 1798 (68). The appendix and
supplement were added onto the letters from an earlier version of the book, Letters from
Italy, published in 1800. In it, the descriptions of cities are structured around the unit of
the day, which is in turn structured around the viewing of specific sights, a device that
would later be adopted by Murray and Baedeker, to become a distinguishing feature of
the guidebook.
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The innovation of Starke's texts lay in the fact that they supplemented the personal
narrative with practical information contained in an appendix. The appendix portion of
Travels in Italy contains information on a wide range of subject matter, from a section
on climate to a five-page itemization of things ranging from bedding and kitchen
utensils to food, medicine, and personal articles (257-263). Following this are pages
devoted to the post and currency equivalents, concluding with a section on lodging in
the various cities of Italy (268-282).
The popularity of Travels in Italy suggests that changes in travel practices were
producing a demand for a pragmatic type of travel book. The idiosyncratic narratives,
largely written by upper-class white males from the previous century's era of the Grand
Tour, did not serve the needs of the new traveling public (Buzard 67). The
industrialization of society had constructed a division between work and leisure, which
led to a valorization of leisure time and a concern that it be used judiciously. This
created a demand for a guidebook that would give the consumer practical information in
how to maximize the use of their limited leisure time. Starke's hybrid texts provided
this. They were the direct precursor of Murray's and Baedeker's handbooks, which
would eliminate the narrative section entirely and focus solely on information rendered
in an increasingly impersonal tone.
Underlying Starke's convention of presenting time-saving information was her
determination of what constituted a sight worth seeing:
I will now endeavour to point out the most convenient way of visiting the
Antiquities, Churches, Palaces, &c. in autumn, winter, and spring,
mentioning the things best worth notice, as they lie near each other, in
order to prevent Travellers from wasting their time and burdening their
memory by a minute survey of what is not particularly interesting, and
thereby, perhaps, depriving themselves of leisure to examine what really
deserves the closest attention. (337)
As Murray would do after her, Starke assumes that her superior taste qualifies her to
make discriminating judgements as to what is worthy of seeing for those who do not
possess this quality.
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In his account of the evolution of Murray's handbooks, titled "The Origin and History of
Murray's Handbooks for Travellers," Murray III lavishes praise on Travels in Italy:
At that time such a thing as a Guide-book for Germany, France, or Spain
did not exist. The only Guides deserving the name were: Ebel, for
Switzerland; Boyce, for Belgium, and Mrs. Starke for Italy. Hers was a
work of real utility, because, amidst a singular medley of classical
lore…it contained much practical information adhered on the spot. (624)
Murray's regard for Starke's work soon developed into a business relationship that
resulted in his publication in 1820 of Travels on the Continent Written for the Use and
Particular Information of Travellers. This book was extremely popular, running
through seven editions by 1829 (Buzard 69). This, taken together with Murray's praise
for Travels in Italy, in which he uses the phrase "practical information adhered on the
spot," a phrase that would later become a distinguishing mark of Murray's handbooks,
suggests that Starke's books were almost certainly the inspiration for Murray's first
handbook.
In 1828, Starke published a composite of her earlier books under the title Information
and Directions for Travellers on the Continent. She states in the preface that this book
was intended to serve as a comprehensive yet portable guide to the entire Continent:
The chief object of the following Work is to comprise, within the
compass of One Portable Volume, all the information necessary for
Travellers on the Continent of Europe, and the Island of Sicily. To
accomplish this purpose it was requisite to examine with exactness, and
give a detail, calculated to be read upon the spot, of the ancient edifices,
principal museums, and galleries, public and private, in the abovementioned countries. It was also requisite to copy all the most frequented
routes from the post-books lately published by Royal authority; (n. pag.)
It was her hope that the book would "exonerate Travellers from the necessity of
encumbering themselves, in every metropolis of the Continent, with books published to
serve as Guides" (n. pag). Towards that end, the book was printed in double columns
that resulted in a thinner book that was easier for travelers to carry, another strategy that
would later be adopted by Murray and Baedeker. This book also revises the appendix
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of Travels in Italy, in which the eclectic subject matter is organized in random fashion.
The appendix of Information and Directions is organized taxonomically, another feature
that anticipates Murray's and Baedeker's guidebooks.
Both Murray and Baedeker borrowed two other important innovations from Starke's
Information and Directions for Travellers on the Continent, which became
distinguishing features of the guidebook genre. The first of these was her structuring of
the book on the spatial classification of recommended routes for prospective tourists,
rather than the travel narrative's chronological structuring according to the author's
actual experiences in time (Buzard 70). In addition, Starke's use of exclamation marks
to indicate items of special interest was another feature that was borrowed by Murray
and Baedeker. Baedeker later substituted stars for exclamation marks as an indication
of quality, a method that is still used in many guidebooks for rating hotels and
restaurants (Vaughan 39).
Although there may be differences related to gender between Starke’s books and the
handbooks later published by Murray, this is a broad area of research that lies outside
the scope of this thesis. A cursory comparison of the appendix to Starke’s Information
and Directions for Travellers on the Continent and the early handbooks published by
Murray reveal few differences. Both begin with discussions of the climate and its
potentially deleterious effects on the health of the traveller. Both authors follow this
with a section on the subjects of passports and currency. The final section in Starke’s
appendix is titled “Other Requisites for Travellers,” in which she gives information on
clothing and what to bring, a subject also addressed by Murray in the first part of his
handbooks. The style and tone of Starke’s appendix is also identical to that of Murray’s
handbooks in that both employ the use of the passive voice to construct the objectivity
of scientific discourse.
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Chapter Four: A Textual Analysis of Two Nineteenth-Century Travel Narratives
1. Early Travel Narratives to India and Britain
The first Englishman to write a travel narrative of India was a London merchant named
Ralph Fitch. With three other merchants, Fitch left England in 1583, returning in 1591
(Farley 108). This journey had its origins in an enterprise known as the “Levant
Company,” a trading company formed to explore the commercial potential of countries
bordering the Mediterranean, as well as Turkey, Lebanon and Syria (Ryley 41). As a
member of the Levant Company, the leader of Fitch’s expedition, a merchant named
John Newberie, was granted letters of introduction from Queen Elizabeth to give to
Akbar, the great Moghul emperor, and to the king of China (44-45).
As a merchant member of an expedition carrying letters of introduction from the Queen
of England, Fitch was likely under an obligation to the Crown to report on the
commercial potential of India to England as part of his narrative. The full title of the
narrative suggests that this was the case. It reads: The voyage of M. Ralph Fitch
merchant [sic] of London by the way of Tripolis [sic] in Syria, to Ormus, and so to Goa
in the East India, to Cambaia, and all the kingdome [sic] of Zelabdim Echebar the great
Mogor [sic], to the mighty river Ganges, and downe to Bengala [sic], to Bacola, and
Chonderi, to Pegu, to Iamahay in the kingdome [sic] of Siam, and backe [sic] to Pegu,
and from thence to Malacca, Zeilan, Cochin, and all the coast of the East India:
begunne [sic] in the yeere [sic] of our Lord 1583, and ended 1591, wherein the strange
rites, maners [sic], and customes [sic] of those people, and the exceeding rich trade and
commodities of those countries are faithfully set downe [sic] and diligently described,
by the aforesaid M. Ralph Fitch (48).
The descriptions of wealth in India found in Fitch’s narrative played a significant role in
motivating English merchants to exploit its commercial potential. It was an effort that
directly contributed to the establishment of the English East India Company only a few
years after Fitch’s return to England (Farley 111). The commercial purpose that
motivated his expedition is evident throughout his narrative, as Fitch describes the
things of India as commodities. The following detailed description of uses to which the
various parts of a palm tree can be put is but one example:
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Here is great traffike [sic] for all sortes [sic] of spices and drugges
[sic], silke [sic], and cloth of silke [sic], sandals [sic], Elephants teeth,
and much China worke [sic], and much sugar which is made of the
nutte [sic] called Gagara: the tree is called the palmer; which is the
profitablest [sic] tree in the worlde [sic]; it doth always [sic] beare
[sic] fruit, and doth yield [sic] wine, oyle [sic], sugar, vinegar [sic],
cordes [sic], coles [sic], of the leaues [sic] are made thatch for the
houses, sayles [sic] for shippes [sic], mats to sit or lie on; of the
branches they make their houses, and broomes [sic] to sweepe [sic],
of the tree wood for shippes [sic]. (59)
In addition to commodifying the things of India, many of Fitch’s descriptions of the
people are produced by other features of Orientalist discourse. A lengthy description of
the religious practices of Brahmins ends with the following Orientalist stereotype that is
also anti-Semitic: “Their men may haue [sic] 7 [sic] wiues [sic]. They be [sic] a kind
of craftie [sic] people, worse then [sic] the Jewes [sic] (101). He then describes a
beggar in Orientalist stereotypes as monstrous: “Here be many beggers [sic] in these
countries which goe [sic] naked, and the people make great account of them: they call
them Schesche. Here I sawe [sic] one which was a monster among the rest” (102).
Since Fitch’s narrative was written before the establishment of the British Empire in
India, one could conclude that the fact that it is produced by Orientalist discourse
suggests that Orientalist discourse is not directly related to the colonial project, but
rather an inherent feature of the genre of Western travel narratives to India. I don’t
believe this is true because Fitch’s location, as a member of an official English trading
company, cannot be ignored. Bearing letters of introduction from Queen Elizabeth,
Fitch and the other members of his party represented the commercial power of England
to the rulers of India they met. Even though the relationship between these parties was
not yet a colonial one, the relationship between the parties was not equal. It was the
superior navigational technology and expertise of the English nation that enabled the
party’s mobility and presence in the Akbar’s court. Fitch’s location as an official
representative of England informed his observations of India, causing his perception of
the Other to be defined by the binaries and stereotypes that are features of Orientalist
discourse.
In determining whether Orientalizing India is a feature exclusive to Western travel
narratives, or is inherent in the genre of travel narratives, another important text to
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examine is The Travels of Dean Mahomet written by Dean Mahomet and published in
1794 in Ireland. According to Michael Fisher, who wrote the preface to a new edition
of the narrative, The Travels was the first book written and published by an Indian in
English (xiv). Thus, it represents an important contribution to the body of travel
narratives on India because, unlike those written by various English authors, Mahomet
demonstrates the complexity of the various classes and cultures within India. In doing
so, he also reveals the tensions and feelings of ambivalence that informed the position
of that large class of Indians who, like the author, served the British colonial apparatus.
Mahomet grew up in northern India during the late eighteenth century. This was a
period in which the largely Muslim rulers of that part of the country, whom his family
had served for generations, were losing power to the expanding English East India
Company (xiv). As a result of this shift in power, his father and an older brother
entered the English Company’s army. In 1769, when his father died, Mahomet also
joined the Company army at the age of eleven. He became the camp servant to a young
Protestant Anglo-Irish officer named Godfrey Evan Baker, and the two remained
together until Baker’s death eighteen years later (xiv). During his tenure with the army,
Mahomet travelled throughout India, especially the northern part because the army was
expanding its control over this region.
However, Mahomet’s travels did not end in India. In 1783, he married Jane Daly, an
Irish woman and immigrated to Ireland, settling in Cork, where he lived for over two
decades until moving to London around 1807 (xvi-xvii). While in Cork, from 1793-94,
he wrote The Travels of Dean Mahomet, the two-volume memoir of his travels in India.
The full title of the memoir, The Travels of Dean Mahomet, A Native of Patna in
Bengal, Through Several Parts of India, While in the Service of The Honourable The
East India Company, Written by Himself, In a Series of Letters to a Friend, reveals how
Mahomet located himself in relation to his audience, writing “…as someone from India
for an audience of Europeans, representing himself and his background for their
approval” (xvi).
At times, Mahomet’s efforts to gain the approval of his audience give the narrative an
obsequious tone. For example, in his dedication of the book to a Colonel Bailie in the
East India Company, Mahomet goes so far as to impute to the English colonel a
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knowledge of India superior to his own: “Your respectable name prefixed to these
pages, cannot fail to shield them with the armour of security, as the judicious must be
highly gratified with the peculiar propriety of inscribing them to a Gentleman so
perfectly conversant with scenes, which I have attempted to describe” (32). He
continues in this cravenly manner to also denigrate his writing as inferior to that of
Europeans:
Allow me to request, Sir, your indulgence for any inaccuracies of
style, or other imperfections, that may arrest your judgment in
glancing over this Work, as my situation in life, and want of the
literary attainments, that refine and polish the European, preclude me
from embellishing it, with that elegance of expression, and those fine
touches of the imagination, which always animate the performance of
cultivated genius. (32)
Although this construction of the self as inferior may have been an effect of being a
colonized subject, it was also likely expedient for Mahomet, who was writing for the
British elite, among whom he had married and on whom, as an immigrant, he depended
for a living.
Mahomet’s descriptions of the Indian landscape in The Travels are produced by
Orientalist discourse in the same way as travel narratives written by English authors at
this time. Mahomet writes India as paradise, a common trope also found in the two
English travel narratives that are the subject of the textual analysis in the next part of
this chapter. He extols the wonders of the Indian landscape, comparing it to Eden:
The people of India, in general, are peculiarly favoured by Providence
in the possession of all that can cheer the mind and allure the eye, and
tho’ the situation of Eden is only traced in the Poet’s creative fancy,
the traveller beholds with admiration the face of this delightful
country, on which he discovers tracts that resemble those so finely
drawn by the animated pencil of Milton. You will here behold the
generous soil crowned with various plenty; the garden beautifully
diversified with the gayest flowers diffusing their fragrance on the
bosom of the air; and the very bowels of the earth enriched with
inestimable mines of gold and diamonds. (34)
Mahomet’s descriptions of the Indian people are also similar to those found in travel
narratives about India written by English authors. Both are produced by ethnographic
discourse, which is characterized by the use of the present tense and the passive voice,
strategies that construct the truth effect of science.
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However, there are two important differences between the descriptions of people found
in The Travels and those in narratives written by English authors. Firstly, Mahomet’s
descriptions of the people are generally more positive representations. Secondly, his
accounts of the different groups of Indian people reveal the complexity and internal
divisions in Indian society in a way that is lacking in the English narratives. Mahomet’s
descriptions of the manners and customs of his own Muslim culture are particularly rich
in detail. An example of this is a three-page account of a circumcision ceremony he
attended for a child relative (62-65).
However, even in his accounts of Muslims, Mahomet does not identify with them but
rather refers to them in the third person. The narrator’s self-identification as British is
also evident in his use of the first person plural to refer to himself and the army
throughout the narrative. However, as in the case of Ralph Fitch’s narrative, a reading
of The Travels must acknowledge Mahomet’s unique location. As an immigrant to
Ireland, in a period when British rule there was still unchallenged, he was dependent for
his survival on pleasing a British audience. The complex nature of Mahomet’s
subjectivity precludes drawing the facile conclusion that the Orientalist nature of his
text demonstrates that Orientalism is inherent to the genre of the travel narrative itself.
Recently, there has been an increasing amount of scholarship on the reverse gaze, which
has recovered and brought to critical attention texts with the potential for interesting
comparative work. Although the focus of this thesis excludes this aspect of travel texts,
I will briefly examine one such narrative written by an Indian about his travels in
Britain at the end of the eighteenth century, focusing solely on the question of whether
Orientalist discourse is a feature of Western travel narratives or is inherent to the genre
of the travel narrative itself.
The Wonders of Vilayet, Being the Memoir, originally in Persian, of a Visit to France
and Britain in 1765 by Mirza Sheikh I’tesamuddin has an interesting history. After
granting the revenue rights of Bengal in perpetuity to the East India Company in 1765,
the Moghul Emperor Shah Alam II implored that British troops stay in his court to
protect him from rival factions of the dissolving Moghul Empire (I’tesamuddin 8).
When Robert Clive replied that permission to put British troops in a foreign sovereign’s
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court must come from the British Crown, preparations were made for an emissary to be
sent to Britain with a letter from the Moghul detailing the request and a gift of 100,000
rupees for the British sovereign. Mirza Sheikh I’tesamuddin, a scholar who spoke the
official language of Persian, was chosen to accompany a British captain named Swinton
(8). Three weeks out to sea, the Mirza learned from Captain Swinton that Clive had
held back the letter, saying that there was no point in presenting the letter when the
money had not yet come through from the Moghul. However, in England, Swinton and
the Mirza discovered that Clive had also kept the money, fearful that any direct contact
between the English King and the Moghul Emperor might jeopardize his power and that
of the Company (8). Their diplomatic mission cancelled, the Mirza was free to travel
around “Vilayet,” the Indian word for Britain and Europe for a year, writing his memoir
(9).
As stated in the analysis of the two previous texts in this chapter, the author’s location
must be considered when drawing a conclusion as to whether this memoir is produced
by Orientalist discourse. When reading the Mirza’s extravagant praise of many aspects
of English culture in this memoir, one should keep in mind that the author was not a
colonial subject but a well-educated member of the Moghul elite (11). Thus, the
narrator’s lavish praise for England, often accompanied by strong critiques of
corresponding aspects of Indian culture, reflects the way in which class inflects
subjectivity, causing the narrator to align himself on the basis of class, rather than
considerations of nation or race. An example of this is the following passage produced
by Orientalist discourse, which is typical of representations in travel narratives written
by English authors:
The wise men of Vilayet say that the acquisition of worldly wealth is
necessary to make life pleasant and easy, while education increases
one’s knowledge and wisdom and enables one to show the right path
to those who seek advice. Worldly riches ought not to be squandered
on luxurious living, on fine clothes, choice cuisine and drinks, and on
collecting a bevy of singing and dancing women with whom to spend
endless days and nights, as the wealthy noblemen of India are wont to
do. These Indians shut themselves up with their women in the zenana
and become effeminate in their ways, flirting as if they were
women…In Vilayet, both the effeminacy and the pomp of ceremony
would be mocked and laughed at. In sum, till forty, the English apply
themselves to business and also travel, and study the wonders and
curiosities of the world. Then they return home with their amassed
wealth, marry, and live in pleasant retirement with their families. By
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contrast, the behaviour of Indians fill me with shame and sorrow.
(125)
In addition to using the Orientalist stereotype of representing Indian men as effeminate,
the Mirza also has a strong sense of racial prejudice. The translator of the narrative,
Kaiser Haq, points out that the author’s culture was one “with a long history of color
prejudice” (12). An example of the author’s propensity for racial stereotypes is found in
this passage, constructed in essentialist terms, in which the narrator praises the skill of
the European sailors on the ship he is travelling to Europe on:
Not only are Europeans very able navigators, but they endeavour
continuously to increase their competency. The new skills and
knowledge they acquire are simplified and systematised, so that they
may be easily taught to novices. This they do not only in the case of
navigational science but of other branches of learning as well. This
trait is peculiar to Europeans. Their courage and industry have made
them the most powerful race on earth. (34)
A superficial reading of The Wonders of Vilayet might lead one to conclude that
Orientalist discourse is not the exclusive domain of Western travel writers. However, as
stated in regard to the other narratives discussed in this chapter, I believe it is necessary
to take into account the Mirza’s location as a member of the Moghul elite to appreciate
the distinctiveness of his memoir, and not simply ascribe to it a sort of reverse
Orientalism. He came from a family of scholars that claimed to be descendants of the
Prophet Mohamed and his family had always been employed in the administration and
judiciary branches of the Moghul Emperor’s court (9). At the time the Mirza wrote his
narrative, in 1765, the English East India Company was gaining ascendancy over the
Moghul Empire, which was split into warring factions. The Mirza was employed by the
Company as a “munshi,” which was a scholar whose knowledge of Persian, then the
official language, was essential to the administration of northern India (9). Upon his
return from Europe, he was rehired by the Company to engage in diplomacy that ended
several years of warfare between two warring factions of the Moghul Empire (10).
Since it is likely that the Mirza didn’t identify as a colonized subject, but rather thought
of himself as equal to the British, a reading of his memoir as a reverse type of
Orientalism is too simplistic. It does not take into account how class inflects the
narrator’s subjectivity, as well as race and culture.
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Although there were a handful of travel narratives written by Indians during the
eighteenth century, the majority were written by English travellers to India. By the
middle of the nineteenth century, several popular English travel narratives were
constructing an Orientalist India for readers back home in England. One of these was
Emily Eden’s Up the Country, first published in 1866, an account of the journey she and
her sister, Fanny, made to the Punjab in 1837, accompanied by their brother, Lord
Auckland, Governor-General of India (Dunbar 1). Another account by a woman
traveller in India at this time that was read by many was Anne Katharine Elwood’s
Narrative of a Journey Overland from England to India, published in 1830. There were
also several popular travel narratives about India written by men at this time, two of
which were Travels in India by Captain Leopold von Orlich, published in 1845, and
Travels in the Himalayan Provinces of Hindustan and the Panjab by Horace Hayman
Wilson, published in 1830.
The two travel narratives about India under discussion in this chapter are Narrative of a
Journey Through the Upper Provinces of India, by Rev. Reginald Heber, and Scenes
and Characteristics of Hindostan, by Emma Roberts. I chose these two books out of
the many travel narratives about India that existed during the mid-nineteenth century
because they demonstrate the intertextual nature of the genres of the travel narrative and
the guidebook in that both books, published by John Murray immediately before the
publication of his first guidebook to India, were also cited as recommended reading in
it, in the section titled "Library for Indian Travellers" (xi-xiii).
Both narratives were popular. The Edinburgh Review called Narrative of a Journey
Through the Upper Provinces of India, also known as Bishop Heber's Journal, "'the
most instructive and important publication that has ever been given to the world, on the
actual state and condition of our Indian empire'" (qtd. in Laird 35). Its popularity was
such that it went through three editions in 1828, its first year of publication, a fourth in
1829, and a fifth in 1844 (Laird 35). Scenes and Characteristics of Hindostan was also
well-received, judging from the author's statement in its introduction regarding the
popularity of the articles on which it was based: "The popularity obtained both in
England and in India by a series of papers appearing in the ASIATIC JOURNAL [sic],
has led to their republication in a separate form" (n. pag.). Roberts' reference to the
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"Asiatic Journal" also situates the book within the body of Orientalist scholarship in
India produced by this journal, which was inaugurated by Sir William Jones in 1788.
2. Distinguishing Features of the Travel Narrative
The travel narrative and the guidebook are both discursive formations that, like their
underlying material practice of tourism, are predicated upon a desire for the exotic.
However, because of their different features, the two genres mediate this "'orientalist
desire,' that is, the historical urge to 'capture' the Other" differently (Behdad 20). The
fundamental difference between the genres of the travel narrative and the guidebook lies
in the speaking position. Travel narratives are structured around a first-person travelernarrator, who tells, in the past tense, of some change or transformation that occurs as a
result of his or her movement through space into the unknown (Hovell 27). The past
tense of the narrator's story creates chronological and geographical distance between the
reader and the visited Orient. Thus, the reader's desire for the exotic is satisfied to the
extent that the reader identifies with the narrator's desire (Behdad 41). In contrast, the
guidebook, through the discourse of advertising, constructs a speaking position that the
reader, as any potential traveler, occupies. By conflating the reading and speaking
position, the guidebook mediates the reader's desire for the exotic as something that is
immediately realizable, not the function of their identification with the narrator (42).
The voice constructed by the different speaking positions in the travel narrative and the
guidebook also shapes a different production of Orientalist discourse by the two genres.
In the travel narrative, the narrator speaks in a personal voice, often deriving authority
for the text through encouraging an identification of narrator and author as the same
person. Authors often gain credibility for the narrators through prefatory remarks in
which they address the question of who is speaking, in whose name, and for what
reason. A description of the purpose of travel in the context of an institutional
affiliation bolsters the authority of the narrator/author to recount his journey because
such a "real life" affiliation constructs the text as the "true story" of the author/narrator.
The voice of the guidebook, on the other hand, is dispersed among several unnamed
authors, a strategy that constructs the appearance of scientific objectivity.
3. Narrative of a Journey Through the Upper Provinces of India
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Appointed Bishop of Calcutta in 1823, Reginald Heber went to India in 1824, where he
died two years later. In the preface to the first volume of Narrative of a Journey
Through the Upper Provinces of India, written by his wife, Amelia, the narrator is
constructed as credible by establishing the author's high position within the Anglican
Church:
The painful task of editing the works of the late Bishop of Calcutta
having devolved upon his widow, she is anxious to state, that her
principal object in publishing the following Journal is, that its readers
may be made acquainted with the nature and extent of the duties
performed by the Bishop during the short time he presided over the
Indian Church, as well as with the difficulties he encountered in the
visitation of his extensive diocess [sic]. (i)
The narrator's credibility is bolstered by a letter, which appears after the preface, written
by Amelia Heber. Addressed to "The Right Honourable Charles Watkin Williams
Wynn, M.P., President of the Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of India," it is an
expression of thanks in the name of her late husband:
Had he lived to revise and complete the Work himself, he would more
ably have expressed to you his sense of the obligations which he felt for
his nomination to the Bishopric of Calcutta, for the invariable kindness
he received at your hands during his residence in India, and for the zeal
with which you met and forwarded his views for the welfare of its
inhabitants. (n. pag.)
By linking the text to a person of high stature within the British colonial administration,
the letter gives the text an air of institutional authority.
In addition to his institutional affiliations, the narrator of Heber's Journal also bolsters
his credibility and encourages reader identification by representing himself as an
Orientalist scholar. Philosophically, Heber was aligned with the English Orientalist
scholars, in whom he had become interested while studying the work of William Jones
at Oxford (Laird 17). He was also interested in the literary movement known as
"Romanticism" and was friends with some of the leading Romantic writers of the time,
including Scott, Southey and Coleridge (21). Heber himself frequently contributed
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articles to John Murray's Quarterly, several of which were reviews of Byron's works
that, with the exception of Don Juan and Cain, he praised (21). By the time he went to
India, Heber was well read in Indian history and literature and the influence of these
Orientalist texts shaped the way in which he also produced a discourse of Otherness in
his narrative. Throughout the first chapter of the narrative, the narrator displays his
knowledge of Indian language and poetry, frequently alluding to his study of
"Hindoostanee," and offering several translations of poetry (Heber 1: 33-34). He also
recommends to fellow passengers on the long voyage to India, Southey's Orientalist
epic, The Curse of Kehama, a book he particularly admired (Heber 2: 285-86).
How the first-person narrator/traveler positions him or herself in relation to their subject
matter is also crucial to the construction of Orientalist discourse. What is said about the
Other, as well as what is not said, and the kinds of discourses used to produce it
determine the extent to which the narrator constructs an Orientalist text. In both travel
narratives under discussion, the Other is produced through the aesthetic of the
picturesque and ethnographic discourse, discourses that also shape the guidebook in a
different way, due to the difference in speaking positions.
The narrator of Narrative of a Journey Through the Upper Provinces of India positions
himself sympathetically in relation to his object of study. The voice is that of an
idealistic, scholarly character, who possesses a poetic sensibility. It conveys the
narrator's enthusiasm and affection for India, which he represents, through the aesthetic
of the picturesque, as paradise:
I never recollect having more powerfully felt the beauty of similar
objects. The greenhouse-like smell and temperature of the atmosphere
which surrounded us, the exotic appearance of the plants and of the
people, the verdure of the fields, the dark shadows of the trees, and the
exuberant and neglected vigour of the soil, teeming with life and food,
neglected, as it were, out of pure abundance, would have been striking
under any circumstances; they were still more so to persons just landed
from a three months' voyage; (Heber 1: 5)
Even the soil is romanticized as "exuberant," although the narrator intimates that it is in
need of the cultivation efforts of Europeans through his characterization of it as
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"neglected." Another example of how Heber uses the aesthetic of the picturesque to
construct Orientalist discourse is found in the following description of a visit he made
with a British colonel and his wife to some ruins, in which he positions the Other in an
ahistorical timelessness:
…its banks are more woody and wild than any thing which I had seen
since I left Kemaoon, and the steep and rugged road by which we
ascended the hill beyond it, contributed to raise my expectation of a
beautiful view from the top. This road led us through an ancient gateway
in an embattered and turretted wall, which connected the two hills, like of
which I described on the other side of Jyepoor, and within we found a
street like that also, of temples and old buildings of the same character,
one of which was pointed out to me as a shrine…Beyond was a still
steeper ascent to a second gate, which introduced us to a very wild and
romantic valley, with a small lake at the bottom, the crests of the hills on
either side crowned with walls and towers, their lower parts all rock and
wood interspersed with ruined buildings, in front, and on the margin of
the lake, a small ruinous town, overgrown with trees, and intermingled
with towers and temples, and over it, but a little to the left hand, a noble
old fortified palace, connected by a long line of wall and tower, with a
very large castle on the highest part of the hill. We now descended the
ghat by a similar road to that which had conducted us thither, among
some fine old trees, fragments of rock, and thickets of thorny underwood,
till we reached the town, which almost entirely consisted of temple and
had few inhabitants but grim and ghastly Yogis, with their hair in elfknots, and their faces covered with chalk, sitting naked, and hideous, like
so many ghoules, amid the tombs and ruined houses. (Heber 2: 11-12)
This passage is structured around the ascent of a mountain, one of the fundamental
tropes of the aesthetic of the picturesque and the discourse of Romanticism, both of
which valorized mountains as sites for personal reflection and transformation.
Structured on the trope of what Mary Louise Pratt calls the "monarch-of-all-I-survey,"
this passage produces Orientalist discourse through its elaboration of a desire to
dominate the Other (Imperial Eyes 198). There are also several references to "wild,"
overgrown nature, and ruined temples and palaces, features of the picturesque that
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construct Orientalism by representing India as existing in a past glory, outside of
history. The construction of the desire to dominate is also elaborated through a trope of
penetration, suggested by the description of the two gates that the travelers must pass
through. India, in particular, was often represented as feminine in the nineteenthcentury literary imagination, in contrast to a masculine West.
Although the narrator and his companions are supposedly in a "wild" place, it is
inhabited. Coming upon the indigenous inhabitants of the landscape destroys the
construction of wilderness that the narrator had been developing through the trope of
discovery. However, he does not use irony or humor to subvert the Orientalist text, in
an acknowledgement that he and his companions are not the intrepid explorers that he
has been constructing. Instead the narrator reinforces the Orientalist text by conflating
the inhabitants with the wilderness, representing them in bestial terms as grotesque
creatures.
Although anthropology would not emerge as a formal scientific field until the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, ethnographic discourse had its beginnings in
the genre of travel narratives. By the early sixteenth century, it was conventional for a
travel account "to consist of a combination of first-person narration, recounting one's
trip, and descriptions of the flora and fauna of regions passed through and the manner
and customs of the inhabitants" (Pratt, "Fieldwork" 33). The narrative part, which
generally came first and was written in the past tense, was usually interwoven with
generalized descriptions written in the present, with shifts in tense signaling the change
between the two parts (35).
The work of Carl Linnaeus in the early eighteenth century was instrumental in shaping
ethnographic discourse. The first edition of Systema naturae, a small volume published
in 1735, was an attempt to classify various types of humans perceived by eighteenth
century minds as monsters (Douthwaite 16). In it, Linnaeus divides the group of
creatures considered to be monsters, which included "the Hydra, the Satyr, the FrogFish, and the Phoenix," into categories, giving each a Latin name and a scientific
explanation (16). In later editions of Systema naturae, Linnaeus expanded this original
project of classifying the human species to include the system of classification of plant
and animal species for which he became famous. By 1758, when the tenth edition of
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the book was published, it was a vast compendium of all the plant and animal species
known to him (16).
The publication of Darwin's On the Origin of the Species in 1859 also shaped the
development of ethnographic discourse. What Darwin contributed to the European
project of the collecting and mapping of global space that began with Linnaeus was the
element of time (McClintock 34). This resulted in the discourse of evolutionary racism,
which assembled different races into one unified Eurocentric vision of history (34). The
"ethnographic present" of anthropological discourse was an important strategy used to
construct the Other within this Eurocentric history based on a teleological line in which
some races were more developed than others. According to Johannes Fabian, the
"ethnographic present" refers to the use of the present tense and the passive voice as a
strategy to construct the truth effect of scientific objectivity (Time 80). It produces
Orientalist discourse through denying the Other coevalness with the speaking subject by
locating them in a time that is different from that of the subject (80). The use of the
passive voice effaces the speaking subject, thus erasing the colonial framework within
which the encounter is situated and giving the absent speaking subject the absolute
authority of the disembodied voice of scientific objectivity (Pratt, "Fieldwork" 32). As
McClintock points out, this strategy results in the axis of time being projected onto the
axis of space, rendering history global: "In the last decades of the nineteenth century,
panoptical time came into its own. By panoptical time, I mean the image of global
history consumed--at a glance--in a single spectacle from a point of privileged
invisibility" (37).
Many of the narrator's constructions of the Other in Heber's Narrative of a Journey
Through the Upper Provinces of India are produced by the biological racism that
characterized much nineteenth-century ethnographic discourse. For example, in a
section, titled "natives," the narrator, who is in a boat, describes a crew of Indian men
passing by through a focus on their physical characteristics as a means of locating them
on the evolutionary scale: "They were all small slender men, extremely black, but well
made, with good countenances and fine features,--certainly a handsome race;" (Heber 1:
42). Here, the effaced speaking subject pronounces on the physical qualities of the men
before him as though they are scientific specimens. The quality of being "extremely
black" is posited in the disjunctive with that of being "well made" so that the narrator
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seems almost surprised to pronounce the men as possessing "good countenances" and
"fine features." However, these positive attributes are balanced against the color of
their skin and the fact that they are "small slender men," characteristics that locate them
on the teleological line of evolutionary racism as less developed than the narrator and
his readers.
In similar fashion, the narrator describes the crew of another boat that floats by,
constructing the men he sees as objects in the spectacle of the global history of
evolution which only he, the viewing subject, sees from his point of "privileged
invisibility" (McClintock 37). In this passage, the narrator even refers to himself as "the
spectator":
The master and crew of this last were taller and finer men than those
whom we had seen before; the former had a white turban wreathed
around a red cap, a white short shirt without sleeves, and a silver armlet a
little above the elbow, the crew were chiefly naked, except a cloth around
the loins; the colour of all was the darkest shade of antique bronze, and
together with the elegant forms and well-turned limbs of many among
them, gave the spectator a perfect impression of Grecian statues of that
metal; in stature and apparent strength they were certainly much inferior
to the generality of our ship's company. (Heber 1: 42)
This passage reveals a narrator making scientific distinctions based on racial difference
between the various specimens of mankind he views as if they were on exhibit. In
contrast to the men described in the previous passage as "extremely black," these men
are represented as possessing the skin color of "the darkest shade of antique bronze" and
are then objectified as "Grecian statues of that metal." This comparison to the ancient
Greeks is likely intended as praise, considering the fact that, up until the then recent
British Orientalists' "discovery" that Latin and Greek were descended from Sanskrit,
Greece had been viewed as the origin of European civilization. However, it is still
produced by evolutionary racism, locating the Indian men as anterior in time, at the
origin of European history. The fact that the crew is also represented as "chiefly naked"
reinforces this view of the Indians as savages, existing in prehistory on the teleological
view of human history. The narrator's conclusion that the crew is inferior in strength to
his ship's European crew complements this view of the Indians as inferior on a
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progressive line of biological development. It also reproduces the Orientalist stereotype
of representing India as feminized to a masculine West, as does the description of the
jewelry one of the men wears.
Although this passage is produced by ethnographic discourse, it is written in the past
tense rather than the "ethnographic present" because it is part of the narrative account of
that day's journey to Calcutta. However, the sections of Heber's narrative that are
exclusively descriptive accounts are written in the ethnographic present, as in the
following excerpt in which he describes the inhabitants of Bihar:
Those whom I saw, were middle sized, or rather little men, but extremely
well made, with remarkably broad chests, long arms and clean legs.
They are fairer, I think, than the Bengalees [sic], have broad faces, small
eyes, and flattish, or rather turned up noses; but the Chinese or Malay
character of their features, from whom they are said to be descended, is
lost in a great degree on close inspection. I confess they reminded me of
the Welch; the expression of their countenances is decidedly cheerful and
intelligent, and I thought two or three of their women whom I saw, really
pretty, with a sort of sturdy smartness about them which I have not seen
in their lowland neighbors. (Heber 1: 192)
This passage also exhibits another of Darwin's contributions to ethnographic discourse,
which is that of reading character traits from physical ones. Darwin approached the
study of other people with the rigor of a naturalist, deducing the existence of invisible
traits from visible ones, which are then projected back onto the concrete specimen
(Spurr 63-64). Thus, after a lengthy description of this group of Indians physical
characteristics, Heber decides that they are a "cheerful and intelligent" group. He even
ventures a bizarre comparison of them in this regard to the Welsh, who were perhaps the
only "other" people Heber had known before he traveled to India.

4. Scenes and Characteristics of Hindostan
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The other travel narrative about India under discussion, Scenes and Characteristics of
Hindostan by Emma Roberts, is different from Reginald Heber's, primarily because of
the different ways in which gender marked each of these authors' subjectivities. During
the nineteenth century, English women began travelling abroad in increasing numbers.
This was the result of several factors, among them the increasing democratization of
travel, the beginning of changes in women's traditionally subservient position in English
society, and an expansion of the boundaries of the British Empire. Most of those who
traveled, particularly to remote places, were well-educated, upper-class, single women
(Blanton 45). However, as Alison Blunt has pointed out, many middle-class women
were also able to travel more widely than ever before as a result of these changing
conditions.
Whatever their class or reason for travel, however, British women were ambivalent
participants in the imperial project. In her work on women's travel writing and
colonialism, Sara Mills recognizes the ambivalence that marks the writing of colonial
British women as a result of the differing ways in which their subjectivities were
marked by gender and nation. Travel abroad, through regions made accessible to them
through the power of the empire, offered them a means of escaping the boundaries
imposed on them by the patriarchal society in England and afforded them power as
members of the imperial ruling class. Their complicity with imperial power was also
consolidated by race that marked them within the colonial sphere as members of a
racially superior group, due to the discourse of biological racism.
Though there is general scholarly recognition that British women were complicit with
the dominant discourses of imperial society, there is a difference of opinion on the
degree of their complicity. Some, like Dea Birkett in Spinsters Abroad, argue that
although British women travel writers were agents of the imperial ideology that shaped
them, their writing also exhibits conflicting feelings of empathy for and identification
with the colonized Other. Others, like Inderpal Grewal, believe that feelings of respect
for indigenous peoples, such as those exhibited by Mary Kingsley in Africa, were an
anomaly in the body of travel literature written by British women during the nineteenth
century (81).
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Although their degree of complicity with the imperial project is contested, it is generally
recognized that women wrote differently from male travel writers of this period. In
negotiating the discourses of imperialism and "femininity," the writing of western
women displays a tension that reveals transgressions not present in writing by men
(Mills 106). Mills argues that this does not mean that women's texts were not aligned
with the colonial order, but rather that they rejected or differently employed many of the
conventions used by men that constructed a female-gendered landscape dominated by a
male perspective (74-80). The traditional "adventurer hero narrator" of the colonial
male subject who wrote travel narratives was not available to female writers, so when
they did adopt a modification of such a hero figure as narrator, women writers often
undercut them with humor or irony (78). Another way in which women writers
subverted the masculine conventions of the genre was through a kind of cultural
relativism and sympathy with the native people (Blanton 48).
There is nothing in the brief introduction of Emma Roberts' two-volume Scenes and
Characteristics of Hindostan with Sketches of Anglo-Indian Society that indicates who
the author was, or the circumstances surrounding how she came to live in India. What
can be inferred, however, from the authority with which she speaks on Anglo-Indian
society, is that Roberts had lived in India for some time before writing Scenes and
Characteristics of Hindostan with Sketches of Anglo-Indian Society. The reference in
the front pages to her having previously published in the "Asiatic Journal," the journal
of Orientalist scholarly writing established in India by William Jones, also supports the
fact that she was likely a long-time resident with some standing in the community.
Indeed, much of the book reads like a guidebook of manners on the customs and
protocol of English society in India, written by an old hand and addressed to prospective
English immigrants, particularly young women. Roberts' narrator speaks almost
exclusively in the "ethnographic present" describing the exotic world of Anglo-Indian
society to readers in England, a strategy that invites the reader to occupy the narrator's
position. Many of the sentences are also constructed in the passive voice of
ethnographic discourse, which contributes to the construction of the truth effect
produced by scientific discourse by effacing the presence of the speaking subject.
In addition to the use of the present tense, the text shares another feature of guidebook
discourse, which is the use of the first-person plural that also draws the reader into the
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Orientalist subject position of the narrator. In her description of Cawnpore, the narrator
includes the reader in her position as exiles from England:
…we forget for a short period that we are exiles, but as the night darkens
the charm is dispelled. Returning homewards, the cries of jackals burst
upon the ear, and lights glaring between the trees in the compounds
display domestic arrangements which savour strongly of a foreign land:
troops of servants are to be seen carrying covered dishes from the cookroom to the house, and hookarbadahs, seated on the ground in open air,
are employed in making preparations for their master's enjoyment of the
fragrant weed, with its accompaniments of rose-water, and other costly
appendages of the chillum. We can no longer fancy ourselves in
England, but the scene is animated and pleasing, and when, arriving at
our own abode, we find the house lighted up, the table laid, and the
servants in attendance, were it not for that home-sickness of the heart,
from which comparatively few Anglo-Indians are exempt, we might be
content with a lot cast upon the plains of Hindostan. (Roberts 1: 40)
The reference to the "cries of jackals" in the dark constructs this domestic scene as
existing in a threatening wilderness. There is also a conflation of the "troops of
servants" with the wild animals. The use of Indian words such as hookarbadahs and
chillum, without translations, also contributes to the construction of India as an
unfamiliar, wild place. This is contrasted to the inside of the home, which is
represented in binary opposites as civilization to the wildness of nature outside. Inside,
it is "lighted up [with] the table laid, and the servants in attendance," a reproduction of a
middle or upper class home in England, a familiar scene that dispels the anxiety caused
by the foreign Other that exists in the dark wilderness outside.
There is also an elision of class in this scene. Through the use of the first person plural,
the narrator constructs the home with servants in attendance as the home of every
English reader. However, having servants was one of the luxuries that many of the
largely middle-class English women in India from whom colonial administrators came,
and certainly the working class English women, enjoyed that they could not afford in
England (Strobel 21-22). From this perspective, much of the narrator's dramatic lament
about her fate of being an exile is an affectation since the author likely enjoyed a more
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privileged existence in India than she ever had in England. However, this does not stop
the narrator from exploiting the exoticism of the colonial setting to bemoan her fate of
being forever estranged from England. References to unfamiliar fauna such as "jackals"
and untranslated Indian words, which will likely be received as exotic by English
readers, are casually tossed off as examples of the types of things that "dispel the
charm" of believing one is in England. In the end, the narrator comes around, as she
often does throughout the book, to a begrudging acceptance of the English ways of life
in India as at least an acceptable substitute for those in England. She affects the posture
of an expatriate, suffering in exile, to display the exoticism of India, which she seems to
enjoy, but constructs as inferior because of her positioning.
Because of the way in which gender locates her, Roberts writes primarily of the
domestic space of Anglo-Indian society. In this, her writing is typical of much travel
literature of the period written by women, in which "a particular attention was paid to
female living conditions in the countries visited" (Korte 119). That space was a highly
stratified one, due to the large British population in India that required the maintenance
of elaborate social rituals to mirror the class divisions that existed among them in
England, and to maintain distance from the indigenous people (Strobel 9). The narrator
of Scenes and Characteristics of Hindostan emphasizes proper social behavior
throughout the book, an emphasis that dominates even the chapters devoted to
travelling. This is consistent, however, with the fact that the narrator also moves within
the English colonial apparatus when travelling in India.
Scenes and Characteristics of Hindostan is structured around chapters dedicated
primarily to the description of various Indian cities, indirectly addressed to the English
person who is newly arrived to India. However, three of the introductory chapters,
titled "Bengal Brides and Bridal Candidates," "Feminine Employments, Amusements,
and Domestic Economy," and "Shops and Shopping," are devoted to traditionally
feminine concerns and are full of advice on matters related to protocol and society.
Addressed to young British women contemplating moving to India, the narrator of these
chapters exhibits an empathetic voice and tone that constructs her as a sympathetic,
almost maternal figure, concerned for the well-being of young English girls in India.
The text constructed around this narrator would likely have been well received among
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young women in England, positioned by it to identify with the Orientalist narrator to a
great degree.
Unlike the voices of other Victorian British women travelers, such as Kingsley, Bell,
and Bird, the narrator in Scenes and Characteristics of Hindostan aligns herself with the
imperial project. Roberts positions the narrator firmly within the metropolitan center,
often referring to living in India as exile:
The mixture of foreign and familiar objects at Cawnpore, to a person
newly arrived in India, is very singular. In smaller stations, it is
impossible ever to forget that we are far from home; but here, surrounded
by Europeans, and beguiled by the throng of English-built carriages into
the idea that we are in some old accustomed spot, the sudden appearance
of a camel or an elephant, or a fantastic group of natives, seems quite
startling. (Roberts 1: 39-40)
The narrator's alignment with the metropolitan center and the imperial project is also
evident in her descriptions of travel within India, which are undertaken within the
protection of the British imperial apparatus. In a chapter titled "Travelling:--The
March," the narrator describes travelling with a regiment of the English army as it
moves quarters from one part of the country to another (Roberts 1: 79). As is the case
throughout much of Scenes and Characteristics of Hindostan, the focus in this chapter
is on the English troops and their families, while the Indians who move with the
regiment are constructed as colorful backdrops.
The narrator's description in this chapter of two other types of journeys conducted
within the British colonial apparatus, that were commonly made by women in India-tours of the districts and journeys to the hill stations for the summer--also demonstrate
how her subjectivity was positioned within the metropolitan center. Her description of a
trip to a hill station made with a female companion shows the great degree of protection
the colonial apparatus afforded English women as they followed the seasonal migration
patterns of the British in India to the hill stations in the north. A description of the
entourage that accompanied the women gives an indication of the privileges they
enjoyed because of their imperial position:
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Our train consisted of a khansamah, who had the direction of the whole
journey, three khidmutghars, a sirdar-bearer, the tailor, the
washerwoman, the water-carrier, the cook and mussaulchees, twelve
bearers for each palanquin [upon which each English woman was
carried], and claishees (tent-pitchers), banghie-bearers, and coolies
almost innumerable. Our two female attendants travelled in a hackery,
with a favourite Persian cat…(Roberts 1: 90)
Because of her position as a woman in Anglo-Indian society, the only Indian people the
narrator describes in any detail in Scenes and Characteristics of Hindostan are servants.
According to Margaret Strobel, this is not unusual in colonial women's writing, since
servants were often the only indigenous people European women interacted with. The
profound inequality that existed in this relationship resulted in the development of a
distorted view of local people's lives and culture. That the subject of servants was of
great concern to English women in India is evidenced by the fact that the narrator
devotes several of the opening paragraphs of Chapter One of the narrative to a discourse
on domestic help, passages that are replete with warning for the newcomer:
A new arrival at Calcutta is instantaneously surrounded by persons who
offer their services, both as domestics and purveyors, and it is always
advisable to ask some resident friend or acquaintance to recommend
proper people, as otherwise, there is no city in the world in which there
would be greater danger of falling into the hands of cheats and robbers.
(Roberts 1: 15)
However, this representation of Indian people as thieves is not unqualified. The
narrator later makes a discrimination that demonstrates sympathy for the plight of the
exploited Indian domestic:
…nor does the character of rogue apply to all. It would be unjust and
ungrateful to withhold the praise honestly earned by many of these men,
who have shown the utmost gratitude and fidelity to employers from
whom their gains have been exceedingly trifling, consisting merely of a
small per-centage upon the articles supplied, and which no European
purchaser could have obtained at so low a rate. (Roberts 1: 15)
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Nevertheless, the narrator's sympathy is couched in the "master-servant" binary. This
representation is consistent throughout the text, as in this excerpt from a later chapter
titled "The March," in which the narrator describes a morning scene in which
preparations are being made for the day's march:
It is at these times that a kind master is rewarded for his attention to the
comfort and well-being of those beneath him, by the devotion manifested
by his servants. It seems to be a point of honour amongst faithful and
respectable domestics to prevent their employers from suffering
inconvenience or privation of any kind, while exposed to the difficulties
which must necessarily occur upon a line of march. (Roberts 1: 84)
Much of Roberts' text is produced by the aesthetic of the picturesque. Indira Ghose
argues that a liberal use of the picturesque is typical of nineteenth-century travel
narratives written by women who deployed the aesthetic because it was one of the few
means of expression available to women due to their marginalized status in nineteenthcentury British society. Because aesthetics often obscure the relations of power that
produce them, the picturesque was a means for British women to preserve their selfimage as innocent spectators of empire. However, since knowledge and power are
always related, the aesthetic of the picturesque was not a neutral enterprise, but another
means of framing and controlling the Other. Thus, Ghose concludes that the
deployment of the picturesque by British women travelers was not an innocent activity
but, rather, revealed their complicity with the imperial project and interpellated them as
imperial subjects.
This is true of Roberts' narrative, in which the aesthetic of the picturesque features
prominently. In this opening paragraph of volume 1, the narrator describes Calcutta in
terms that render it almost a textbook description of the "picturesque":
The approach to the City of Palaces [Calcutta] from the river is
exceedingly fine: the Hooghly at all periods of the year presents a broad
surface of sparkling water, and as it winds through a richly wooded
country, clothed with eternal verdure, and interspersed with stately
buildings, the stranger feels that banishment may be endured amid scenes
of so much picturesque beauty, attended by so many luxurious
accompaniments. (Roberts 1: 2)
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This description utilizes the feature of the panoramic view, which positions the
reader at a distance where the object of their gaze can be more easily framed and
consumed. The river, flowing through "richly wooded country," is an example of
the element of "variety," defined as integral to the aesthetic of the picturesque. The
countryside, "clothed with eternal verdure," evokes a metonymic association with
the green pastoral scenes of England, evincing the narrator's alignment with the
colonial order. It positions India in an "eternal," timeless present for the domination
and viewing pleasure of the tourist.
As in Heber's narrative, this passage also contains references to ruins, which were a
common feature in nineteenth-century travel narratives due to the important role
they played in the aesthetic of the picturesque because of their association with the
elements of decay and abandonment. As Ghose points out, the representation of
ruins became a popular means of deploying the aesthetic of the picturesque in India
because they complemented the English Orientalist scholars' view of India as
existing in a timeless and classical past. Like Heber's narrator, the narrator in Scenes
and Characteristics of Hindostan often represents Indian palaces and temples as
exemplars of a glorious past, deploying the aesthetic of the picturesque as a strategy
to frame and control the alterity of India. In the following passage, in which the
narrator accompanies the British troops as they change quarters, she twice speculates
that the ruins around them must have been a site of past glory:
Our people had chosen a very picturesque spot, having pitched the tent in
front of a small mango tope, opposite to a well, which was shaded by a
magnificent tamarind-tree. An old Moosulman city, formerly a place of
considerable importance, reared its time-worn walls to the left; while to
the right, a rich tract, beautifully wooded, and decked with silvery lakes,
stretched itself as far as the eye could reach…it was surrounded by high
battlemented walls of dark red stone, flanked with solid buttresses, and
seemed to have been a place of great strength in other days. The
fortifications had fallen to decay…(Roberts 1: 90)
The Indian landscape is also represented in animal imagery as spectacle. The city
"reared" its walls which are "flanked" with buttresses and a wooded tract with lakes
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"stretched itself as far as the eye could reach." The gaze of the narrator is panoptic,
consuming this stretching, rearing animal. This dominating gaze is reinforced by the
way in which the narrator constructs a master-servant relationship between herself and
the Indian servants in the scene, who are pitching the tent. She refers to them in the first
person plural possessive as "our people," making no distinction between herself and the
British Empire, thus interpellating herself through the aesthetic as an imperial subject.
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Chapter Five: A Textual Analysis of Murray's and Cook's Early Guidebooks to India
1. Distinguishing Features of the Guidebook
a. Construction of the Speaking Position
As is the material practice of tourism, the discursive formations of the guidebook and
travel narrative are both predicated upon the reader's desire for the exotic Other,
although each genre mediates this desire differently. According to Behdad, the
difference is primarily a function of the shift in speaking subject that accompanied the
change from the narration of the travel narrative to the description of the guidebook
(39). As shown in the last chapter, the narrator of the travel narrative occupies the
speaking position, organizing his or her descriptive statements of their movement
through space around the presence of a speaking "I," retrospectively, in chronological
time. The narrative mediates the desire of the reader for the exotic to the extent that the
reader identifies with the narrator's desire (40).
In contrast to the travel narrative, which is structured on statements of a literary nature
that are organized thematically around the presence of a narrator, the guidebook is a
compilation of non-linear informational statements without a narrator, or even a single
author. The information in guidebooks is arranged into taxonomies according to sights
along certain routes, conveyed through the dispersed voices of several writers, who
speak with the authority of personal knowledge but without a personal voice. This
strategy has the effect of the publisher’s voice superseding any one authorial voice
because it dissociates statements from their speakers. Contributing to this is the fact
that it is the publisher's name that appears on the covers of guidebooks, not those of the
authors.
This shift in the mode of communication, from the personal narration of an experience
to the impersonal dissemination of information, was part of the commodification of
culture occurring in nineteenth-century England as society transitioned into commodity
capitalism. According to Behdad, the rise of the tourist guidebook occurred at a time
when information began to structure many types of communication, from newspapers to
governmental reports, such as the "Blue Books" (43). Information was a "new mode of
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knowledge…defined by the accumulation of 'informative' statements uttered in a
dispersive fashion" (43). Because of its basis in scientific discourse, the use of
information in the guidebook encouraged a reading of the new genre as a transcription
of "objective" reality. As was true of the newspaper and journal, the seemingly neutral
character of the statements in guidebooks constructed truth claims that resisted
interpretation.
No indication of authorship appears in Cook's early handbooks, that were simply titled
"Cook's Tourists' Handbook" followed by the name of the country that was the subject
of the book. His handbooks to India featured the name of the country at the top of the
cover and the phrase "published by Thos. Cook & Son" below. The introductions to
these books conclude with the name "Thos. Cook & Son," thus giving rise to the
inference that they were the authors.
John Murray's handbooks also conformed to this convention. For over a century and a
half, the name that appeared on the handbook covers was simply "John Murray." When
John Murray III took over the business after his father's death in 1843, he made no
attempt to distinguish himself from his father. Like the Baedeker sons, it is likely that
Murray III recognized the value of the name that had become associated with the
handbooks and had no desire to change it. Like Cook's handbooks, the covers of
Murray's India handbooks reveal only the publisher's name and place of publication,
represented in the phrase "London: John Murray, Albemarle Street." Nor is there any
indication of authorship inside Volume I of the 1859 Handbook for India, which
contains only a dedication to a "Captain William Joseph Eastwick of the Bombay Army,
Late Deputy-Chairman of the East India Company…by his brother, Edward B.
Eastwick" (n. pag.). It is not until the 1881 and 1883 editions of the India handbook
that the author of the dedications reveals that he is also the author of the handbook when
he signs the dedication with the phrase "by the author, Edward B. Eastwick" (n. pag.).
However, although the prefaces to these two handbooks are full of references to "the
author," nowhere in them is the author's name given, nor is the preface signed.
Murray's 1891 A Handbook for Travellers in India and Ceylon, that consolidates the
previous four volumes into one, contains less indication of authorship than the first
handbook. It has no dedication and the preface is attributed to "the publisher," who
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acknowledges only the help of civil servants and other residents in India in its writing.
The 1898 edition, A Handbook for Travellers in India, Burma, and Ceylon, is also
written in this manner. In its preface, Murray again refers to himself as "the publisher,"
expressing his thanks to "two gentlemen, from whom he has received very valuable
assistance in the preparation of this Edition" (n. pag.). However, their contributions are
characterized as "editing," rather than writing, thus rendering the extent of their
authorship unclear.
It is not until the twenty-first edition of Murray's handbook to India is published in
1968, that a clear indication of who wrote the early handbooks is given. In the preface
to the 1968 edition, the editor states that the first four volumes of the Handbook for
Travellers in India "were prepared by Captain E.B. Eastwick, M.P., who made long
visits to India in the fifties, sixties and seventies of the 19th century in order to collect
material for them on the spot" (v). The preface then goes on to delineate the authors of
all subsequent editions of the handbook, up to the current edition.
Instead of lessening the new genre's credibility, however, the lack of attribution of
authorship in Murray's early guidebooks paradoxically worked to enhance it:
…the books were always referred to as "Murrays," regardless of whether
their author was identified. The absence of an authorial attribution might
be expected to undermine the authority of a book that promotes itself as
based almost entirely on its author's personal experience, as every
Murray guidebook published does. But the opposite result is achieved.
(Allen 215-216)
It was precisely the anonymity of the guidebooks that bolstered their claim to a "quasiscientific verifiability" (217). Drawing on Foucault, Esther Allen shows how
anonymity came to be synonymous with the "truth" of science: "'A reversal occurred in
the 17th or 18th century; scientific texts began to be read for their content alone, in the
anonymity of an established or ever-demonstrable truth; it was the relation of such texts
to a systematic whole that legitimized them, rather than a reference to the individuals
who produced them'" (qtd. in Allen 217). Thus, it was the guidebook's relationship to
the "systematic whole" of their predecessor genre, the travel narrative, which
legitimized them.
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b. Scientific Discourse
Another way in which guidebook publishers constructed the new genre as authoritative
was by mobilizing two features of the empirical method, which was emerging during
the late eighteenth century. The acts of personal observation and contemporaneous
transcription, that characterized the empirical method, came to be embodied in the
phrase "on the spot," which was used by guidebook publishers as a signifier of the
authenticity of their guidebooks. The origin of this phrase is attributed to Thomas Gray,
the English poet, who uttered the much quoted words "Half a word fixed upon or near
the spot, is worth a cart-load of recollection" (Andrews 80). One of its earliest uses in
travel texts is found in the writing of the late-eighteenth-century picturesque theorist,
William Gilpin. He states that when recording impressions of the picturesque, the
emphasis should be on "the time when they passed under observation," since such first
impressions would be more likely to be founded on truth (qtd. in Andrews 80). Thus,
the phrase came to signify the authority of the guidebooks, promoting a perception of
the genre as a collection of value-free information.
John Murray, in particular, used this phrase frequently in his guidebooks. A product of
the Enlightenment, Murray believed that reality was a mirror image of the senses and
capable of being transcribed. Therefore, he constructed himself in his guidebooks as a
disinterested recorder of observed knowledge. In an article he wrote, titled "The Origin
and History of Murray's Handbooks for Travellers," Murray explains:
I travelled thus, notebook in hand, and whether in the street, the
Eilwagen, or the Picture Gallery, I noted down every fact as it occurred.
These note-books (of which I possess many dozens) were emptied out on
my return home, arranged in Routes, along with such other information
as I could gather on History, Architecture, Geology, and other subjects
suited to a traveller's need; and, finally, I submitted them to my Father.
(624-25)
In the introduction to his first handbook, the 1836 Hand-book for Travellers on the
Continent, Murray used the phrase "on the spot" to justify the existence of the new
genre as more accurate than the idiosyncratic guidebooks available at the time: "Most
of the Guide Books hitherto published are…general descriptions compiled by persons
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not acquainted with the spots…. Should this book be found to possess any superiority
over others of its class, it is because it is based upon a personal knowledge of the
countries described" (v-vi). The phrase appears as a marker of accuracy in almost all
his subsequent handbooks. In the 1881 edition of the Handbook of the Bombay
Presidency, it even appears on the title page, below the handbook title: "Most carefully
revised on the spot, and for the most part rewritten" (n. pag.).
However, it was impossible for Murray himself to observe and transcribe all of the
information contained in the handbooks. In the preface to the first one, Hand-book for
Travellers on the Continent, Murray admits he relied on the help of his friends: "those
routes which have not been travelled over by the author himself have, with very few
exceptions, been revised by friends to whom they are actually known" (v-vi). Murray's
circle of friends included such luminaries as Goethe and Byron who, like the publisher,
enjoyed privileged positions in society. Murray's early handbooks also contained
extensive literary citations to "authors of celebrity" as he called writers like Byron,
Southey, and Scott (Allen 214). In the introduction to the first handbook, Murray
justifies this use of intertextual references in a genre that he wished to be perceived as
objective. Referring to himself in the third person, he states:
Preferring to avail himself of the descriptions of others, where they
appeared good and correct, to obtruding extracts from his own journal,
wherever an author of celebrity, such as Scott, Byron or Southey, has
described a place, [the author of the present work] has made a point of
extracting the passage, knowing how much the perusal of it on the spot,
where the works themselves are not to be procured, will enhance the
interest of seeing the object described. (vi)
Thus Murray's attempt to construct a disinterested, objective authorship through
transparent, unmediated language based on personal observation belied the fact that the
information in his handbooks was the result of a screening process according to his
upper-class taste and values and those of his friends. Murray, however, was proud of
this fact. Like Starke, he asserted his superior taste as the basis for the authority of his
handbooks: "Throughout the Handbooks may be traced other results of my private
reading, which stamp a special character on these books. My tastes, studies and
predilections mark the originality of my writing…" ("Origin and History" 629).
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Screening information according to the taste of guidebook publishers resulted in the
construction of the first tourist sights. Murray's handbooks directed the reader's gaze to
sights that the publisher, based on his upper-class taste, deemed worthy of viewing, a
process he explains as follows:
Arriving at a city like Berlin, I had to find out what was really worth
seeing there, to make a selection of such objects, and to tell how best to
see them, avoiding the ordinary practice of local Guide-books, which, in
inflated language, cram in everything that can possibly be said--not
bewildering my readers by describing all that might be seen--and using
the most condensed and simplest style in description of special objects. I
made it my aim to point out things peculiar to the spot, or which might
be better seen there than elsewhere. ("Origin and History" 625)
Murray saw no conflict between the claim that his guidebooks were composites of
supposedly value-free information and the fact that he used his superior "taste," based
on his upper class values, to interpret the collected "facts" for his readers. To him, his
interpretation of information was the authoritative view. Like Starke, he assumes that
only he, with his superior taste and powers of discernment, is capable of determining
what is worth seeing and how to see it. As Grewal points out, the hypothetical reader
envisioned by Murray in this text is assumed to be "somewhat less scholarly or cultured
than he" (103). In this, his efforts resemble those of Wordsworth, whose Guide to the
Lake District was an attempt at educating those of the lower classes in matters of taste
so they could properly appreciate the beauty of the area.
Cook also used the phrase "on the spot" with reference to his handbooks as a measure of
their accuracy, although the phrase does not appear in them. An early use of the phrase
occurred after the publication of his "customer's handbook" for the 1845 tour from
Leicester to Liverpool, when Cook extolled the virtue of the handbooks, claiming that
they were useful in several ways, "'excit[ing] interest' beforehand, they were also 'highly
useful on the spot; and they help to refresh the memory in after days'" (qtd. in Brendon
37). It is likely that Cook did not include the phrase in his handbooks because by the
time he began publishing comprehensive handbooks, he had already built a solid
reputation as a tour operator upon which he relied instead as the source of authority for
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his guidebooks. An indication of this appears in the introduction to his 1909 guidebook
to India which states: "…it will be evident that our Passenger and Tourist system, based
on an experience of nearly seventy years, may be relied on as complete and practical"
(India, Burma, and Ceylon n. pag.). The 1929 edition of India, Burma, and Ceylon
makes the same assertion, the only difference being that in it he claims to have twenty
more years of experience (n. pag.).
Although the phrase "on the spot" does not appear in the 1889 edition of Cook's Indian
Tours, the elements of the empirical method represented by it are incorporated into the
guidebook as a way of demonstrating the accuracy of the information in it. In the
introduction, which is a narrative that tells the story of how the Cooks came to offer
tourist services in India, they explain how Thomas Cook took a preliminary tour of the
country "his object being by personal observation to test the facilities for travel…" (6).
Also, later in the guidebook, the Cooks make the statement that "The information given
is derived from personal observation and notes;" (50). They go on to also credit other
guidebooks as sources used in writing Cook's Indian Tours: "…but we must
acknowledge the assistance we have derived from the several local guidebooks
published in India, and refer our constituents, who may wish fuller and more historic
details than we can give, to the following:--…" (50). What follows is a list of twenty
guidebooks, all written by British authors. Not surprisingly, Murray, the competition, is
not among them.
In addition to drawing on their experience and the elements of the empirical method, the
Cooks also use the strategy of a personal narrative to enhance the authority of their
guidebooks. The introduction of Cook's Indian Tours, which tells the story of how the
Cooks built their tourist operation in India, cultivates a personal image of them. It
constructs the publishers as likeable people and knowledgeable travelers, which
encourages the reader to identify with them and receive the rest of the information in the
guidebook as credible. This process erases class differences and consolidates preferred
meanings by homogenizing the speaking and reading positions.
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c. Construction of the Reading Position
Another element of the empirical method that was adopted by guidebook publishers as a
means of establishing the accuracy of the information contained in their texts was the
claim that the writing in guidebooks was the culmination of testing by the publisher
(Behdad 43-44). Early guidebook publishers often included a provision in the preface
of the guidebooks that enlisted the reader's aid in this testing process by asking them to
contribute additions and corrections to the text. The preface to Murray's 1859
Handbook for India contains such a provision: "In conclusion, the compiler desires to
invite corrections for the numerous mistakes into which he is conscious of having
fallen; and notices derived from personal observation of the many interesting localities,
the description of which has been omitted, are solicited from all travellers who may use
these volumes" (vi).
These petitions for the reader's assistance enhanced the claim of publishers that the
guidebook was a value-neutral, unmediated cultural production, not the result of any
one individual's efforts, but reflecting the work of a community (Grewal 104). This
practice constructed a collective authorship that bolstered the credibility of the genre by
"internalizing information gathering as a touristic activity" (Behdad 44). This strategy
consolidated the Orientalism of the narrative by making the reader an active participant
in the scientific and aesthetic mapping of the Orient for the West (44). Paradoxically,
the acknowledgement by the publisher of the possibility of error or incompleteness also
enhanced the credibility of the guidebook since it is precisely this acknowledgement
that makes the tourist believe that what the guide claims is true (44).
In addition to relying on his readers for information, Murray also relies on the
contributions of English Orientalist scholars to give his guidebooks to India authority.
The preface to the first Indian handbook contains the following acknowledgement:
Indeed it is only fair to state that whatever there is of value in the present
pages is due to the suggestion, or research, of distinguished Orientalists,
or those who, from their practical acquaintance with Indian subjects, are
eminently qualified to aid and advise. The compiler of this volume,
though he has himself travelled through many parts of both Presidencies,
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has profited largely by the labors of others, and tenders his most grateful
thanks… (iii)
What follows is a list of men whose titles indicate positions within the British colonial
apparatus that include the military, civil service, engineers, the president of the Asiatic
Society of Bombay, and scholars working in the fields of architecture, linguistics and
statistics (iii). This list also demonstrates the growing nexus between the British State
and tourism in India that was happening at this time.
Cook also enlists the reader's aid to construct his guidebooks as authoritative sources.
The introduction to Cook's Indian Tours, published in 1889, begins with the assertion
that the information contained in the handbook is "the result of the advice of
distinguished travellers and Anglo-Indians" (5). The publication of testimonials from
satisfied customers, characterized as "distinguished," was also a way in which the
guidebook mobilized the class-based "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction to authenticate
itself. This statement also reflects John Cook's desire to attract wealthier, more
prestigious clients. Another example of the firm's attempt to use its growing
connections to the wealthy and royalty as cultural cachet is an eight-page listing found
at the end of the guidebook of "Names of Royal and Distinguished Persons who have
travelled under the Arrangements of Thos. Cook and Son" (105-112).
Like Murray's handbooks to India, Cook's Indian Tours also uses an endorsement from
the British government as a means of enhancing its authority. Appearing beneath the
guidebook title are the following words, that attest to the increasing ties between
tourism and the Crown that made the Cooks' Indian venture possible: "Under Special
Authority of the Government of India and the Secretary of State for India" (5). The
introduction also tells the story of how the firm received the backing of the "Prime
Minister and other distinguished statesmen" to proceed with their India venture (5). The
introductions to the 1909 and 1929 editions of the India guidebook contain similar
statements. Statements such as these, that demonstrate how the guidebook was an
aspect of the colonial power apparatus, are also found in Murray's handbooks to India,
in which he acknowledges the assistance received from British officials in gathering and
verifying the information contained in them.
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The screening of information in Murray's and Cook's guidebooks according to the
taste of the publishers and their upper-class friends and clients was also an important
strategy for consolidating preferred meanings. It constructed a homogenous reading
position that suggested there was no difference between the author/publisher and the
reading public, a strategy that promoted the ideological work of the institutions of
the exhibition and museum. It controlled heteroglossia by consolidating dominant,
upper-class meanings of nation, based on England's position in the world as an
empire, a strategy that also served to alleviate fears of revolution among the English
upper class (Grewal 103). Anxiety surrounding the proliferation of new meanings is
reflected in prescriptive section titles in Murray's first Handbook for India, such as
"What to Observe on the Overland Journey." The description of the city of Aden in
this section is also an example of how the guidebook controlled heteroglossia by
constructing dominant meanings, which also interpellated tourists as members of a
nation that was an empire:
Aden fell into our possession in 1839. It previously belonged to the
Sultan of Lahege, who was little better than a common marauder, and in
1837 plundered a Madras vessel sailing under British colours, which had
the misfortune to go ashore. A collision with Britain followed; and
finally, after some fighting, and a stipulation by treaty to pay the Sultan a
few thousand dollars annually, the place was taken possession of. (li)
The use of the first person plural in this excerpt aligns the reader with the upper-class
Tory publisher's location as a citizen with a vested interest in viewing his nation as an
empire. The contemptuous representation of the sultan as "a common marauder" who
could be bought off by "a few thousand dollars annually" constructs the stereotype of an
Oriental despot while eliding the fact that the imperial project was also plunder, simply
on a larger and more systematic scale.
Another example of how the upper class mobilized the guidebook in an attempt to
control heteroglossia and standardize a dominant view is found in the preface to
Murray's first handbook to India. Almost five pages of the seven-page preface are
devoted to an explanation of the spelling of Indian words and names used in the
handbook. The inordinate amount of space devoted to this issue suggests that the
potential for a proliferation of meaning represented by the diversity of Indian languages
is a source of anxiety to Murray: "To the etymology and correct spelling of names,
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much attention has been given, and owing to the almost inextricable confusion in which
neglect and indifference have involved this part of Oriental research, the labor required
here has been very considerable" (iii-iv).
After this description of the generally abysmal state of linguistics and orthography in
India, Murray cites instances from writings by members of the East India Company of
what he considers to be examples of poor translation (v). Without a trace of humor or
irony, he gives comic examples of British mispronunciation and misspelling of Indian
names, such as "Siraju'd-daulah" being written as "Sir Roger Dowler," "Sahu Raja"
becoming "Sow Roger," and "Bhonsle" becoming "Bouncello," as evidence of the
egregious state of affairs. He reminds the reader of the gravity of the situation, since
such errors can lead to "important historical and topographical errors," an indication of
the larger role the Orientalist discourse of guidebooks played in the colonial project that
attempted to control all forms of indigenous knowledge (v). The preface suggests that
Murray was part of this larger imperial effort, determined to use his handbooks to
impose monoglossia, according to his upper-class Tory taste and values, on an unruly
object of knowledge by fixing the naming system in India.
Cook shared Murray's concern for the potential proliferation of meanings and also used
his guidebook as a means of attempting to control heteroglossia. The introduction to
Cook's Indian Tours ends with a brief explanation of the necessity of following rules
when pronouncing Hindustani words and place names. However, a glance at the
conversational vocabulary at the back of the guidebook suggests a desire to know the
language only to the extent necessary to dominate. Like the phrases found in the second
volume of Murray's 1859 A Handbook for India, the phrases in Cook's Indian Tours are
written in the imperative mood of the master-servant relationship. Under
"Conversational Vocabulary of Short Sentences" the following phrases are listed: "I
want a personal servant"; "He must speak English"; "Be quick"; "Take my boots off";
and "Show me all that is worth seeing" (93-94). There are attempts to silence the Other,
as in "Don't say another word" (542). Alternately, there are phrases for eliciting speech
on demand: "Tell me the name of each thing as I eat it" (548) and "Mind you stand
behind my chair and attend to my wants" (548).
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The guidebook's construction of the reading position was also shaped by the discourse
of commodification. The guidebook mediates the reader's desire for exoticism in the
same way as an advertisement, by "claim[ing] the realization of its reader's fantasy as an
immediate and possible reality" (Behdad 42). It constructs the reader as a potential
traveler through the use of the present tense, which creates a tone of immediacy. In
addition, the reader is often addressed directly, in the second person singular, a strategy
that increases the familiarity and immediacy of the tone that invites the reader to take up
the Orientalist speaking position (41).
This is very different from the Orientalist discourse of the travel narrative, in which
meaning of the Orient is made at the site of the centralized voice of the narrator. The
reader of the narrative is distanced from the narrator, realizing his or her desire for the
exotic Orient only to the extent that he or she identifies with the narrator's desire
(Behdad 41). In contrast, the discourse of commodification constructs the guidebook
as an instrument for the immediate realization of the tourist's desire for exoticism.
Functioning on the logic of advertising, the guidebook contains an implicit guarantee:
"There is even a conscious attempt to augment the reader's desire for exoticism and
tempt him or her to make the journey by promising satisfaction" (41-42). Within this
economy, "the Orient is represented as a natural theater where the tourist can observe
exotically untouched scenery, the local habits and costumes…the description of the
Oriental landscape, ironically functions as a set of stage directions for the imaginative
enactment by the reader of the scene it describes…"(42). Although there is always the
possibility of resistant readings, the reader of the guidebook is positioned to
immediately satisfy their desire by occupying the Orientalist speaking position.
Both Murray and Cook use the present tense in their guidebooks to construct this
reading position. However, rather than the second person singular, they use the third
person singular, constructing the reader in terms of "the visitor," "the traveler," or "the
tourist" (Handbook for India 1859, lii; Cook's Indian Tours 1889, 8). Although it lacks
the immediacy and familiarity constructed by the use of the second person, the use of
the third person singular, combined with the passive voice, constructs a formal,
disinterested tone that approximates the "objectivity" of science. India is commodified
as spectacle, awaiting the pleasure of the tourist, as demonstrated by this excerpt from
the preface to Murray's 1859 Handbook for India:
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India abounds with objects of interest. It presents every imaginable
variety of scenery, from the loftiest and most sublime mountain ranges,
to the gentle undulations and velvet swards of an English park. Its
natural products are equal, if not superior, to those of any region in the
world, and would furnish endless materials for the pen of the describer.
It is rich in historical associations, and there is scarce a hill which is not
crowned with the picturesque ruins of some old fortress, little known or
altogether unvisited by Europeans, but bound up in the native mind with
many a strange tale and legend. In Europe the small remains of some
ruined cloister, or the mouldering walls of a solitary castle, are sought out
with eager interest; but India is a land of ruined cities, and in one of these
the antiquities of a whole European province might be collected. (i-ii)
This passage exemplifies the process described by Said in Orientalism whereby
Europeans produced the East as a theater backdrop for the reinvention of the Self. It
constructs India as a static place of "ruined cities" that represent the timeless past. It is a
place the European tourist can go to recover the childlike sense of wonder and
knowledge of their own past, through the study and collecting of Indian antiquities.
A similar example of the guidebook's commodification of India is found in the
introduction to Cook's Indian Tours in which India is also constructed as the source of
exotic commodities:
Amongst the endless variety of objects of interest which will probably
attract visitors in a tour through India, will be, not merely those
wonderful and ancient rock temples and shrines, and buildings of historic
interest, but some perhaps of the following: the tea-producing districts,
indigo-factories, coffee and nutmeg plantations, cotton and silk
industries, brass and iron manufactures, gold fields and auriferous
alluvial deposits; chinchona estates, clays and potteries, iron and copper
mines, borax and hemp, and jute and oilseeds; coalfields, lac dye and
shellac, and rose-water factories; shawls and pushmina, and Rampore
chuddurs and Dacca muslins; carpets, towels and purdahs of jail
manufacture, and tents of Futtehgurh and of Jubbulpore make; the
Shahjehanpore and Kossipore sugar refineries and rum distilleries; native
sugar and oil presses, the salt mines and salt lakes, Benares toys, the
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Gooftkooree work of gold thread beaten into steel, the carved and inlaid
ivory work, ebony and sandal wood, and other carved woods of all sorts;
the silver and gold work of Delhi and Lucknow, embroidered cloths and
slippers, the kinkob work of Benares; the marble work of Jeypore, the
plastic clay figures of Lucknow, the soapstone and flexible porous stone
of Agra, and the inlaid marble ornaments; the brass and other models of
deities and idols worshipped in India, and models of carts, wells, and
animals peculiar to the country; and also the great variety of skins and
furs to be seen at Peshawur and in Northern India, imported from all
parts of central Asia. (8)
This list is a discursive reproduction of the Great Exhibition. Both are structured on the
"exhibitionary order," which interpellates the reader/tourist as a member of a nation that
is also an empire, with the power to arrange the vast array of things before the observing
subject for their consumption. It also positions the reader to occupy the speaking
position of the guidebook in order to immediately satisfy their desire for the exotic
Other.
In addition to commodities, the guidebook also exhaustively enumerates activities to be
enjoyed in India by the tourist. Consistent with Thomas Cook's belief in travel as an
edifying activity, education is foregrounded in the list of activities found in Cook's
Indian Tours: "India presents wide fields of observation for all classes, but more
especially for the geologist, botanist, zoologist, archaeologist, and the artist" (12). The
list of activities that would interest the various types of tourist that follows reads much
like the descriptions of objects in the exhibitions. The inventory for the sportsman, of
all the animals they can hunt in India, is a good example of how the guidebook
attempted to comprehensively catalog every aspect of India:
The sportsman can, without difficulty, gratify his peculiar taste or
inclination. Tigers, bears, leopards, panthers, and lynxes abound; also
deer in great variety; antelopes and wild boars; and, in some parts, the
rhinoceros, the yak, the bison (or wild buffalo), the ovis ammon, and the
wild elephant are to be found. Hyenas, wolves, foxes, and jackals are
present in most parts, but are treated as vermin; so are crocodiles,
alligators, and snakes. Lions are rarely met with, except in some parts of
Central India. Hares are plentiful. Water fowl of all descriptions, from
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pelicans to coots, including swans, geese, ducks, widgeon, teal, &c., are
in most large tracts of water, also herons and cranes, including waders of
all sorts, from the stork to the sandpiper. Snipe is found all over India in
jheels or ponds and marshy lands, and woodcock in some of the hills, but
is scarce. Other game birds, from pea-fowl to quails, including the Argus
and Minal, and other Himalayan pheasants, as well as bustards, floricans,
and partridges, are plentiful in some districts. (12)
The guidebook continues in this vein, itemizing the activities in India that would interest
each type of tourist. For the geologist, India is represented as a treasure trove of
research material: "the geological and mineral resources of India are vast, and must
engage the time and attention of scientific men for years to come" (13). The botanist,
too, will be fascinated by "the ferns, plants, shrubs, trees, grasses, mosses, and fungi of
India [that] will afford to the botanist an endless source of gratification, either as a
student or as a collector" (13).
The testimonials by former clients, which Cook uses as a strategy for constructing his
guidebooks as authoritative sources also construct India as a cornucopia of delights
awaiting consumption by the Western tourist. Introduced as "extracts from the notes of
a recent traveler in India…[that] fairly represent[s] India from a Tourist point of view,"
the following excerpt also shows how class is articulated within the discourse of nation
and empire:
Familiar as the reading public must necessarily be with our mighty Indian
Empire, nothing short of a visit thereto can convey anything approaching
an adequate estimate of its vast extent and inexhaustible wealth of
interests regarded from every point of view. Here can the historian
engage in the study of the human race from its very cradle, and trace
amid the varying mythologies many of the grand distinctive features of
revealed religion, and become almost familiar with the habits and
customs of the mighty dynasties and people with which Holy Writ has
inspired both interest and reverential curiosity. In a purely Oriental city
one can in surveying place and people fancy oneself put back thousands
of years in the world's history, and imagine in a degree what like
existence in Egypt, Nineveh, and Babylon must have been. In beholding
the colossal proportions of ruined cities, temples, and the like, one must
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marvel at the power and knowledge of the architect and engineer of
bygone ages, and feel that the labour of the myriads now composing the
over-teeming population of India might be made available for the
formation of great works and structures, however vast or important…
(Cook's Indian Tours 13-14)
The use of the phrase "our mighty Indian Empire" reveals a speaker who is aligned
with the British imperial project in India. By using the first person plural in this
phrase, the speaker invites the reader to join in his upper-class speaking position,
from which India is viewed as an "inexhaustible wealth of interests" that exist for
the pleasure of the tourist. The colonial discourse in the passage is elaborated
through tropes of conquest, such as the panoptic eye that "regard[s] from every point
of view" this source of riches. The speaker then shifts to tropes of Christianity,
constructing the "mighty dynasties and people" of India as objects of exclusively
religious interest since "Holy Writ has inspired both interest and reverential
curiosity" in them. In addition to constructing India as the timeless past, the speaker
represents "Egypt, Nineveh, and Babylon" as exemplars of Christian ideology, a
representation that not only conflates India with the "Middle East," which is a
Western term, but also maps Western meaning onto the East.
d. Taxonomies and Ethnographic Discourse
Another way in which the guidebook was a discursive reproduction of the exhibition
lies in the fact that its information is also organized into a taxonomic structure. The
way in which the taxonomy attempts to comprehensively inventory knowledge was
a means whereby the guidebook gained the authority it lacked since it did not have a
narrator's direct experience of the Orient to lend it credibility (Behdad 45). The
result is a dense layering of information that leaves no space for interpretation or
potential misunderstanding (45).
However, as Inderpal Grewal points out, this is precisely the point of guidebooks.
They are not intended for interpretation. Their central function is "the suggestion of
value-neutral description" that is produced through the use of informational
language, structured into taxonomies, which constructs a neatly ordered objective
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universe (107). The comprehensive ordering of information in guidebooks was a
textual domestication of foreign space that reflected colonization practices in the
material sphere (103). It was a strategy that attempted to frame and control the
heteroglossia posed by the Other, allaying the anxieties of the traveler, confronted
with the unknown, by creating distance and opposition between the Self and Other.
It enabled the tourist to venture into unknown territories not as an explorer, but to
authenticate foreign territory as known social space (103).

The early guidebooks, in particular, attempted to exhaustively inventory every aspect of
travel, their taxonomies crossing several different epistemological domains, including
appropriate clothing for the journey, expenses, health tips, descriptions of the
geography, and descriptions of the feasts, ceremonies, religions, and "dress and
manners" of the natives. By the end of the nineteenth century, as ethnographic
discourse began to classify people into taxonomic grids, just as the discourse of natural
science had earlier organized flora and fauna, guidebooks began to include ethnographic
illustrations. One of the earliest examples of this is found in Baedeker's guidebook to
Egypt, which featured ethnographic drawings
that constructed the local people as actors and
the tourists as audience (Gregory 141-42).

Murray's 1904 Imperial Guide to India also
contained ethnographic drawings, which are
discursive reproductions of the live exhibits of
native peoples that were a popular feature of
exhibitions at this time (Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8).
The drawings in Murray's guidebook are
grouped to illustrate aspects of Indian dress and
customs that would have seemed exotic to an
English tourist. There is a page depicting two
representative religious figures, a Brahmin and
Fig. 5. "Brahmin at Prayer" (top)
and "Malwa Jain Priest" (bottom),
(Murray, Imperial Guide, 1904).

a Jain Priest (Fig. 5) and another illustrating the
occupations of a watercarrier and a sweetseller
(Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. "Bhisti (Watercarrier)"
(top) and "Sweetseller" (bottom),
(Murray, Imperial Guide, 1904).

Fig. 7. "Mahommedan" (top) and
"Dak Wallah (Postman)"
(bottom), (Murray, Imperial
Guide, 1904).

Sometimes there is a conflation of religion and
occupation, as in the page depicting a
representative "Mahommedan" at the top and the
prototypical "Dak Wallah (Postman)" at the
bottom (Fig. 7). Relationships are even
decontextualized, as in the page with an image
titled "Hindu Woman" at the top and one titled
"Hindu Child" at the bottom (Fig. 8). Arranged in
a pattern of two figures to each page, one at the
top and the other at the bottom, these
decontextualized stereotypes are organized in the
same manner used to illustrate fauna in Murray's
Fig. 8. "Hindu Woman" (top) and
"Hindu Child" (bottom), (Murray,
Imperial Guide, 1904).

guidebook, suggesting a conflation of people with
the flora and fauna (Figures 9 and 10).

By the first decade of the twentieth century, Cook's guidebooks to the East also began
representing the Other in ethnographic drawings. In Cook's Tours to the Orient,
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Fig. 9. "Nilgai (Boselaphus
tragocamelus)" (top) and "Indian
Jackal" (Canis aureus)" (bottom),
(Murray, Imperial Guide, 1904).

Fig. 11. "Water Seller,
Cairo" (Cook’s Tours to the
Orient, 1907-08).

Fig. 10. "Palm Squirrel (Sciurus
palmarum)" (top) and "Indian
Flying Fox (Pteropus giganteus)"
(bottom), (Murray, Imperial
Guide, 1904).

Fig. 12. "Water Carrier”
(Baedeker’s Egypt: Handbook for
travellers, 1898).

published for the 1907-1908 season, there is an ethnographic drawing titled "Water
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figure that appeared in Baedeker's Egypt: Handbook for travellers, published just a few
years earlier in 1898 (Fig. 12). This suggests a trend among guidebook publishers at the
turn of the nineteenth century and early decades of the twentieth, to mobilize the
discourse of ethnography that was emerging at this time as a new field of science to
construct their guidebooks as scientific. By constructing the Other as scientific
specimens, the ethnographic discourse that produced these early guidebooks denied the
Other subjectivity, thereby managing the threat posed by cultural and racial difference.
Murray's attempt to exhaustively inventory every aspect of knowledge about India in his
handbooks is reflected in the taxonomic organization of the table of contents to his first
Handbook for India:
Season for Visiting India--Hints Regarding Health, Diet, and Comfort-Outfit--Expenses--Lists of Books on India which Travellers may Peruse
Previous to Starting--Overland Journey--Brief Geographical Description
of India--Chronological Tables--Feasts, Ceremonies, Sects, Dress, and
Manners of the Natives--Indian Servants--Weights and Measures-European Services--Funds and Pensions--Vocabularies and Dialogues
(ix)
These categories also reveal the types of knowledge that were valued by the colonial
project at mid-nineteenth century and the growing nexus between the state and cultural
technologies occurring at this time. The taxonomy devoted to "European Services"
includes a detailed description of how to join the Indian Civil Service, while the
category of "Funds and Pensions" gives information regarding the salary and pension
rates for the various classes of its members. These categories reflect the comprehensive
nature of the early guidebooks which, in addition to guiding tourists, also served as
encyclopedias or almanacs for British civil servants and their families living and
traveling within India. The preface to this edition of the Handbook for India also
contains an indication of Murray's desire that his handbook perform a greater role than
merely guiding tourists. In it, he states: "In order to make the work as useful as
possible to the servants of Government, and persons resident in India, as well as to the
mere traveller, a greater amount of statistics, and preliminary information of all kinds,
has been given than is usual in Handbooks" (iii).
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Behdad argues that this matrix of underlying material practices, comprised of colonial
institutions and the burgeoning tourist industry, enabled the emergence of the guidebook
to mark the beginning of a more dominant, systematic stage of Orientalist discourse
than that represented by the travel narrative. He claims that the guidebook represented
"a practice that allows the interplay of relations among orientalist institutions, the
economic interests involved in the tourist industry, and the sociocultural processes that
determine a desire for Oriental exoticism" which expanded the hegemony of Orientalist
discourse (52). Behdad concludes that this denied any possibility of oppositional
change that might have occurred during the transition in genres. This is a rather
monolithic view of Orientalism, which does not allow for the possibility of polysemy
and pluralism. Texts are never received in a uniform way but are negotiated by many
different groups, for whom there is always the possibility of resistant readings.
However, I agree with Behdad's assertion that the guidebook represented a more
systematic form of Orientalist discourse that consolidated the Orientalist discourse of
the travel narrative. In the second part of this thesis, I extend this part of Behdad's
argument to the conditions of contemporary tourism. I demonstrate how innovations in
information technology enable publishing corporations such as the Lonely Planet to
consolidate the Orientalist discourse of the early guidebooks to India by creating an
interlocking economy of Orientalist discourse comprised of print and digital
productions.
The taxonomic structuring device of the early guidebooks also shaped the elaboration of
difference between Self and Other in India that was becoming increasingly rigid after
the "mutiny" of 1857. Signs of this distance are evident in Murray's first Handbook for
India, published in 1859, just two years after the "mutiny." Its history section begins
with a three-page chart that purports to give, in chronological order, "the dates of the
principal events in Indian history," beginning in the year 1400 B.C. This chart is
followed by thirteen pages of text devoted to a history of the kings of various regions of
India, up to the end of the sixteenth century. This emphasis on India's ancient history is
produced by Orientalist discourse that constructed India as anterior in time to Europe,
which was always located at a more advanced stage along the teleological line of
progress (Cohn 46).
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Murray's handbook then constructs the history of India in the seventeenth, eighteenth,
and the first half of the nineteenth centuries, through the prism of European colonization
in a chart with the euphemistic title of "Remarkable Events Connecting India with
Europe" (lxix). This is a list of "events," produced by legal discourse, that reads like a
long chain of title, legitimizing European invasion through the use of legal concepts
such as "charters" and "petitions," all of which were of course granted at the discretion
of the invader. Out of this twelve-page list, two pages are devoted to a biased account
of one event--the "Indian Mutiny" of 1857 in which European deaths are characterized
as "slaughters" and "massacres" while the deaths of Indian "mutineers" are not
mentioned (lxviii).
After the entry for the "mutiny" of 1857, there is a break in the chronology of historical
events with an entry for the year 1594 titled "the Maratha Princes" (lxxix). This
discrepancy of nearly three hundred years demonstrates an attempt by Murray to erase
the resistance represented by the "mutiny" through a return to the lengthy incantation of
the ancient kings of India that preceded it. A litany of past Indian kings continues for
another page, followed by another interesting disjunction. After the section on
"Nuwabs and Kings of Awadh," from 1722 to 1847, is a section titled "GovernorsGeneral of India," which is a list of the British colonial heads of state since the mid1700s (lxxx). Thus, the use of the chart exploits chronology to naturalize British
colonial power by attempting to construct a seamless sequencing of rulers of India, from
ancient Indian kings to British Governors-General, who are represented as their natural
successors in time.
The "history" sections of subsequent editions to Murray's handbook to India for the next
ninety years are produced by similar Orientalist discourse. In the 1949 edition of
Murray's handbook to India, published in the year of India's independence, the category
titled "Remarkable Events Connecting India with Europe" is abbreviated to "European
Arrivals," another euphemism that represents the use of travel tropes to efface the
violence of colonialism. According to this section, the Portuguese were the first "to set
on the road to India," followed by "the English [who] came much later as traders only,
although their ships had to carry guns against pirates" (xc). These simplistic statements,
that infantilize the reader, are followed by a discussion of the expansion of British rule
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in India, which is also produced by the legal discourse of treaties in an attempt to justify
it.
The next section on "The Mutiny of 1857" in the 1949 edition of the handbook is much
longer than the corresponding section in previous editions. It constructs a detailed
official version of the resistance that suggests a heightened need on the part of the
British, at a time when they were losing their former colony, to control the proliferation
of meanings of their history in India (xcvi). It begins with the text of a speech on the
"mutiny" made by "the great Baptist preacher, Charles Haddon Spurgeon…to 23,654
people at the Crystal Palace, on the 7th of October, 1857" (xcvi). This is another
example of how the guidebook and the exhibition worked together to perform the same
ideological work of interpellating the English middle and working classes as members
of an imperial nation. The speech is a polemic that characterizes British rule as just and
expresses outrage at the actions of the ungrateful Indian subjects. It then speculates as
to the cause of the rebellion, concluding by trivializing this act of resistance and
infantilizing Indians as fickle and irrational: "Probably, however, as good an
explanation as any of the Mutiny…was given by an Indian: 'A wind blew and we all
ran before it'" (xcvii).
Cook's Indian Tours also contains a description of the "mutiny" that interpellates
English tourists as citizens of a nation that was also a glorious and just empire. Its
description of the siege at Lucknow is typical of the biased accounts of the "mutiny"
that were produced by the English press at the time:
It has--especially to British subjects--a melancholy interest as connected
with the frightful scenes that occurred during the Mutiny, 1857-8. The
privations endured and the indomitable courage shown by the
beleaguered ones within the walls of the Residency, have caused many a
heart-pang for their sufferings, though not unmixed with a glow of
national pride that our countrymen--so few in number--'held out'
successfully against the hordes of rebels who tried every known means to
dislodge them, until eventually they were relieved by the glorious men
under Sir Colin Campbell. (67)
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The taxonomic ordering of India in the guidebook also included the category of religion.
Murray's 1859 Handbook for India included sections that purported to explain the
"feasts, ceremonies, sects, dress, and manners of the natives" divided into sections for
the Hindu, "Muhammadan," and "Parsi" religions (lxxxi-xcvii). In the 1898 Handbook
for Travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon, the title of this section changed to "The
People of India," with sub-sections that included "the Mohammedans," "the Hindus,"
"the Buddhists," "the Sikhs," "the Parsis" (xliv-lx). Along with these explanations of
the various religions in India, Murray began to publish two pages of simple sketches of
fourteen Hindu deities, under the caption "Some Common Forms of Hindu Gods" (Fig.
13, and Fig. 14, top), and three sketches of the Buddha (Fig 14, bottom).

Fig. 13. "Some Common Hindu
Gods" (Murray, Handbook for
Travellers in India, 1898).

Fig. 14. "Some Common Forms
of Hindu Gods" (top) and
“Buddha” (bottom), (Murray,
Handbook for Travellers in India,
1898).

These drawings appear in all subsequent editions of Murray's handbooks to India, up to
the last edition published in 1975. The accompanying text states:
The first form of the Hindu religion was Vedism, the worship of nature,
as represented in the songs and prayers collectively called Veda. Their
chief gods were the triad Indra (rain), Agni (fire), and Surya (sun). Then
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followed Brahmanism, from brih, to expand, which introduced the idea
of a universal spirit, or essence, which permeated everything. Men, gods,
and the visible world were merely its manifestations. Prose works, called
Brahmanas, were added to the Vedas, to explain the sacrifices, and the
duties of the Brahmans, or priests. The oldest of these may have been
written about 700 B.C. (xlix)
By explaining the Hindu religion exclusively in terms of the Vedas, Murray's guidebook
reproduced the valorization by eighteenth-century English Orientalist scholars of a
textual construction of Hinduism that privileged the Vedic texts as "mystical." The
Orientalists dismissed the great variety of contemporary, popular religious practices in
India, viewing them as corrupt versions of what they believed was the original, pure
form of Hinduism that existed in the texts from India's classical past. Thus, this
explanation of Hinduism, which appears with a few minor changes in Murray's
guidebooks over the next century and a half, is a European projection that reproduces an
Orientalist view of Indian religion.
The mid-nineteenth-century shift in the administration of India from the benevolent
paternalism of the English Orientalists to the reform-minded Evangelicals and
Utilitarians is also reflected in Murray's 1859 Handbook for India. The Utilitarians'
drive to modernize the country by instituting a comprehensive system of land taxation
caused a re-ordering of priorities in what kinds of knowledge were valued by the
colonial project. According to S.P. Mohanty, this caused "a phenomenal increase
in…'scientific' knowledge of the various populations of India as well as the land itself'"
that consolidated colonial rule (qtd. in Ghose 41). This shift towards an appropriation
of the "scientific" knowledge of India is reflected in the first section of Volume II of
Murray's 1859 Handbook for India, which is divided into the following taxonomies:
"Territorial Divisions--Collectorates--Population--Revenue" (1). This section contains a
chart that divides the land into the British administrative division called the
"collectorate," which was established for the purpose of taxation (2). The chart lists the
square miles, population, and net revenue produced in each collectorate, thus mapping
British control onto the land of India in an attempt to comprehensively know the Other.
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The introduction to Cook's Indian Tours, published in 1889, also reflects this emphasis
within the colonial project at the mid-nineteenth century to accumulate "scientific"
knowledge about India. It contains a list of sights for the tourist to see that includes:
"the irrigation and navigation canals, docks, forts, arsenals, studs, gun-carriage
agencies, powder and percussion cap and leather accoutrement manufactories; gun
foundries, tobacco and opium, Thuggee tent factories, universities, schools of art,
colleges, model farms, railway workshops, viaducts, and bridges" (8).
e. Discourse of Commodification
In addition to commodifying the Other into a taxonomic spectacle of things to see and
do, the guidebook also reproduced the exhibition's reification of the Self by
interpellating the tourist as an imperial consumer of the commodified Other:
…what the guidebook constructed, in its clear delineation of where to go,
what to wear, and what to see, was a traveling subject as consumer and
the sights as commodities. Almost every person venturing out of
England by the end of the century, in groups or by themselves, bought a
guidebook, either one of the Cook's series or the Murray's or the
Baedeker's. These guidebooks suggested what to wear, what to eat, how
to travel, what to see. They contained brief histories, geographies, and
ethnographies that governed what the tourists were to observe and to
believe about the countries in which they traveled. (Grewal 95-96)
An important way in which the guidebook constructed the English travelling subject as
a consumer was through the prescription of the proper clothing for travel.
Preoccupation among the British with proper attire was not a new concern in India.
Clothing had been an important marker of authority that had distinguished and distanced
the British from their Indian subjects since the beginning of British colonial rule in India
(Cohn 111). Thus, the construction of the tourist costume was merely a variation on an
old strategy for maintaining distance between the Self and Other, created by conditions
that brought a different type of English person to India.
The emphasis on clothing as a means for both genders to look in command at all times
suggested some anxiety regarding the imperial nature of English national identity at
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mid-century (Grewal 93). This is evident in Murray's Handbook for Travellers in Syria
and Palestine, published in 1858, which cautions the traveler against adopting native
dress:
To adopt the native costume when one is not only ignorant of the
language, but unable to conform to the mode of salutation, sitting,
walking, and riding of the people, is just an effectual way of rendering
oneself ridiculous. It affords an excuse, too, for liberties and remarks
which most people will wish to avoid. A calm and dignified bearing,
with a neat simple style of dress, always commands respect in Syria with
every class. But any attempt at semi-Bedawy, Grand Turk, or fancy-ball
extravagances, will not fail to excite a smile among the sober Orientals.
(lvi)
Another example of anxiety related to the imperial position of the tourist is found in
Murray's Handbook to the Bosphorus and Dardanelles, published in 1905, which states:
"The traveller is warned against wearing a fez on his arrival in the East, which is 'a very
unwise thing to do, as by donning the native head-gear he ipso facto loses his foreign
prestige'" (31).
The use of clothing as a means of maintaining gender differences is also evident in
Murray's first Handbook for India. It contains a two-page table, divided by gender, that
itemizes "all that is required as to outfit" for the traveler to India (xviii). Both the men's
list of "Personal Clothing for all Officers, Civilians, and Travellers" and the women's,
titled "A Lady's Outfit for India (Overland)," enumerate exclusively European style
articles of clothing. This is another example of how the construction of a European
tourist costume marked a tourist identity that was based on a visible display of imperial
power and difference. It also created distance between the Self and Other, who was
commodified as a colorful part of the landscape that existed for the tourist's
consumption.
The Cooks' guidebooks also construct the English tourist as a consumer and member of
an imperial nation through the prescription of appropriate clothing. That clothing was a
central concern for tourists is suggested by the fact that advice about clothing appears
on the first page of both the 1909 and 1929 editions of India, Burma, and Ceylon. In
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Information for Travellers and Residents, the Cooks state: "We sometimes have
enquiries on the subject of outfit, but many of our readers who have already paid one or
more visits to India will not need any information on this head" (n. pag.). Both
guidebooks then list what they describe as "simple outfits" for each gender:
For men, ordinary summer clothing as worn in England, tweed and
flannel suits (coats made to wear without waistcoats if desired), morning
and dress suits of thin black cloth, white and flannel shirts, flannel
sleeping suits (pyjamas), woollen drawers and vests, linen collars, merino
socks, light walking boots, brown shoes, a light and a heavy overcoat.
Pith or sun hats and umbrellas should be purchased in Bombay. (n. pag.)
The list for women is shorter, consisting of "morning and evening dresses such as would
be worn at home in spring and summer, a plentiful supply of underclothing, serge and
cotton skirts, silk and cotton blouses" (n. pag.). With the exception of the pith helmet
for men, the prescribed clothing for both sexes constructs a tourist costume comprised
of typical English attire.
In addition to commodifying the Self and Other, the guidebook also commodified
places into tourist sights. Indeed, the construction of the tourist sight was the basis upon
which Murray justified the new genre in the preface to his first handbook, A Hand-book
for Travellers on the Continent. He does this by differentiating between knowledge
valued by the inhabitants of a place and that valued by visitors, complaining that other
guidebooks suffered from being "local histories, written by residents who do not
sufficiently discriminate between what is not worth seeing, or may be seen equally well
or to greater advantage somewhere else…[They] overwhelm their readers with minute
details…" (v-vi). Thus, as Esther Allen points out:
As a result of this distanciation from local perspectives and the
emergence of the traveller's viewpoint as a marketable commodity, an
experience of place that was unique to travellers was manufactured over
the course of the nineteenth century. Guidebooks clearly played a large
role in the process, providing a model of the traveller's experience that
would be entirely distinct from that of the residents of a
place…Abstracted from their political and human dimension, places were
presented by guidebooks as spectacles for travellers. Travellers no
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longer needed to communicate, only to consume. The only necessary
form of exchange remaining was monetary, and specific information
about prices took up an ever larger space in the guidebooks. (222-23)

The aesthetic of the picturesque also shaped the commodification of places into tourist
sights. Murray's Imperial Guide to India, published in 1904, introduced each city or
region with a page of small drawings of "postcards" that depict scenes that had become
representative of the place for tourists. The borders of these "postcards" are composed
of images of indigenous flora and fauna, produced by the discourse of natural science.
For example, the page for Bombay has images of temples and buildings that represent
images of the colonial presence, such as the "university clock tower," bordered by an
image of a roaring tiger (fig. 15). In some of the "postcards," representations of people
in indigenous dress substitute for the animals as exotic exemplars, suggesting a
conflation of the two. An example of this is found on the page of postcards of temples
and tombs in Delhi, which is framed by two small images of a palm tree and a man

Fig. 15. "Bombay" (Murray,
Imperial Guide, 1904).

Fig. 16. "Delhi" (Murray,
Imperial Guide, 1904).

riding an elephant (fig. 16). The page for Benares has drawings of temples framed by a
small image of a man in a turban seated next to a water jar on a riverbank (fig. 17). A
similar conflation appears on the page titled "Views of Ootacamund," which is bordered
by pink flamingoes and a woman carrying a water jar (fig. 18).
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Fig. 17. "Benares" (Murray,
Imperial Guide, 1904).

Fig. 18. "Views of Ootacamund"
(Murray, Imperial Guide, 1904).

Cook's Indian Tours also mobilized the aesthetic of the picturesque to commodify the
Indian Other by producing them as part of the landscape. The imagery in a description
of a tour through the tea districts in the valley of Assam, titled "The Rhine of India,"
conflates people with insects:
At Dhubri the traveller gets on one of the well-appointed mail boats of
the River Steam Navigation Company, and will probably be much
interested by the numerous and joyous coolie emigrants from Bengal
swarming on the lower deck of the steamer on their way to the different
tea factories. The scenery here is very fine, the gently sloping Garo hills
being seen on the south bank…behind which rise the snow-clad
Himalayas. (75)

The distancing techniques of the aesthetic of the picturesque separate the lone
"traveller," located on the upper deck, from the "numerous and joyous coolie
emigrants…swarming on the lower deck." The English tourist is engaged in the leisure
activity of gazing at the passing scenery, which includes watching the natives going to
work in the tea fields. Thus, the binaries of subject and object produced by the aesthetic
conflate the Indians with the landscape to form a source of the tourists' viewing
pleasure, while interpellating the English tourists as racially superior imperial subjects.
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The representation of the native people as objects of curiosity in a picturesque landscape
takes several forms in Cook's Indian Tours. The next paragraph of the guidebook
represents the natives as a rich variety of characters, like actors on a stage, that evoke a
range of emotions in the tourist as his or her gaze consumes them. It describes the
tourist's arrival at Goalpara, a place that is "…picturesquely situated at the foot of a
conical hill" where "the traveller will be much interested by the gaudy appearances of
the numerous native merchants and the savage visages of the lightly-clad hill tribes who
came here to barter skins in exchange for food and clothing" (75). The "gaudy
merchants" in this scene are colorful objects of curiosity produced by the aesthetic of
the picturesque, whereas the "savage" evokes the sensations of terror produced by the
aesthetic of the sublime (75-76). Thus, India is represented as a site of the sensual and
emotional, a place of excess that offers a variety of pleasure.
The commodification of culture that was occurring in Britain during the mid-nineteenth
century accelerated with the birth of advertising. Though still a fledgling industry when
the Great Exhibition took place in 1857, advertising grew over the next three decades as
developments in print technology created a mass medium of the printed word and visual
image that was affordable to the lower classes (MacKenzie 16). Its growth was also
promoted by industrialization, which produced new patterns of consumption as new
sources of supply in the colonies were opened up, new tastes created, and new means of
preservation, packaging, and marketing were invented (16). The advertising industry
received a tremendous impetus in 1887, the year of the exhibition celebrating Queen
Victoria's Jubilee, when hundreds of advertisers independently came up with the idea of
putting images of Victoria on their products (Richards 86). By relating the commodity
spectacle of the exhibition to imperial themes and persons, advertising quickly became a
powerful force in society.
In the last two decades of the nineteenth century, advertisements began appearing in
guidebooks. During the 1860s, Abel Heywood, a bookseller and publisher of radical
literature, published a series of Penny Guides that included advertisements as a means
of keeping the cost down in order to appeal to a broader audience (Richards 89). In the
next few decades, the practice of including advertisements in guidebooks, generally
placed at the beginning and end but sometimes intermingled with the text, became
widespread (89).
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In 1847, Murray included advertisements in his Hand-Book for Travellers in Egypt, in a
supplement at the back titled "the Handbook Advertiser," which soon became a regular
feature in all his handbooks. It consisted primarily of advertisements for hotels and
guidebooks published by Murray. There were also a number of advertisements for
decorative objects, such as cut glass, and "objects of fine arts," such as "pictures, prints,
drawings, and lithographs," as well as "tables and ladies' ornaments" (9-10). These
advertisements reflected the trend during the nineteenth century toward collecting
objects and curios to decorate the home, particularly the taste for "bric-a-brac" that was
seen in all but the poorest of homes (MacKenzie 16). Within the culture of travel, this
trend was manifested in collecting postcards and souvenirs, two emerging metonyms of
tourism structured on a relationship of desire for the Other. As James Clifford has
pointed out, collecting and displaying are crucial processes in the formation of Western
identity (220). By collecting souvenirs and postcards, miniature objects that arose out
of an experience with the Other, the tourist attempts to possess the Other through a
relationship with the object (Stewart 147).
Advertisements did not appear in Murray's handbooks to India until the end of the
nineteenth century. His 1881 Handbook of the Bombay Presidency contains
advertisements for hotels and books and an advertisement for a London business that
sells "travellers' requisites" (50). This advertisement features a drawing of a
representative "knapsack, portmanteaux, and bag" and an extensive list of items in
"stock", such as: "deck chairs and leg rests, ladies dress baskets, money belts and bags,
India-rubber baths, guide books and dictionaries, writing cases and blotters, fieldglasses and compasses" (50). This list suggests how the traveler was being constructed
as a consumer, a practice that marked the body in specific and visually identifiable
ways. The advertisement also contains a statement of assurance that demonstrates how
the guidebook commodified the Other: "Respectable couriers, dragomen, and travelling
servants can be obtained at the above establishment" (50).
With the publication of Murray's Imperial Guide to India in 1904, new types of
advertisements began to appear that both reflected and produced the increasing
commodification of travel practices. An advertisement that appeared in it for clothes
and accessories for travel to India demonstrates how the guidebook's construction of an
imperial English identity through clothing became increasingly prescriptive:
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"…Helmets as worn in India; Trunks as used in India; Bedding for Rail in India;
Clothing for Ladies in India; Clothing for Gentlemen in India; rugs for Travel in India;
Boots & Shoes for India; Tiffin Baskets for India; Necessaries for India" (n. pag.). A
statement at the bottom of the advertisement also offers the company's consulting
services on the subject of the proper travelling attire: "We can give you, Free, valuable
information as to what to Wear, and what to Travel with IN INDIA" [sic] (n. pag.). All
of the items represented on this list, such as "helmets," which were markers of British
authority in India, are European in nature, suggesting that the purpose of the costume
was to stand out as an English person with the power of mobility and empire.

As the twentieth century progressed, the guidebook also reflected the ways in which the
new technology of photography was transforming travel practices. Although none of
Murray's guidebooks contained photographs, Cook began using them in his handbooks,
beginning with his 1907-1908 publication of Cook's Tours to the Orient. All the
photographs in this guidebook are representations of the "primitive" Other in traditional
dress and using traditional technologies and modes of transportation (Figures 19, 20,
and 21). These photographs are produced by the discourse of modernization, which is

Fig. 19. "A Shadoof on the Nile"
(Cook’s Tours to the Orient
1907-08).

Fig. 20. "A Mohammedan and
his Wives" (Cook’s Tours to the
Orient 1907-08).

based on Western notions of social evolution
and progress that conflate ancient time with
other places, thus allowing the Western
reader to know their past by travelling to the
present of the Other (Lutz and Collins 23940).

Fig. 21. "Agriculture in Egypt"
(Cook’s Tours to the Orient 190708).
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As traditional cultures began adapting
modern ways, the Western tourist
experiences anxiety since the loss of the
"primitive" also represents the loss of the
tourist's own past (Lutz and Collins 246).
There is a desire on the part of the Western
tourist for the "primitive" to remain so
because if the Other looks just like oneself,
travel becomes pointless since much of
contemporary travel is produced through
imperial nostalgia. A photograph of three
turbaned men seated on an elephant in front
of an old gateway to a city in Cook's 1929
publication of From Sea to Sea, Around the
World represents an example of this (Fig.

Fig. 22. "India" (Cook’s Sea to
Sea Around the World 1929).

22). The caption reads: "India--A colorful
gathering at the gateway of the city suggests that east is east. The lordly elephant still
serves as a conveyance for the well-to-do, though the limousine now has its place in the
Rajah's stables too." The phrase "east is east" suggests a need to keep the "traditional"
East and "modern" West separate. The statement that the limousine is kept in the
Rajah's stables reassures the tourist that the encroaching forces of modernization have
only reached the circles of the wealthy in India. The fact that all of the men in the photo
are wearing the traditional turban and riding an elephant, a traditional mode of transport,
reinforces the notion that the majority of Indians are located in the past, to which the
Western tourist can return at their leisure to discover themselves.

As the twentieth century wore on, Murray's and Cook's guidebooks to India also
began to reflect other changes in technology, such as air travel, that were beginning
to affect travel practices. However, up until the late 1960s, international travel was
still only accessible to the privileged. A reflection of this is found in the fact that,
from the early 1900s until the last edition was published in 1975, each of Murray's A
Handbook for Travellers in India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon contained a section
titled "Sport" or "Shooting" which describes opportunities for game hunting in India.
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Also the category of "Travelling Servants" appeared in every edition of Murray's
handbook to India until 1968.
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Chapter Six: The Lonely Planet Story--from the Kitchen Table to Transnational
Corporation
1. Economic, Political, and Material Changes Underlying Contemporary Tourism
Just as the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 coincided with innovations in
transportation technology to mark the beginning of tourism, the end of the Second
World War represented another watershed out of which global tourism emerged. The
post-war economic boom created higher wages and increased leisure time for much of
the Western middle class. The transition from a war economy also resulted in the
greater availability of airplanes and runways all over the world (Feifer 220). Air travel
became affordable for much of the Western middle class during the 1950s when the
establishment of small, independent airlines in Britain broke the monopoly that the
large, national carriers had enjoyed. By the 1960s, entrepreneurs like Freddy Laker
were offering "no frills" international flights at low prices (Berghoff and Korte 3).
Innovations in air transport technology that resulted in the creation of "jumbo jets" were
another factor that contributed to bringing the price of air travel within the means of
much of the Western middle class. These changes in air travel transformed the
"package tour," that had been created by Thomas Cook in the 1860s, into a form of
relatively cheap, quick travel at any time of the year to almost any destination on the
globe (Matos 217). Over the next forty years, tourism would continue to grow rapidly,
becoming the world's largest industry:
In 1992 some 130 million people world-wide worked in the tourism
sector, and total expenditure on tourism in 1994 represented 12 percent
of the world's Gross National Product. International tourist receipts
alone grew from US $2.1 billion in 1950 to 70 in 1984 and 373 in 1995.
At the same time, world scheduled air traffic rose from 31 to 832 million
passengers, which underlines the almost explosive growth of this service
industry. (Berghoff and Korte 1)
For many of the newly empowered globetrotters of the 1950s and 60s, popular
destinations were former colonial countries, or those that would soon be decolonized
politically, where centuries of uneven development had created the conditions for
tourists to enjoy cheap vacations with their superior economic buying power. The
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nexus between tourism and colonialism is one that has been pointed out by several
scholars. Susan Buck Morss has underscored how contemporary travel practices are
predicated upon the structural underdevelopment between the center and the periphery
that is a legacy of colonialism: "…it is precisely the lack of development which makes
an area attractive as a tourist goal" (230). Louis Turner and John Ash also foreground
this relationship, referring to those spaces where tourism thrives on the disparity in
economic wealth that is largely the legacy of colonialism, as "the Pleasure Periphery"
(129-130). Anne Maxwell notes that the global expansion of tourism follows the
shipping and railway lines of imperialist expansion routes, suggesting that "modern
mass tourism was created on the backs of colonized peoples" (5). Although the tourist
industry has traditionally attempted to erase the violence of this history, a growing niche
within contemporary tourism celebrates it through a rehearsal of imperial nostalgia.
Places such as Raffles Hotel in Singapore, where ethnic Chinese and Indian waiters,
dressed in white, serve high tea to tourists seated in ratan chairs under slowly whirring
ceiling fans, is one of the more famous of these tourist destinations that draw on
colonial nostalgia.
Tourism today is situated within the relations of a globalized or "postmodern" stage of
capitalism. The term "globalization" is generally defined as the worldwide integration
of markets that resulted from the shift that began in the post-Second World War years
from modern to globalized capitalism (Harriss-White 1). This shift was accompanied
by the development of information technology that has enabled the expansion of capital
into the previously uncommodified areas of "Nature and the Unconscious" that has
transformed the cultural realm and the very nature of subjectivity (Jameson 36). By
compressing space and time, information technology has enabled capital to become
what Kevin Robins calls "'hypermobile and hyperflexible,'" accelerating its potential to
accumulate value (qtd. in Frow 46). Investors can now search out production sites
around the globe where labor is cheap and environmental controls are minimal. When
changing economic conditions in the world produce a cheaper production site
somewhere else, multinational companies move their operations, destroying local
communities and destabilizing social, political, and economic systems, which results in
more uneven development of large regions of the world (Frow 46). The increased
mobility of capital has also transformed the nature of financial trading, a phenomenon
that exacerbates conditions of global inequality. Since financial trading is based upon
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the expectations of a country's future growth and competitiveness, the advent of
electronic transfers makes poor countries, which are locked into a cycle of dependency
and underdevelopment, more vulnerable than ever to sudden flights of capital (Sachs
121).
In addition to goods and data, people are also moving around the globe in larger
numbers at accelerated speeds. As Pico Iyer states: "The two great engines of our age-technology and travel (now the largest industry in the world)--give fuel to each other,
our machines prompting us to prize speed as an end in itself, and the longing for speed
quickening a hunger for new technologies (The Global Soul 12). The tourist industry,
which thrives on cultural difference, flourishes in this accelerated state of mobility.
However, what is often overlooked in celebrations of postmodern hybridity, such as
Iyer's, is travel that is not by choice undertaken by people who have been displaced by
geopolitical shifts of power or sudden flights of capital to other regions. Global
migration is a condition of this stage of capitalism that also makes it difficult to
continue talking in terms of "oriental" and "occidental" cultures as separate,
autonomous cultural regimes (Turner 9).
2. The Sixties Social Revolution and Contemporary Tourism
A major factor in the changed conditions of contemporary tourism that began after the
Second World War, was the social revolution of the sixties. It created a class of young
Western "hippies" and college students, for whom the notion of travel was appealing.
Travel, which was valued for its hedonism and spontaneity, was viewed by this group as
a means of acquiring a sense of the "mystical," a valorized quality within hippie
discourse, which was structured on a rejection of material affluence and the protestant
work ethic (Turner and Ash 268). Travel to India, in particular, was popular among
young Westerners, for whom India signified the "mystical East," a legacy of the
eighteenth-century English Orientalists' constructions of Indian religion. In Karma
Cola, Gita Mehta sardonically represents the Beatles' visit to India during the late 60s as
a late-twentieth century manifestation of a long history of the West seeking spiritual
enlightenment in India:
It was fitting that the Beatles raised the cry Eastward Ho. The gentlemen
of the Empire had left their visiting cards three hundred years ago, and
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their great-grandsons could now at last afford to be indiscreet and dabble
in the murky waters of Indian thought. This time the Britons came not as
merchants or soldiers or bureaucrats. This time their entrance was more
like the stately tread of the Indian caste system.
Earlier in the century the Brahmins of Western intellectual thought had
paved the way. Aldous Huxley had struggled with Vedanta and dared to
expand his mind. William Butler Yeats, while collaborating on a
translation of The Upanishads, had found 'in that East something
ancestral in ourselves, something we must bring into the light.' These
were the thoughts of the highest caste, the scholar, deliberating on
language, meaning and despair. (67-68)
Mehta's references to Huxley's and Yeats' fascination with the "Vedanta" and The
"Upanishads" suggests a centuries-old continuity in the Orientalist discourse that
produced India since these were the texts that were also valorized by the eighteenthcentury English Orientalists as representing the essence of "pure" Hinduism.
The Beatles' sojourn in India changed their style of music, as they incorporated Ravi
Shankar and his sitar into the band and produced songs such as the "Magical Mystery
Tour," which did much to popularize travel to India as a spiritual pilgrimage among
disillusioned Western youth. The result was a steady stream of backpackers traveling
from Europe to India overland, many with cheap alternative travel companies that had
sprung up with names like the "Magic Bus" (Dufresne 115). This trickle of young
tourists in the late 60s and early 70s transformed "the road to Kathmandu" into the
"literal dimension of the new bohemia's identification with the East" (Turner and Ash
267-68).
These were the conditions in which the Lonely Planet emerged in 1973 with the
publication of its first guidebook, Across Asia on the Cheap. Existing guidebooks to
Asia, addressed to an older, more conservative audience, did not meet the needs of these
young tourists, who were making their way to the East overland from Europe. They
valued a more spontaneous type of travel, summed up by Pico Iyer in his "golden
commandments of the Overlander" as: "Thou shalt not plan. Thou shalt not hurry.
Thou shalt not travel without backpacks, on anything other than back roads. And thou
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shalt not, ever, in any circumstance, call thyself a tourist" (Video Night 67). Cook's
guidebooks, which were still structured around the expensive package tours offered by
that firm, hardly met these principles. Nor did Murray's handbooks, which were also
prescriptive compendiums oriented towards a well-heeled customer. Young Western
tourists on a spiritual quest in India were not interested in, nor could afford, what these
conventional guidebooks offered: "There was tremendous pent-up demand for a good
guidebook to the so-called Hippie Trail--and Tony and Maureen's skinny little volume
was the first to meet it" (Krakauer 136).
3. The History of the Lonely Planet
For those who haven't heard of the Lonely Planet, it is easy enough to find out about it.
You can read "the Lonely Planet Story" in any of the over 400 Lonely Planet
productions currently available. It appears on the last page of each guidebook, where it
frames and positions the Lonely Planet guidebook as different from others. "The
Lonely Planet Story" is a rags-to-riches narrative, an enduring testament to capitalism,
written by Tony Wheeler, the co-founder and CEO of the Lonely Planet corporation,
that goes something like this: Back in the early 1970s, Tony and his wife, Maureen,
were just a couple of ordinary backpackers, "driving, bussing, hitching, sailing and
railing their way from England to Australia" (n. pag.). When they reached Australia, "in
response to the numerous 'How did you do it?' questions" about their trip, the Wheelers
wrote the first Lonely Planet guidebook:
Written at a kitchen table and hand collated, trimmed and stapled, Across
Asia on the Cheap became an instant local bestseller, inspiring thoughts
of another book. Eighteen months in South-East Asia resulted in their
second guide, Southeast Asia on a Shoestring, which they put together in
a backstreet Chinese hotel in Singapore in 1975. The 'yellow bible', as it
quickly became known to backpackers around the world, soon became
the guide to the region. It has sold well over half a million copies and is
now in its 9th edition, still retaining its familiar yellow cover.
Today there are over 400 titles, including travel guides, walking guides,
language kits and phrasebooks, travel atlases and travel literature. The
company is the largest independent travel publisher in the world.
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Although Lonely Planet initially specialised in guides to Asia, today
there are few corners of the globe that have not been covered. (n. pag.)
The list of Lonely Planet guidebooks today covers every country in the world, except
North Korea. It even includes the continent of Antarctica. With virtually all of the
"lonely," blank spaces on the map covered, the Lonely Planet now also publishes
theme-based travel guidebooks on walking, trekking, cycling, diving, snorkeling,
wildlife-watching, traveling with children, photography, national parks, and cuisine.
There are also foreign language phrasebooks and tapes, atlases and city maps, pocket
health guides, "pre-guides," designed for "first-time travelers," condensed guides, and
city guides. There are now three large books of colored photographs related to travel,
titled Chasing Rickshaws, Sacred India, and One Planet. The last of these, which is a
collection of images from the Lonely Planet image bank, was recently published to
commemorate the corporation's thirtieth anniversary. The Lonely Planet has recently
expanded into the publication of travel narratives, with the recent launching of a
separate publication series titled Journeys. In addition to books, there is also the usual
merchandising inventory, which includes calendars, blank books for travel journals, and
jigsaw puzzles with images from the Lonely Planet image bank.
4. The Lonely Planet and Global Digital Technology
In addition to the printed word, changes in information technology have enabled the
Lonely Planet to expand its hegemony in the culture of travel by creating a community
of users, comprised of both "armchair travelers" and those who travel. For "armchair
travelers," who also represent potential tourists, the Lonely Planet produces a television
series about travel called "Six Degrees," as well as numerous travel and music videos
and compact discs.
Perhaps the most powerful tool created by global digital technology is the internet,
which has produced the corporate website. The Lonely Planet website is a popular one,
receiving nearly one million visitors a month, according to it
(http://press.lonelyplanet.com/faq.htm). On it, all Lonely Planet products are displayed
for purchase, including downloadable "upgrades" to approximately sixty of the Lonely
Planet guidebooks (www.lonelyplanet.com/upgrades/index.htm). It also contains links
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to an expanding line of travel services, which include round-the-world airfares,
European rail tickets, travel insurance, hostel booking, and global phone cards. All
these products and services are linked together to construct an endlessly circulating,
interlocking economy of print and digital Orientalist discourse, mediated by the Lonely
Planet's signature upbeat tone, a Lonely Planet world of travel from which it is
becoming increasingly difficult to escape.
A link called the "thorn tree," which is an on-line bulletin board for people to post
questions about travel or "chat" about political or cultural issues, also enables
interaction between users around the world. Until recently, there was nothing posted on
the "thorn tree" link to indicate the origin of its name. In the past year, though, the
Lonely Planet began printing the image of a tree with a notice pinned to it at the top of
each "thorn tree" page. This image, taken together with the fact that "the thorn tree"
functions as a bulletin board, indicates that it is named after the "Thorn Tree Café" in
the Stanley Hotel in Nairobi. According to the Lonely Planet guidebook to East Africa,
the "Thorn Tree Café" was "once a legendary meeting place with a message board for
travellers," who posted their messages on a big acacia tree on the terrace of the old
Stanley Hotel (Lonely Planet East Africa 175). By naming its cybernetic message board
after the thorn tree in Nairobi that was a crossroads on the colonial travel circuit in East
Africa, the Lonely Planet reproduces imperial nostalgia.
A recent thread on the "thorn tree" site was a discussion of the global hegemony of
American popular culture (http://thorntree.lonelyplanet.com). This attempt to provide a
space for the expression of diverse voices could be viewed as an intervention by the
Lonely Planet in Orientalist discourse. However, this service requires the use of a
computer and fluency in the English language since the postings that appear on it are
only in English. Thus, much of the world's population is excluded from using this
service, rendering its effectiveness as an intervention questionable. Among the
privileged with access to computers, the popularity of the "thorn tree" link is indicated
by the fact that, as of October, 2003, it posted 122,323 registered users.
The Lonely Planet encourages the concept of its users as a community, referring to them
on its website as "the LP community" and "the Lonely Planet family"
(www.thorntree.lonelyplanet.com/reg.cfm). As Benedict Anderson pointed out,
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communities could be imagined around shared cultural practices and these "imagined
communities" also create the need for "a narrative of 'identity'" just as physical ones do
(204-05). This applies to communities created by the internet, as validated by a recent
survey of various internet user groups in which the users stated they felt an identity with
the group and its messages (Jones 16). The internet also allows the possibility for the
user to construct multiple identities. This is indicated by a glance at some of the user
"handles" on the Lonely Planet "thorntree" link, such as "Belgian biker," "bajadude,"
"canuckgirl," and "celt," all names indicating that the majority of Lonely Planet website
users are from the developed countries of the world.
However, there are limits on the identities constructed by internet users and what they
can express, since they exist within the parameters established by the author of the
website. Every listserv or chat room has a set of rules that govern the parameters of
discussion on it and people who monitor the discussions to warn or exclude those who
violate the rules and the Lonely Planet is no exception to this. A glance at the "thorn
tree terms of use" reveals the usual prohibitions against excessively coarse language and
racist, sexist, or homophobic comments, or any others that could be considered
defamatory. It also contains provisions delineating the need to respect the intellectual
property rights of the Lonely Planet, followed by a section in which the corporation
reserves to itself sweeping rights regarding the use of any user postings on the "thorn
tree":
From time to time we may use Thorn Tree postings in our publications
(books, newsletters, web sites, other print and digital publications,
television programs and products in any other media). Therefore you
give us a non exclusive, perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free, worldwide
licence to use your postings by reproducing, communicating, republishing, editing or otherwise exploiting the postings as we see fit.
(http://thorntree.lonelyplanet.com/reg.cfm)
This indicates that the community created by the Lonely Planet website is a closed one.
The corporation shapes the identities of its users by constantly circulating Orientalist
discourse, which predisposes its users to construct their identities as consumers of a
commodified Other. Any input by the users is subjected to surveillance by the
corporation and only those postings that meet its approval are then re-circulated on
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either its digital or print productions, often in a modified form. Within these conditions,
the opportunity for resistance or agency is limited, rendering questionable the extent to
which links on the website titled "talk2us" and "Feedback," whereby the corporation
solicits feedback from its users, are truly spaces for the expression of agency or
intervention. Thus, the Lonely Planet website is typical of many internet communities
that "…can become self-seeking, atomized, even solipsistic communities that lack a
social role in the larger collectivity" (Fernback 41).
The Lonely Planet website also contains a link to a travel news service, called "the
scoop." This link provides information about natural disasters and political crises in
less developed countries that travelers will want to avoid. Its introduction, titled "travel
ticker" is produced by the signature upbeat tone of the Lonely Planet: "Wherever you're
heading, LP's Travel Ticker brings you the latest. Look here for information on
political upsets that might affect your travels, new security regulations on airlines,
festivals that have half the world celebrating, continent-shaking natural disasters or
major currency shifts. If it's a major travel issue, we'll tell you about it"
(www.lonelyplanet.com/travel_ticker/). Produced by the discourse of media
broadcasting, "the scoop" represents the world in terms that neutralize the power
relations underlying political and social crises and the tourist's implication in them. The
upbeat tone trivializes crises as "political upsets," making them sound like sporting
events. The hyperbolic phrase "continent-shaking natural disasters" spectacularizes
nature. The pastiche of news items, that mixes "festivals" and "major currency shifts"
together, focuses on pleasant topics designed to reassure the potential tourist that the
poor regions of the world are still safe and welcoming for tourists. The emphasis is on
the consumption practices of the tourist, not the conditions of the lives of the people in
places that are represented exclusively in terms of their suitability as tourist
destinations. This process of aestheticization safely distances the tourist from the Other,
as it appropriates the representation of the conditions of the latter's reality, shaping them
into a commodity for the tourist's pleasure (Spurr 59).
There is also a monthly newsletter on the Lonely Planet website, called Comet, which is
an electronic counterpart to the company's print quarterly newsletter, Planet Talk.
Although the two newsletters feature some common articles, they are not identical. The
metonymic link in titles from "planet" to "comet" suggests a cosmic expansion of the
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Lonely Planet market from the globe to the universe. Structured by the same topic
categories that produce the Lonely Planet website, Comet functions as a feeder for the
website. It is a site where one can sample topics that are treated in depth on the website,
to which it is linked by hypertext that reads "What's Hot on the LP Website?" Thus, it
functions as part of the interlocking Lonely Planet economy that keeps consumers
coming back to the website to read more Lonely Planet Orientalist travel discourse and
buy more Lonely Planet products.
5. The Lonely Planet Global Travel Publishing Empire and Strategies of Denial
Although the Lonely Planet is becoming an increasingly hegemonic force within the
tourist industry, its success did not come overnight. Even though sales from the first
Lonely Planet guidebook, Southeast Asia on a Shoestring, went well, and the Wheelers
published guides to several other regions of the world, the profits in the early years were
just enough to get by on. In a 1994 interview, Maureen Wheeler states "I didn't think
Lonely Planet was ever really going to support the two of us" (Krakauer 137).
However, that was before they got the idea of writing a guidebook to India:
Their breakthrough came in 1979. At that time, with a dozen books
under Lonely Planet's belt, the Wheelers decided to tackle India, in all its
teeming, recondite splendor. Despite enlisting the services of two other
writers to help them with the project, it turned out to be infinitely more
daunting than they had imagined. 'Many times,' Tony confesses, 'we
wondered what we'd gotten ourselves into. The finished book ran to 700
pages, four times as long as our previous books, which meant it had to be
priced four times as high, as well.' (137)
Their efforts paid off, though. The first edition of the India guide sold 100,000 copies
and won the prestigious Thomas Cook literary award for the best travel book of the
year. In addition, subsequent editions sold half a million copies (Krakauer 137). Part of
the reason for the popular reception the India guidebook enjoyed in Britain may have
been due to the fortuitous timing of its publication that coincided with the emergence of
a "Raj revival" there during the early 1980s (Gilmour 38). As is true of nostalgia of any
sort, British nostalgia for the Raj stemmed from a sense of loss, namely of empire,
which was underscored by the nation's struggle at the time to compete in a world order
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based on a new kind of global capitalism. Britain's joining of the EEC in 1973 had
resulted in increased competition, rising inflation, and unemployment, that coincided
with the major international recession that began that year (18). Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher's policy of economic liberalism during the 1970s and 1980s resulted
in a sweeping privatization of all the national industries, causing high levels of
unemployment (McLean 216-221). Thus, the "Raj revival" was a fantasy, based on
imperial nostalgia, which represented a means of escape from the grim economic
realities confronting Britons during the early eighties. The warm reception that the
Orientalist text Lonely Planet India enjoyed in Britain at this time demonstrates the
power of imperial nostalgia.
From its humble backpacker beginnings, the Lonely Planet has made a meteoric rise to
become a multinational travel publishing corporation. As of the year 2000, "in addition
to a stable of contract authors, the company employs a full-time staff of 75 editors and
cartographers, maintains offices in four countries, and generates revenues that exceed
$22 million annually" (Krakauer 134). The staff speaks from the Western metropolitan
centers of the world, with two offices located in Europe, one in the U.S., and one in
Australia. This scale of operation positions the Lonely Planet as a major corporation in
the international tourist industry, which is structured on the conditions of inequality that
are a legacy of colonialism. Despite the fact that there can be no lonely innocence for a
tourist corporation situated within these exploitative geopolitical relations, the Lonely
Planet purports to position itself as outside of these tainted relations.
a. Publishers' Tone of Innocence
One of the ways it does this is through the cultivation by the publishers of a tone of
innocence. In an interview, publisher Tony Wheeler characterizes the success of the
Lonely Planet guidebook to India as just another amazing event in his serendipitous life:
"'It just took off,' exclaims Tony with an amazed shake of the head, 'and it immediately
kicked us onto a much higher level.'" (Krakauer 137). This tone of bemused wonder is
shared by his wife, Maureen, who adds "'I've never really grown accustomed to how big
and crazy it's all gotten. I'm often quite shocked when I walk into the office and see all
those people working there'" (138). The Wheelers represent themselves as people who,
despite their success, are still like their readers--a couple of plucky travelers who just
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happened to get lucky. Maureen builds on this myth, confessing to the interviewer:
"'Funny thing is, we've done everything the experts say you're not supposed to do.
When business students drop by to study our success, they tell us Lonely Planet
contradicts everything they've learned about how to run a company" (138). Statements
such as these establish a binary between "the experts," read as "conservative
establishment," and the Wheelers, two free spirits who are just "doing their thing."
When asked how they decide which countries or regions to write guidebooks about, the
Wheelers' response is also couched in an ingenuous tone. They explain that the decision
is based not on the predicted profits from such a book, but solely on whether or not a
particular culture appeals to them, an attitude characterized by Tony as "'Wow!
Mongolia! Sounds like an interesting place'" (Krakauer 139). As with Maureen
Wheeler's statements about "the experts," this is a bit disingenuous in light of the
tremendous success the Lonely Planet has enjoyed. It's difficult to believe that the
development of the Lonely Planet into the successful multinational corporation it is
today has not been the result of some astute business planning. However, it is also
likely that the corporation now enjoys a level of success that enables it to take on less
lucrative projects out of interest, knowing the lack of profits from them will be offset by
others.
b. Eco-tourism and the "Tourist" vs. "Traveler" Distinction
Another strategy used by the Lonely Planet publishers to position the corporation as
innocent of the destructive force of tourism is the mobilization of the "tourist" vs.
"traveler" distinction. Begun in the nineteenth century as a means of social distinction,
this distinction still thrives today because it is, as Jonathan Culler puts it, "a part of
tourism--integral to it rather than outside it or beyond it" (156). Within the
contemporary hierarchy of symbolic goods represented by the consumption of tourism,
which is elaborated through the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction, "independent travel,"
coded as arduous, rates higher than packaged tours, coded as comfortable and
conventional (Urry Consuming Places 130). These distinctions are based on the
concept that "travel," as opposed to "tourism," should be work, as signified by its root
word, "travail." They are also elaborated through a code of nostalgia for imperial travel
practices. Thus, travel by sea or rail is located higher on the hierarchy than air travel,
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and travel to remote places is valued more than sightseeing in cities. The emphasis of
the Lonely Planet on "independent" or "adventure travel" to remote places draws on the
"tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction by promoting the consumption of a certain type of
experience that occupies a high position in this hierarchy. By eschewing the loathed
label of "tourist" in favor of a construction of its readers as "independent travelers" and
itself as an "independent travel publisher," the Lonely Planet appeals to millions of
tourists who nostalgically prefer to think of themselves as adventurous "travelers,"
rather than banal "tourists."
The Lonely Planet website uses this class-based means of elaborating social distinction
to construct an image of itself as unique. On the "Frequently Asked Questions" page of
the Lonely Planet website, the first question posed is: "There are so many travel
publishers out there. What makes Lonely Planet distinct?" to which the corporation's
response is: "Lonely Planet is renowned for its first-hand approach, up-to-date maps
and commitment to providing the best information for travelers. All Lonely Planet
products are intended for adventurous, independent travelers…The guides cover the
must-see spots but also encourage travelers to get off the beaten-track to really get to
know the place and people they are visiting" (http://press.lonelyplanet.com/faq.htm).
Referring to its customers as "travelers" is an elaboration of the "tourist" vs. "traveler"
distinction, designed to flatter prospective buyers by appealing to a romantic image of
themselves as latter-day explorers. In addition, the reference to the company's "firsthand approach" is a valorization of the elements of the empirical method signified by
the phrase "on the spot" that John Murray used to construct his guidebooks as
authoritative sources. It privileges the personal travel experience of the publisher and
contributes to the construction of his persona that is also developed in "the Lonely
Planet Story."
However, "independent travel" is nothing more than a euphemism signifying a new kind
of tourism, also known as "eco-tourism." In an article titled "Managing the Other of
Nature: Sustainability, Spectacle, and Global Regimes of Capital in Ecotourism," Joe
Bandy discusses the origin and development of this latest phenomenon of the tourist
industry, now its fastest growing segment. According to him, "eco-tourism" or "nature
tourism," as it is alternately known, developed in the 1980s as an outgrowth of the
ecological movement of the 1970s. Based on the discourse of "sustainable
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development," eco-tourism was seen as a means of averting global environmental crisis
caused by development, while promoting cultural and economic autonomy for local
people by giving them a degree of participation in the operation of nature tourism in
their countries. Bandy states that eco-tourism became popular among the affluent
middle class of over-developed countries who perceive themselves as concerned about
global environmental destruction. In addition, it appeals to a growing fear among the
Western middle class of the totalizing tendency of globalizing processes that are making
everywhere in the world look the same (Holland and Huggan 2). Eager to distinguish
themselves as "travelers," who possess superior taste and sympathy for exploited
cultures, instead of vulgar "tourists," who represent the bland uniformity of
homogenized global mass culture, much of the international middle class embraced ecotourism.
Although eco-tourism holds great appeal for many, it is not the panacea it purports to
be. Bandy argues that it produces a new kind of dependency and poses more problems
than it solves. A fundamental issue is that many eco-tour operations run counter to one
of the primary goals of eco-tourism, which is to give local people a degree of autonomy.
Most eco-tourist operations are foreign-owned and managed, so most of the profits
leave in the pockets of the travel agents, NGOs, advertisers, and airlines (552-53). In
addition, local people are often displaced from their land to make room for eco-tourism,
usually without any compensation, and are forced into low-paying jobs in the labor
intensive service sector of the tourist economy (548). The tourist economy drives up
the cost of living so that the menial wages earned do not cover the necessities of living.
Moreover, local elites in an effort to keep costs down allow eco-tourism to be conducted
with few environmental controls, which results in environmental damage from over-use
(548). This damage takes a number of forms, as various studies have shown, including
pollution, aesthetic blight, disruption of wildlife, and cultural and economic disruption
of local peoples (qtd. in Bandy 547). The fact that Western corporations dictate the
terms of eco-tourism reproduces the colonial dependency relationship between the
center and the periphery, legitimating the power of transnational capitalism as arbiter of
the global environment, which re-inscribes Orientalism by managing non-Western
people as objects of knowledge (560).
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That ecotourism is predicated upon the inequities of colonialism is also evident in the
fact that its sites are usually in poor countries on the periphery, where the few remaining
sites of undeveloped, natural beauty in the world today are located. Bandy points out
that this is a legacy of over five hundred years of European imperialism, based on the
appropriation of tangible commodities from the colonies, a rapaciousness that left much
of the natural beauty of these regions overlooked, up until recently (541). Thus, the
exploitation by eco-tourism of natural resources for their aesthetic value is simply the
latest form of colonialism, on a continuum represented by the phases of capitalism. A
nineteenth-century version of this is the aesthetic of the picturesque, which appropriated
and commodified the Other by framing landscape into a scene that gave the viewer
control over it.
Within the relations of the contemporary stage of consumer capitalism that exists at the
turn of the twentieth century, eco-tourism represents an aestheticization of nature and
"the primitive" as spectacle. This process, that often includes performances by the local
people, is a postmodern reproduction of the nineteenth-century exhibitions, where
displays of foreign people and things represented the beginning of the logic of the
simulacrum. As Timothy Mitchell notes, "the world-as-exhibition means not an
exhibition of the world but the world organized and grasped as though it were an
exhibition" (296). However, within the relations of postmodernism, the commodity
spectacles produced by the first exhibitions have accelerated and expanded to the point
where, according to theorists like Jean Baudrillard, everything has dissolved into
simulacra, so that the "real" no longer exists (173). Other theorists, who do not share
Baudrillard's belief in the pervasiveness of the simulacra, agree that increasingly what
we consume are signs, "floating signifiers" with no underlying referent. The
commodification of representation has resulted in a world that is saturated with images,
resulting in a consequent "flatness or depthlessness," a shift of emphasis from content to
form or style (Jameson 12).
The proliferation of images caused by the increasing aestheticization of life has resulted
in a breakdown of boundaries between formerly distinct spheres. The lines that existed
between art and everyday life, between high and popular culture, and between genres
have blurred, resulting in a mixing of codes and pastiche, a defining feature of
postmodernism which is distinguished from parody by the lack of subversiveness
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(Jameson 17). John Urry also views pastiche as central to both postmodernism and
contemporary tourism, "as the past is sought through images and stereotypes which
render the 'real' past unobtainable and replace narrative by spectacle" (Consuming
Places 219). He argues that as images commodify more aspects of everyday life, this
de-differentiation process has resulted in tourism and everyday life becoming
indistinguishable:
…postmodernism problematises the relationship between representation
and reality, since what we increasingly consume are signs or images: so
there is no simple 'reality' separate from such modes of representation.
What is consumed in tourism are visual signs and sometimes
simulacrum; and this is what is consumed when we are supposedly not
acting as tourists at all. (Consuming Places 149)
Thus, in "an age of simulacra," it is impossible to get outside of images and nostalgia is
what we are left with (Baudrillard 173-74). Within the relations of contemporary
tourism, discursive productions such as the Lonely Planet use a contemporary version of
Romantic discourse in a rehearsal of imperial nostalgia that constructs the tourist as an
explorer and commodifies the Other as primitive and the site of the tourist's lost sense of
wholeness. According to John Urry, the romantic movements of the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries gave rise to contemporary environmentalist movements
including eco-tourism "which glorify the imaginary landscape of nature as an alternative
to the mechanized, regulating, and alienating transition to urban industrialism…(qtd. in
Bandy 556). Like much nineteenth-century travel writing produced by Romanticism,
"nature writing" generated by ecotourism is also centered on a sense of the loss of
"authenticity" suffered when nature and "primitive" peoples disappear due to the
destructive forces of modernization.
For contemporary tourists in India on nostalgic searches for wholeness in the
primitive, this Romantic quest is also marked by a search for spiritual
transformation. The conflation of India with spirituality, produced by Romantic
discourse and imperialist nostalgia, is very much alive today. As Pico Iyer put it in
Video Night in Kathmandu, when he got to India on his whirlwind tour of "Asia":
"India was still the biggest spiritual department store in the East" (83). In addition,
the discourse of New Age psychology informs this search:
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Taking their succor not from governments and big business, but from a
plethora of religious foundations and self-help institutes, and from allies
in the 'consciousness industry,' not to mention the important industry of
tourism, the romantics insist that India embodies a private realm of the
imagination and the religious which modern, western man lacks but
needs. They…have a vested interest in seeing that the Orientalist view of
India as 'spiritual,' 'mysterious,' and 'exotic' is perpetuated. (Inden 442)
In an article titled "The 'Other' Postmodern Tourism: Culture, Travel and the New
Middle Classes," Ian Munt describes ecotourism that is centered on this search for
authenticity in the primitive as "third world" tourism. The consumers who represent
this niche of the tourist market are primarily young, educated people, who have not yet
entered the professional workforce on a full-time basis (107-08). They compensate for
their lack of economic capital by acquiring the cultural capital represented by travel to
remote, developing countries, where they engage in "an obsessional quest for the
authentication of experience" through the primitive, perceived as the site of their own
authenticity (qtd. in Munt 108). This is a contemporary elaboration of the phenomenon
that Dean MacCannell argues began with modern tourism, which is constructed upon a
longing for authenticity that is projected onto the "primitive" who is located in less
developed countries. The "primitive" is perceived as existing in the tourist's past
because of the Western teleological view of history that positions less developed
countries as existing in an anterior time, a past to which the tourist then desires to travel
to recover a sense of wholeness.
Through its elaboration of the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction, the Lonely Planet
appeals to this type of postmodern tourist who roams the world in search of the exotic
Other and untouched natural beauty in poor regions of the world where their money
goes further than at home. Its offer of "adventure holidays" represents a type of
hyperreality that appeals to tourists attempting to get free of the world of simulation.
However, there is an important difference between this type of tourist and nineteenthcentury middle class tourists, whose consumption of a commodified Other in Murray's
and Cook's guidebooks interpellated them as members of an imperial nation.
Contemporary guidebooks such as the Lonely Planet interpellate tourists as members of
an international elite who can afford to travel the world in search of the "authentic"
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primitive Other. These customized vacations represent the consumption of a "lifestyle"
they perceive as more "authentic" than the simulacra in which they live.
c. The Corporate Name
The choice of corporate name is another means whereby the Lonely Planet constructs an
innocent image. According to the FAQ section of the Lonely Planet website, the name
for the Lonely Planet was inspired by a line in a song by Joe Cocker, titled "Space
Captain": "The actual words from the song are 'lovely planet' but Tony Wheeler heard
'lonely planet' and liked it and the rest is history"
(http://press.lonelyplanet.com/faq.htm). This anecdote about Wheeler's bungling of the
lyrics contributes to the construction of him as "just folks," a guy who makes silly
mistakes just like the reader. At the same time, it constructs the Lonely Planet as a noncommercial phenomenon that sprang into existence almost providentially through an
amazing series of serendipitous events.
However, the name of the corporation represents a powerful choice of signifiers that
accomplish important ideological work for the corporation. It represents an ingenious
play on the concept of loneliness, which draws intertextually on the figure of the
nineteenth-century "traveler," described by Grewal as a "lonely, alienated, upper-class,
'cultured,' Romantic individual" (94-95). The valorization of solitude as the preferred
mode of contemplating landscape in nineteenth-century Romantic discourse is
reproduced in contemporary tourism through what John Urry calls the "romantic gaze"
(The Tourist Gaze 45). Defined as a gaze in which "the emphasis is upon solitude,
privacy, and a personal, semi-spiritual relationship with the object of the gaze," Urry
claims that the "romantic gaze" structures much of contemporary tourist discourse (The
Tourist Gaze 45). Thus, the use of the word "lonely" in the name of the "Lonely Planet"
acts as a metonymic link to the concept of "solitude," to produce the figure of the
nineteenth-century travel narrative of the "lone wanderer" traversing an imperial
landscape, a powerful rehearsal of imperial nostalgia.
The link between "lonely" and "traveler" also exploits the familiar "tourist" vs.
"traveler" opposition. Buzard claims that one of the ways in which nineteenth-century
middle-class tourists mobilized Romantic discourse as a means of distinguishing
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themselves as "travelers" was by valorizing the quality of "stillness" (176). He defines
the quality as: "the ennobling feeling, recorded in countless luminous moments in
travel texts, when the traveller is alone to savour a place's poignant or powerful
reverberations of beauty, sublimity, or significance" (177). Like the "tourist" vs.
"traveler" distinction upon which it is based, the association between solitude and the
traveler remains strong today. One has only to think of how the phrase the "lonely
tourist" is an oxymoron to realize just how powerful this association remains today.
The use of the word "planet" in the corporate name is another ingenious choice that is
not as innocent as it seems. Other than the circle around the words "lonely planet" in
the company logo that appears on the cover of each Lonely Planet production, there is
no image of the planet on them. However, the word "planet" carries a powerful
metonymic link to the poster image of the planet as seen from space, one that became
available in the late 1960s and resonates with those who grew up at that time. That
image, which was immediately adopted by the international environmental movement
as a symbol of the finitude of the earth and its resources and the need for its people to
protect them, is one of unity (Sachs 108). The only division in it is between the margins
of the round globe, gleaming in a soft white glow from clouds, oceans, and masses of
land, and the dark space that surrounds it (108). The image constructs the planet as a
place where all people share the common interest of preserving it, eliding the fact that
concern for global pollution is a luxury that people in poor regions of the world, where
adventuresome Lonely Planet tourists roam, often cannot afford.
The word "planet" is also productive of what Mary Louise Pratt calls "planetary
consciousness" to refer to the construction of Eurocentric meaning on a global scale that
began in the latter half of the eighteenth century (Imperial Eyes 15). At that time,
Europeans turned their focus from what she calls the "maritime paradigm" of sailing
around the world and claiming coastlines, to exploring and documenting the interior of
continents, a shift that gave rise to new forms of European knowledge produced largely
by naturalist discourse. With the publication of Linnaeus' System of Nature, in 1735,
the taxonomy became the primary mode of organizing this global collection of
knowledge (24). This shift had a significant influence on travel writers, who also began
to imagine the Other through the Eurocentric discourses of natural science and
ethnography. Darwin's publication of On the Origin of the Species in the mid-
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nineteenth century also shaped this global collection effort through the production of the
discourse of evolutionary racism (McClintock 34).
The discourse of evolutionary racism is reproduced in Lonely Planet guidebooks in an
instance of slippage that occurs in the "Lonely Planet Story," the narrative located at the
back of each Lonely Planet guidebook and travel narrative that tells the origin story of
the corporation. It states: "Eighteen months in South-East Asia resulted in their second
guide, Southeast Asia on a Shoestring, which they put together in a backstreet Chinese
hotel in Singapore in 1975. The 'yellow bible', as it quickly became known to
backpackers around the world, soon became the guide to the region" (n. pag.). Out of
all the possible colors that could have been used, the choice of "yellow" as a descriptor
for a guidebook to Asia, reproduces the discourse of biological racism, which informed
much of the nineteenth-century European collection and organization of global
knowledge. Although the phrase is in quotation marks, indicating that it is not the
publishers speaking, but rather their readers, among whom the phrase supposedly arose,
the fact that it is included in the narrative raises a question. Taken together with the
reference to "a backstreet Chinese hotel," the phrase establishes a metonymic link
between the book and the color yellow that reproduces Orientalism through the
discourse of biological racism.
By linking the word "planet" to "lonely," which carries its own metonymic connotation
of "traveler," the Lonely Planet corporation appropriates the planet as the exclusive
space of "lonely travelers." These tourists possess the means to wander the planet,
consuming other places, most of whose inhabitants do not have the means to
reciprocate. Thus, the name reinscribes the binary of the "well-traveled" and the
"traveled upon," so to speak.
Because the word "lonely" also evokes a sense of loss and innocence, linking the words
"lonely" and "planet" creates another metonymic connection between the notion of a
fragile, threatened planet and the figure of the "traveler." This link draws on the
phenomenon of "imperial nostalgia," Renato Rosaldo's term that encompasses the
concept of mourning something that one has been complicit in destroying (69-70).
Thus, the genius of the name "Lonely Planet" lies in its exploitation of the pose of
"innocent yearning" that Rosaldo argues is implicit in imperial nostalgia (70). The
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name appeals to those who perceive themselves as innocent "travelers," wandering the
globe in search of the vanishing primitive and nature that are constructed as sites of lost
wholeness. The image of the "traveler" continues to be produced by its binary opposite
category of the "tourist," who is currently associated with the global homogenizing
force of corporate multinationals that destroys the environment. Predicated upon this
distinction, the Lonely Planet name produces a contemporary form of Orientalist
discourse that, according to Kaur and Hutnyk, perpetuates the violence of Orientalism in
a more subtle form under the guise of innocent curiosity (5). The mobilization of
innocence is a common strategy used by the tourist industry, that "cynically dresses its
expansionist designs in a rhetoric of lost innocence" (Holland and Huggan 8).
d. "The Lonely Planet Story"
Another important strategy used by the Lonely Planet to construct itself as located
outside of the tainted relations of the tourist industry is "the Lonely Planet Story." This
"story," a narrative that tells how the corporation came into existence, appears on the
last page of Lonely Planet guidebooks and travel narratives, framing each production.
The strategy of using a narrative to personalize the figures of the publishers is not new
in the guidebook publishing industry. Thomas and John Cook used a narrative in the
introduction to the 1889 Cook's Indian Tours to construct a personal image of
themselves as they told the story of how they came to publish their first guidebook to
India. By describing how each of them traveled separately to India to gather
information for the guidebook, they establish a personal image that warrants the
credibility of the guidebook by linking it to their established reputations as travelers and
tour operators (6). However, the scope of the Cooks' narrative is limited to how their
first Indian guidebook came into existence and does not include the story of the
evolution of the company of Thos. Cook & Son. This is an important distinction
because it points to how the Lonely Planet attempts to mythologize itself, in an effort to
expand its hegemony in the contemporary tourist industry.
Written in the form of a letter from Tony Wheeler to the reader, "the Lonely Planet
Story" uses an informal tone to construct a personal relationship between the publisher
and the reader. Produced by the discourse of domesticity, it uses the trope of the family
to construct the planet as "home" and the guidebook readers as family members with
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Tony Wheeler as the "father," guiding his children on exciting but safe journeys. In it,
Wheeler states that "…today there are few corners of the globe that have not been
covered" by the Lonely Planet. Even though the phrase "corners of the globe" is a
common anomaly, in light of the discourse of domesticity that produces the narrative,
"corners" here connotes a room in a home, which is constructed by the corporate name
as the entire planet for the family of "lonely travelers." The use of this phrase in the
letter bolsters the trope of the planet as home for the family of Lonely Planet "travelers,"
interpellating its readers as members of an international, privileged elite who can afford
to roam the planet.
The discourse of domesticity that produces the "story" is also embedded in a discourse
of paternal imperialism in which the "home" of the planet signifies global empire.
Within this framework, Tony and Maureen Wheeler are the parents, offering adventure
with the underlying assurance of safety and sameness to their family of "travelers,"
while the natives are infantilized. Although Maureen Wheeler is alluded to in "the
Lonely Planet Story," it is Tony's name that appears at the bottom of the letter,
suggesting that the letter is also produced by a sexist discourse that does not recognize
the contribution of the woman in its production.
Leaving Maureen Wheeler out of the credits also situates the Lonely Planet guidebook
firmly within the paternalistic tradition of guidebook discourse established by Baedeker
and Murray. Recognizing the value of cultivating a personal image to give their
guidebooks credibility, the sons of both men continued using their fathers' names on
their guidebooks long after they were dead. By representing himself as the sole
publisher of the Lonely Planet, Mr. Wheeler also cultivates a personal image despite the
transnational corporate nature of his multi-million dollar travel publishing enterprise.
This image is reproduced in other Lonely Planet productions, such as Planet Talk, the
"free" quarterly newsletter that is also framed by a letter from the Lonely Planet cofounder, Tony Wheeler. Titled "On the Road with Tony," this letter is constructed in a
personal tone that promotes an image of Wheeler as both a guiding father figure and
ordinary traveler, just like his readers with whom he is on a first-name basis. Since the
subject of these letters is Wheeler's recent travel experiences, they also function as a
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marketing device by piquing interest in the new Lonely Planet production on the region
in question, whose title and imminent publication date are listed at the end of the article.
During the 1990s, the backpacker traveling circuit was rocked by several rumors of
Tony Wheeler's death, reflecting the Lonely Planet publisher's success at cultivating a
persona of a guiding father figure. Peter Phipps has analyzed these myths, noting that
although there were variations in the manner, the rumors were all constructed around a
scenario of Wheeler dying while traveling. One was that he had died "violently in
transit, either crushed by an elephant or in a bus crash" (82). Another colorful version
was that Wheeler was "'pierced by the tusks of a wild pig in Highland New Guinea'"
(Hutnyk, The Rumour 64). As Phipps notes, the existence of these rumors suggests that
the persona of Tony Wheeler has become inextricably tied to the authenticity of his
guidebooks. He represents the figure of the adventurous backpacker that his books
construct, an ideology that is marked by a valorization of danger: "The main feature
which distinguishes backpackers from other tourists is the disproportionate value they
place on the physical sufferings and dangers of travel on the cheap as a marker of value"
(81). This is produced in part by Romantic discourse and its valorization of the idea of
merging with the native, a concept that finds its final expression in the near annihilation
of the self. As Pico Iyer noted on his tour of Asia: "…hard-core Travelers felt 'close to
the natives' only when they were actually close to death" (Video Night 68). Wheeler's
imagined death also confirms the books' authenticating power through an elaboration of
the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction since the "adventure" travel valorized by the
guidebooks is only exciting as long as there is the possibility of danger occurring,
preferably to someone else.
According to this logic, the most forbidden, and therefore biggest, thrill (tinged with
terror) for children is to fantasize the death of the beloved father, who has guided them
around the planet on their lonely searches for meaning. For Wheeler to be sacrificed
while travelling--particularly in such an exotic manner as being crushed by an elephant
or impaled on the tusks of a wild pig--is the ultimate guarantee of the authenticity of his
guidebooks. At the same time, the rumor provides the valuable function of operating as
a guarantee of the tourists' continued safety, while in search of adventure, since the
father figure has made the ultimate sacrifice to redeem them. This Christian redemption
analogy is consistent with the revered status of the Lonely Planet among backpacker
tourists: "There is a cult quality to these books, commonly referred to as 'the Bible',
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which demands a sacrificial saviour in the great Judeo-Christian tradition. Wheeler
remains alive, well, and very rich" (Phipps 82).
Part of cultivating a personal image for the Lonely Planet publishers depends on their
readers being able to relate to them. Since their product revolves around traveling,
creating a sympathetic persona for their readers in turn depends on a construction of
themselves as active travelers. In "the Lonely Planet Story," Tony Wheeler personally
reassures readers that he and Maureen haven't compromised their youthful backpacker
ideals: "The emphasis continues to be on travel for independent travellers. Tony and
Maureen still travel for several months of each year and play an active part in the
writing, updating and quality control of Lonely Planet's guides" (n. pag.).
The Wheeler's representation of themselves as "travelers" is designed to appeal to that
segment of the tourist market represented by young people who imagine themselves as
"travelers." By using the euphemism "independent travelers" to describe where the
emphasis of their company lies, coupled with the representation that they "still travel for
several months of each year," the Wheelers identify and align themselves with this large
group of potential buyers. This association is strengthened by the use of the phrase
"active part," in the next clause, to describe their role in the writing of the guidebooks.
This clever juxtaposition constructs them as hardy travelers, whose guidebooks
incorporate their adventurous experiences. What is elided is the fact that it's likely that
most of the travel the Wheelers do now is not of the "budget" or "backpacker" type.
This is of course essential to preserve the image of the Lonely Planet as a guidebook for
young, hip, adventuresome "travelers," not old, stodgy tourists. Although the "Lonely
Planet Story" is actually a rags-to-riches narrative that is produced by the discourse of
capitalism, because of its construction as a tribute to the Wheelers' youthful
backpacking origins, it operates as another strategy whereby the corporation constructs
a non-commercial image. The homage it pays to the Wheelers backpacking days
(which also seem to have no end) creates a nostalgic association between backpackers
and hippies, who rejected commercial success.
The "Lonely Planet Story" also constructs a non-commercial image through its
representation of the first Lonely Planet guidebook as home-made. The origin of the
proto-Lonely Planet is described in these terms: "Written at a kitchen table and hand
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collated, trimmed and stapled, Across Asia on the Cheap became an instant local
bestseller, inspiring thoughts of another book" (n. pag.). Produced by the discourse of
domesticity, this statement locates the production of the original Lonely Planet in the
kitchen, the source of sustenance for the family. The image constructed is of a family
producing a handcrafted object in the home, one that lies outside of industrial
modernity. Thus, it also draws on the discourse of the Romantic tradition, as produced
by writers such as Wordsworth, who valorized the traditional, organic way of life, that
was perceived as a source of the "authentic" being lost to the forces of modernization.
It also intersects with the discourse of the sixties, in which the hippie movement
valorized Romantic notions of a pre-modern past. As such, this trope of domesticity
represents a powerful strategy for shaping the construction of the Lonely Planet as noncommercial.
e. Ironic Tone
The Lonely Planet's upbeat, ironic tone is another means whereby it tries to situate itself
outside of the exploitative relations of the tourist industry. Its voice, which has been
characterized as "wry [and] authoritative…one of the trademarks of the Lonely Planet
oeuvre," has played a major role in the publication's appeal with young readers
(Krakauer 135). However, like many contemporary postmodern productions, its tone of
"self-irony" and "cool detachment" also functions to insulate it from social
responsibility (Holland and Huggan 7). Although each Lonely Planet guidebook
contains a section on the contemporary politics of the region in question, the issues are
often addressed in what has been described by Catherine Bennett, of the Guardian
Weekly, as "inappropriately 'jaunty' terms" (qtd. in Holland and Huggan 200). The same
tone used to describe tourist sights is often used to describe political crises, thus
trivializing them. Even in the best of its reporting on political conditions, the Lonely
Planet does not reveal its complicity in the political issue at hand. This stems from its
location within the tourist industry, which is predicated upon the unequal conditions that
are the legacy of colonialism and are invariably the cause of the political crisis in
question. A recent example of this is the American media's reaction of "wounded
innocence" to the events of September 11, 2001, a reaction that was shared by the
Australian media's response to the bombing of the tourist nightclub in Bali the following
month. Both of these responses ignore the political causes of these events that are tied
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up in the colonial history of the "Middle East," compounded by the contemporary state
of U.S. imperialism in the region, which was established at the end of the Second World
War when British colonial rule ended.
That the corporation has an awareness of its complicity with the global tourist industry
is suggested by the fact that it often justifies its position within the tourist industry as
benign, as in this statement by Tony Wheeler in "the Lonely Planet Story":
The people at Lonely Planet strongly believe that travellers can make a
positive contribution to the countries they visit, both through their
appreciation of the countries' culture, wildlife and natural features, and
through the money they spend. In addition, the company makes a direct
contribution to the countries and regions it covers. Since 1986 a
percentage of the income from each book has been donated to ventures
such as famine relief in Africa; aid projects in India; agricultural projects
in Central America; Greenpeace's efforts to halt French nuclear testing in
the Pacific; and Amnesty International. (n. pag.)
Although it is unlikely that any of the other large tourist publishing companies give to
these types of worthy causes, such a practice cannot be considered to be constitutive of
a real intervention since the tax deductible nature of these contributions also just makes
good business sense.
Maureen Wheeler also attempts to justify the Lonely Planet as a force for positive
change in the world. When asked in an interview how the Lonely Planet confronts the
dilemma posed by people who ask them not to spoil a particular place by writing about
it, she responded:
I think that's incredibly patronizing to the people who live there. Money
spent by travelers in the local economies of poor countries improves the
standard of living. In Nepal, for example, it's no accident that the regions
with the most trekkers also have the best schools, more hospitals, less
infant mortality. No, these villages might not be as picturesque as they
once were, but the residents are certainly better off. (Krakauer 142)
Ms. Wheeler's litany of progress does not include the environmental and cultural
damage wrought by the invasion of trekkers in Nepal that began in the 1970s. Tourist
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demand for hot showers there has put pressure on already scarce fuel, driving up the
price for local people, and contributing to the deforestation of the area (Kutay 33). The
sudden influx of tourists that began in the late 60s and early 70s has also caused a major
social problem in the country where, as of the late 80s, one in every twenty of the young
men in Nepal is addicted to heroin (Iyer, Video Night 95).
Although the Lonely Planet is careful never to reveal its complicity with neo-colonial
conditions, others sometimes do so. In the Apr.-Jun. 2001 issue of Planet Talk, the
subject in "On the Road with Tony" was a boycott against the Lonely Planet that had
recently arisen in Britain. Sponsored by an activist organization called "Tourism
Concern," the boycott was initiated by the request of the country's democratically
elected leader, Aung San Suu Kyi, for tourists to stay away from Myanmar. In his
editorial, Wheeler defends his decision to publish a guide to Myanmar, basing his
decision on what he had learned on a recent trip that he and his wife had made to the
country. According to him, they went to find out for themselves "what people in the
country really thought" (2). Rather than intervening in Orientalist discourse, this
statement merely reflects the Orientalist's desire to know the Other completely.
Wheeler recites a litany of the people they talked to, that range from streetsweepers to
hotel managers. From this informal survey, the validity of which is questionable given
the pervasive fear that exists in the country of speaking out against the military regime,
he concludes that people there are much better off with tourists around (2).
Wheeler bases his decision to publish the guidebook to Myanmar on the fact that the
presence of tourists there increases employment levels. He states: "There are many
people working in the tourist business--50 people at a restaurant, 400 at a large Yangon
hotel, 10 at a small Bagan guesthouse, soon add up to big numbers. I'd hate to see those
people lose their jobs to please the boycotters" (2). This construction is typical of the
optimistic picture painted by tourist entrepreneurs who stress the potential for tourism in
developing countries, ignoring the neo-colonial cycle of forced underdevelopment and
dependency on foreign capital that tourism exploits. Moreover, by blaming "the
boycotters" for the potential loss of jobs, he trivializes and distorts the issue by
constructing protesters as the enemy rather than the illegal and repressive military
government.
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"The Lonely Planet Story" concludes with a personal message from Tony Wheeler in
bold print, exhorting readers to have "the right attitude about travel." The blurb has
changed in recent years. In early editions of the guidebook, Wheeler concluded the
"story" with the following light-hearted advice: "Don't worry about whether your trip
will work out. Just go!'" However, with power and wealth comes the burden of
influence, and Wheeler now seems to feel an almost paternal sense of responsibility to
influence the social consciousness of his consumers. The "Lonely Planet Story" now
ends with this quotation from him:
'I hope we send people out with the right attitude about travel. You
realise when you travel that there are so many different perspectives
about the world, so we hope these books will make people more
interested in what they see. Guidebooks can't really guide people. All
you can do is point them in the right direction.'--Tony Wheeler (n. pag.)
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Chapter Seven: The Lonely Planet Guidebook to India: A Postmodern Orientalist
Reproduction
1. Construction of the Speaking Position
Like Murray's and Cook's nineteenth-century guidebooks to India, the Lonely Planet
guidebook to India is a collection of informational statements conveyed through the
dispersed voices of several writers in which the voice of the publisher predominates
over that of any single author. As was true of Murray's and Cook's guidebooks, only
the name of the Lonely Planet publisher is inscribed on the cover, not those of the
authors. In addition, the publisher uses "the Lonely Planet Story" to construct his voice
as dominant over those of the writers. The result is a dissociation of statements from
their speakers that produces a diffuse form of Orientalist discourse in which the readeruser of the guidebook is encouraged to occupy the Orientalist speaking position
constructed by the publisher (Behdad 41).
However, the voices of those who write Lonely Planet guidebooks are heard to a greater
degree than were those of the early guidebook authors. Balancing the framing device of
"the Lonely Planet Story," that appears at the back of each production, are the brief
biographies of the seven authors at the front. Each of these has a photograph of the
author next to them, followed by several pages in which each author expresses their
individual acknowledgements for assistance in writing the guidebook. The photographs
give the irreverent voices in the biographies a face, five of which are young, white, and
hail from England or the former settler colonies of South Africa, Australia, and New
Zealand. The sixth author is also Australian, of Indian descent, and the seventh is a
native of Nepal. Giving the guidebook authors a limited voice by personalizing them in
this way is important in terms of increasing the identification between the guidebook
authors and readers. Many of the readers are from the same developed countries as the
authors, countries that were former (or present) imperial powers or aligned with them, a
fact that is likely to position the readers to positively receive the guidebook's
postmodern discourse produced through a rehearsal of imperial nostalgia. Printing the
biographies of the authors in guidebooks is a recent practice that distinguishes the
Lonely Planet guidebook from others on the market as a more personal production, a
construction that enhances the corporation's image of being a non-commercial entity.
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This strategy also increases sales, due to the identification with readers it promotes,
while likely also improving the labor performance of its staff by encouraging pride of
ownership among them.
Although the Lonely Planet's printing of the authors' biographies appears to be a
strategy for the presentation of multiple voices and perspectives, it actually functions as
a form of ventriloquism that articulates the publisher's voice through each of the various
authors. Instead of producing heterogeneity, this strategy preserves the dominance of
the publisher's voice as it consolidates the Orientalist discourse of the Lonely Planet. A
glance at the authors' biographies in the seventh edition of Lonely Planet India
demonstrates how this strategy works. Six of the seven biographies are similar enough
as to be virtually interchangeable. The self-parodying tone in which these six
biographies are written suggests that the writers themselves penned them. All six of
these authors construct themselves in postmodern tourist discourse that valorizes
lifestyles that are "'excluded,' 'dropped out,' or, in popular tourism discourse,
'alternative'" (Munt 107). They display a pattern that foregrounds a rejection of
conventional careers in favor of those that enable the authors to travel, constructing
themselves in the process in exaggerated terms as a group of "lovable losers." The
following biography is representative:
Bryn Thomas
Born in Zimbabwe, where he grew up on a farm, Bryn contracted an
incurable case of wanderlust during camping holidays by the Indian
Ocean in Mozambique. An anthropology degree at Durham University
in England earned him a job polishing the leaves of pot plants in London.
He has also been a ski-lift operator, encyclopaedia seller and an English
teacher in Cairo, Singapore and Tokyo. Travel on five continents has
included a 2500 km Andean cycling trip and 10 visits to India. Bryn's
first guide, the Trans-Siberian Handbook, was short-listed for the
Thomas Cook Guidebook of the Year awards. He is co-author of LP's
Britain.
The references in this biography to pot plants and menial jobs, including the cliché of
working as an "encyclopedia seller," displays the pattern found in almost all the other
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six biographies of valorizing a "dropped out" lifestyle (Munt 107). Only after the selfdeprecating litany of odd jobs does this text reveal the fact that Bryn Thomas' first
guidebook was short-listed for the prestigious "Thomas Cook Guidebook of the Year"
award. The author's construction of himself as a marginal drifter is in marked contrast
to the way in which the publisher constructs himself in "the Lonely Planet Story" as a
hip, yet successful businessman. One can't help but speculate as to whether the power
differential that exists in the Lonely Planet corporation between the publisher and
authors shapes these biographies in terms that will not undercut the publisher's position
as the dominant voice of the Lonely Planet. In addition to functioning as contrast to the
publisher, the "dropped out" discourse that produces the authors' biographies
complements the discourse of domesticity and the family of Tony Wheeler's "Lonely
Planet Story." By infantilizing themselves as rebellious teenagers, who are difficult to
take seriously, the authors' biographies preserve Wheeler's position as the only authentic
"adventure traveler." He remains the authoritative father figure at the helm, while the
guidebook authors are his lovable, rogue children with whom his other children--the
readers--will likely identify.
Another feature of Mr. Thomas' biography worth noting is the litany given of all the
countries in which he has traveled, including "10 visits to India." All the other author
biographies also foreground their travel experience in India. This valorization of
personal experience is a contemporary strategy for enhancing the authority of the
guidebook in much the same manner that the phrase "on the spot" was used by John
Murray to signify that the information contained in his handbooks were the result of
personal observation and contemporaneous transcription. The valorization of travel
experience is also a feature of postmodern tourist discourse, which reflects the
"professionalization" of tourism in which travel is a symbolically valued commodity
(Munt 111). For those attempting to compensate for a lack of economic capital,
representing oneself as an "expert" traveler is a means of acquiring social distinction.
This practice is also often used in the promotional brochures of many tour leaders, who
gain credibility by giving a brief "travel resume" that reflects their credentials in the
form of travel experience and, increasingly, academic qualifications in specialized fields
related to the region (112).
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Another way in which the Lonely Planet publisher's voice is performed through the
guidebook's authors is through the use of informational "sidebars" throughout the
guidebooks, a feature not found in Murray's or Cook's guidebooks. These boxes of text,
shaded in gray to distinguish them from the rest of the page, are a relatively recent
convention used in magazine journalism to summarize the key points of a story.
Sidebars are often used in travel articles in magazines and newspapers to communicate
information about the practical details regarding the cost and location of tourist sites.
The point of them is to free the article of such distracting prosaic information so that the
reader can allow his or her imagination to take flight with the engaging narrative about
the wonders of the place.
The Lonely Planet, however, uses sidebars in the opposite manner. Since the purpose of
the guidebook is to offer precisely this type of practical information, the sidebars in the
Lonely Planet are a space for the publisher and authors to write mini-narratives about
"exotic" aspects of the local culture likely to be of interest to the tourist. Other than
those that carry the name of the publisher Tony Wheeler at the bottom, almost all the
sidebars in Lonely Planet India are anonymously written, which is another strategy for
dispersing the authors' voices and enabling the publisher's voice to predominate. The
only sidebar in the book in which an author receives credit is one in which the subject is
so personal that to leave it anonymous would detract from the message. Titled "You
can never be too careful," this sidebar by Lonely Planet author, Christine Niven, is a
narrative about an automobile accident she was involved in while in India.
The topics of most of the sidebars in Lonely Planet India are "sound bite" explanations
of Indian customs likely to mystify the Western tourist, such as those titled "Tribals,"
"Getting Married," and "Female Infanticide" (46, 50, 51). These reproduce several
centuries of stereotypical representations of Indian customs by Western writers as
alternately intriguing or horrifying. For example, the following sidebar, written by
Lonely Planet publisher Tony Wheeler, purports to explain the centuries-old complexity
of caste in two paragraphs:
Everyone in their Place
We were sampling breakfast in Le Meridien Hotel in New Delhi. Third
world or not, this is a decidedly first-world hotel. The glass elevators
soar up to 20-plus floors in the huge atrium and the nightly room rate
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probably equates pretty close to the average Indian's annual income. But
there, in the middle of this luxury, was somebody crawling across the
floor towards us with a dirty wash-rag in his hand. Why?
'Why?' is a question you often find yourself asking in India. Why hasn't
the mop handle been invented yet? Or why can't this fancy five-star
hotel afford mop handles for its workers? In this case, the answer was
probably that anybody crawling around on his hands and knees washing
the floor is obviously pretty low caste and people higher up the caste
ladder like to see the lower castes down there where they reckon they
belong. Standing up to wash the floor, five-star or not, would be getting
far too uppity! Better the lower castes stay down on their knees.
--Tony Wheeler (Aus) (48).
Like female infanticide and sati, the caste system is an aspect of difference in India that
for centuries has represented for Westerners a site of horror and fascination. In this
two-paragraph anecdote, Mr. Wheeler positions himself as a champion of human rights,
eliding the fact that the concept of human rights is a Eurocentric legacy of the
Enlightenment. However, since most of his readers are also likely to condemn this
custom based on their Western values, Mr. Wheeler has, through this choice of topic,
adroitly aligned himself with his audience, thus increasing his readers' identification
with him. As the publisher takes the moral high ground, he also produces Orientalist
discourse by trivializing the complexity of Indian social organization.
However, Wheeler's task of aligning his readers with him also involves bridging the
economic gap that exists between him and the majority of them. He makes no attempt
to hide his privileged status, stating in the opening sentence that "we" were dining in a
"first-world hotel" (48). This statement could alienate some of his budget traveler
readers, who either cannot afford such a luxury or will not allow themselves to because
it would label them "tourists" instead of rugged "travelers." However, Wheeler
succeeds in closing this gap by focusing on the distance between his privileged location
as a tourist, which his readers share, and the poor inhabitants. These binaries erase the
distinctions that exist between him and his readers by aligning them with him in
sympathy for the man crawling on the floor.
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The scene is also produced by the aesthetic of the picturesque, in which the rural and
urban poor were considered as objects of spectatorship in a landscape. Wheeler
alleviates any tourist guilt that his readers may feel at witnessing such degradation by
shifting the blame for the man's condition to Indians of a higher caste, even attributing
to them pleasure at the sight of such injustice. By condemning upper-caste Indians,
Wheeler unites himself with his readers in outrage. This also enables him to maintain a
sense of moral superiority that elides his complicity in this practice as the CEO of a
multi-million dollar tourist company that endorses this particular luxury hotel in its
guidebook to India (Lonely Planet India 220).
2. Construction of the Reading Position
Like the earlier guidebooks published by Murray and Cook, that produced India as a
living exhibition, Lonely Planet India represents it as a spectacle of the senses that
exists for the consumption of the reader. Its introduction states:
There are few countries on earth with the enormous variety that India has
to offer. It's a place that somehow gets into your blood. Love it or hate
it, you can never ignore India...It all comes back to that amazing variety-India is as vast as it is crowded, as luxurious as it is squalid. The plains
are as flat and featureless as the Himalaya are high and spectacular, the
food as terrible as it can be magnificent, the transport as exhilarating as it
can be boring and uncomfortable. Nothing is ever quite the way you
expect it to be…Basically India is what you make of it and what you
want it to be. If you want to see temples, there are temples in profusion
with enough styles and types to confuse anybody. If it's history you want
India has plenty of it; the forts, abandoned cities, ruins, battlefields and
monuments all have their tales to tell. If you simply want to lie on the
beach, there are enough of those to satisfy the most avid sun worshipper.
If walking and the open air is your thing then head for the trekking routes
of the Himalaya, some of which are as wild and deserted as you could
ask for. If you simply want to meet the real India you'll come face to
face with it all the time--a trip on Indian trains and buses may not always
be fun, but it certainly is an experience. India is not a place you simply
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and clinically 'see' it's a total experience, an assault on the senses, a place
you'll never forget. (15-16)
By addressing the reader directly through the second person singular, this production of
India as exhibition intensifies the commodification discourse of the nineteenth-century
guidebooks, in which the reader is addressed in the third person singular, as "the
traveler," "the tourist," or "the visitor." It transforms the text into an advertisement for
India that promises the reader an implicit guarantee of satisfaction (Behdad 41-42).
Centered on the figure of the consumer, whose individual taste is the focus of the text,
India is represented as existing exclusively for the consumption of the tourist.
Another way in which the commodification discourse of Lonely Planet India is different
from that of the early guidebooks to India published by Murray and Cook is the
emphasis in the Lonely Planet guidebook on commodifying India as a site of personal
transformation. The last sentence of the introduction tells the reader that India is "a
place you'll never forget" (16). The blurb on the back cover of the guidebook inverts
this representation for the same effect:
India saturates the senses…India's diversity and size can be
overwhelming…this outstanding guide will help you create the journey
you want. Immerse yourself in the teeming bazaars, holy cities, Moghul
forts, and the vast array of jostling cultures and religions--make India an
experience you'll always remember. (n. pag.)
Here, India is produced as "an experience you'll always remember" (n. pag.). This
construction of India as a place of personal transformation is part of a "commonplace
Western backpacker truism about India" (Hutnyk 99). It is rhetoric that is also common
in popular culture. In a recent interview, British pop star Crispian Mills spoke of India
in almost identical terms to those found in Lonely Planet India: 'It's a place you go to
when you are looking for something and you will usually find it' and 'that's what it's for,
it's a place for changing your life'" (qtd. in Hutnyk 99).
The introduction to Lonely Planet India also represents India as a site of excess, a
commodified spectacle that invites tourists to lose themselves in its sensuality, not as a
country situated in a specific set of historical conditions. The Romantic desire to merge
with the Other is produced through the choice of the words "teeming" and "jostling,"
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which are incorrectly used to describe the abstract concepts of "cultures and religions"
and events such as "bazaars" (n. pag.). This is another case of slippage, which reveals
an Orientalist subtext that conflates India with excess and stereotypes it as a site of
overpopulation and poverty. Both this introductory text and the blurb on the back cover
produce India as a place of variety and extremes, a product with broad appeal for all
types of taste. Representations such as these exemplify the process described by Said in
Orientalism whereby Europeans produce the East as a theater backdrop for the
reinvention of the self. Within contemporary terms, the theater becomes a supermarket
of the senses from which the reader can pick and choose among various forms of
entertainment to construct a customized vacation. As Aijaz Ahmad states, the idea of
the availability of other cultures for consumption by the West is inseparable from the
history of European colonialism: "one did not have to belong, one could simply float,
effortlessly, through a supermarket of packaged and commodified cultures, ready to be
consumed" (128). Thus, the Lonely Planet interpellates its readers as members of an
international elite that can afford travel to "exotic" locations, which bring them cultural
cachet and social distinction back home.
In addition to constructing the reader as a consumer, Lonely Planet India makes them
part of the Lonely Planet staff by enlisting their aid in keeping the information in the
guidebooks current. At the beginning of each Lonely Planet guidebook, after the list of
acknowledgements by the authors, and those by the publisher to various authors and
staff for their roles in the production of the guidebook, there is a section addressed to
the reader. Titled "Warning & Request," it states:
Things change--prices go up, schedules change, good places go bad and
bad places go bankrupt--nothing stays the same. So, if you find things
better or worse, recently opened or long since closed, please tell us and
help make the next edition even more accurate and useful. We value all
of the feedback we receive from travellers. Julie Young coordinates a
team who read and acknowledge every letter, postcard and email, and
ensure that every morsel of information finds its way to the appropriate
authors, editors and publishers. (n. pag.)
Also used by John Murray, the strategy of enlisting the reader's aid accomplishes much
more than the obvious objective of keeping the information in the guidebook current. It
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is also a strategy whereby the publisher personalizes his relationship with the reader by
including them in the Lonely Planet family. By positioning the reader to occupy the
publisher and authors' speaking positions, this strategy promotes the likelihood that they
will adopt the Orientalist discourse of the guidebook.
The Lonely Planet goes to greater lengths than John Murray did in involving its readers
in the activity of information gathering. The "Warning & Request" section at the
beginning of each Lonely Planet guidebook promises: "Everyone who writes to us will
find their name in the next edition of the appropriate guide and will also receive a free
subscription to our quarterly newsletter, Planet Talk. The very best contributions will
be rewarded with a free Lonely Planet guide" (n. pag.). The practice of rewarding
readers for information, which is a reflection of the increased commodification of
culture in this stage of capitalism, benefits the Lonely Planet in several ways. First,
there is the obvious benefit of receiving free labor to assist in the production of its
guidebooks. Secondly, by rewarding "the very best contributions" with a Lonely Planet
guidebook of the reader's choice, the Lonely Planet promotes the dissemination of their
cultural production and encourages the continued loyalty of readers as future consumers
of the Lonely Planet brand of guidebooks (n. pag.). This practice also encourages
collective psychological ownership by aligning the reader with the Lonely Planet voice.
Since it is the Lonely Planet staff who determines what constitutes "the very best
contributions," readers are subtly influenced to imitate the Orientalist discourse of the
Lonely Planet guidebooks when constructing their contributions. Also, by printing the
names of every contributor on the last several pages of the next published guidebook on
the region, the publisher is including the reader as a de facto author in the Lonely Planet
family, which is another way of encouraging product identification and ownership.
The power of the strategy of enlisting the reader's aid for guidebook publishers is also
enhanced by the Lonely Planet's mobilization of electronic media. The Lonely Planet
website carries links titled "talk2us" on the pages for "Postcards" and Comet, the
electronic newsletter, that enable the reader to give the publisher immediate feedback on
the information contained on the website or in any Lonely Planet print publications.
The instantaneous nature of the electronic medium renders Murray's standard of
accuracy embodied in the phrase "on the spot" archaic. In addition to constructing the
Lonely Planet as an accurate guidebook, it transforms the corporation into an electronic
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community of "travelers," a close-knit "family" that communicates instantaneously with
each other from wherever they are, all around the globe. Thus the accelerated nature of
information technology transforms the Orientalist discourse of the early guidebooks into
a rapidly circulating commodity that is produced by both readers and publisher. The
central point of production in the early guidebooks, comprised of the publisher and a
few authors, has been replaced by nodes all over the world, that continually receive and
reproduce Orientalist discourse. In addition to representing a means for the Lonely
Planet to increase its hegemony, information technology also presents a strategy for
resistance. However, every organization with a website, including the Lonely Planet,
has a staff that maintains and regulates it, a tactic that enables the corporation to co-opt
the voice of any true resistance that may arise on the pages of its website.
3. Scientific Discourse
Like the early guidebooks to India published by Murray and Cook, the information in
Lonely Planet India is structured by scientific discourse into taxonomies, a
characteristic feature of the discursive formation of the guidebook. The section of
Lonely Planet India titled "Facts About the Country" is sub-divided into taxonomies
that resemble those found in Murray's handbooks to India, such as: "History,
Geography and Geology; Climate; Ecology & Environment; Flora & Fauna;
Government & Politics; Economy; Population & People; Education; Society &
Conduct; Language" (n. pag.). The second half of Lonely Planet India also resembles
the early guidebooks to India in its organizational pattern structured on routes through
the various regions of the country, a structuring principle that was first devised by
Mariana Starke in the early nineteenth century.
The taxonomy devoted to "History" in Lonely Planet India both reproduces and
intervenes in the Orientalist discourse that produced this category in the early
guidebooks. In contrast to this section in Murray's first Handbook for India, that
emphasized the ancient history of India, the Lonely Planet India guidebook represents
both the ancient and recent history of India in ways that are, on the whole, free of
stereotypical Orientalist discourse. However, there are a few slippages, as this excerpt
from the introduction to the "History" section, demonstrates:
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Change is inevitably taking place as modern technology reaches further
and further into the fabric of society, yet essentially village India remains
much the same as it has for thousands of years. So resilient are its social
and religious institutions and, at the same time, so static, that it has either
absorbed or thrown off all attempts to radically change or destroy them.
(17)
Produced by the discourse of modernization, this text represents the Other as located
firmly in the past. Constructing India as "essentially…the same as it has [been] for
thousand of years" represents it as timeless and unchanging, a "static" place to which
Western tourists can go to reinvent themselves.
The parts of the "History" section in Lonely Planet India that deal with British
colonialism both reproduce and intervene in the Orientalist discourse of Murray's and
Cook's first handbooks to India. Like Murray's handbook to India, the Lonely Planet
uses the travel trope of "arrival" to characterize the colonial presence of European
powers in India, as this excerpt from the section titled "Expansion of British Power"
illustrates:
The British were not the first European power to arrive in India, nor were
they the last to leave--both those honours go to the Portuguese…In the
long term, however, the Portuguese simply did not have the resources to
hold onto a worldwide empire and they were quickly eclipsed when the
British, French and Dutch arrived. (23)
The text goes on to represent the British government as a beneficent ruler by
establishing a binary between a rapacious East India Company and a just British
government, representing the period following Clive's victory at the Battle of Plassey in
these terms: "The victory ushered in a long period of unbridled profiteering by
members of the East India Company until its powers were taken over by the British
Government in the 19th century" (24). It characterizes the early nineteenth century as a
time when the British respected Indian customs, a representation consistent with
research by contemporary Indian scholars, who characterize this period as one
dominated by the attitudes and policies of the English Orientalists. Of the tolerant
British attitudes at this time, the Lonely Planet guidebook states: "To them, India was
principally a place to make money, and the Indians' culture, beliefs and religions were
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left strictly alone. Indeed, it was said the British didn't give a damn what religious
beliefs a person held so long as they made a good cup of tea" (24). This is an attempt to
represent an unbiased view of British tolerance as informed predominantly by
pragmatism. However, the reference to "a good cup of tea" is a rehearsal of imperial
nostalgia that undercuts the rest of the text, positioning the reader to share the joke with
the authors, thereby aligning themselves with the British colonizers. However, in the
next sentence, the author intervenes in Orientalist discourse with this candid description
of the ruthlessness of British power: "Furthermore, the British had a disciplined,
efficient army and astute political advisers. They followed the policy of divide and rule
with great success and negotiated distinctly one-sided treaties giving them the right to
intervene in local states if they were inefficiently run; 'inefficient' could be, and was,
defined as the British saw fit" (24).
Throughout the rest of the "History" section of Lonely Planet India, the author
continues to vacillate between representing British rule as beneficent and destructive.
The colonial system of appropriating the commodities of a colony for export is
represented as a celebration of the British entrepreneurial spirit that enabled India to
modernize and progress, as in the following statement: "The British interest in trade
and profit resulted in expansion of iron and coal mining, the development of tea, coffee
and cotton growing, the construction of the basis of today's vast Indian rail network, and
the commencement of irrigation projects which have today revolutionised agriculture"
(25). This section also describes the British system of government and law as a positive
aspect of Britain's colonial legacy in India:
In the sphere of government and law, Britain gave India a well-developed
and smoothly functioning government and civil service structure. The
fearsome love of bureaucracy which India inherited from Britain may be
the downside to that, but the country reached Independence with a better
organised, more efficient and less corrupt administrative system than
most ex-colonial countries. (25)
The euphemistic use of the verb "gave" to describe the forcible imposition of the British
legal apparatus on India is a reproduction of Orientalist discourse. The selfcongratulatory note that concludes this passage also represents British rule as positive.
By comparing India favorably to other ex-colonies, this text elides the possibility of
what the state of the country might have been had there been no colonization.
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Interventions in Orientalist discourse in the "History" section of Lonely Planet India
include statements such as the following:
There was, however, a price to pay: colonies are not established for
altruistic reasons. Cheap textiles from Britain's new manufacturing
industry flooded into India, crippling local cottage industries. On one
hand, the British outlawed sati, the Hindu custom of burning the wife on
her husband's funeral pyre, but on the other hand they encouraged the
system of zamindars. These absentee landlords eased the burden of
administrative and tax collection for the British, but contributed to an
impoverished and landless peasantry in parts of India--a problem which
is still chronic in Bihar and West Bengal today.
The British also established English as the local language of
administration. While this may have been useful in a country with so
many different languages, and still fulfils a very important function in
nationwide communication today, it did keep the new rulers at arm's
length from the Indians. (25)
The way in which Lonely Planet India constructs the "Mutiny" of 1857 also represents
an important intervention in the Orientalist discourse that produced this event in the
early guidebooks to India published by Murray and Cook. The Lonely Planet refers to
the event as "the Indian Uprising" instead of a "mutiny," the term used by Murray and
Cook to refer to this act of resistance to colonial rule. Lonely Planet India also
recognizes that "there were massacres and acts of senseless cruelty on both sides…"
(25). This is in contrast to Murray's 1859 Handbook for India, which spoke of this
event only in terms of European deaths, which were represented as "slaughters" and
"massacres" (lxxix).
However, the conclusion to the section on the Indian uprising in Lonely Planet India is
an example of the more subtle nature of contemporary Orientalist discourse. The final
sentence states: "It never spread beyond the north of India, and although there were
brilliant self-made leaders on the Indian side, there was never any real coordination or
common aim" (25). This comment on the military prowess of Indians implies that,
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despite their individual brilliance as leaders, they lacked the ability to organize and
work as a team, a feature that, in the Western teleological view of history, characterizes
more advanced cultures.
The "History" section of Lonely Planet India concludes with an intervention by
emphasizing the positive attributes and achievements of India over the negative
stereotypes produced by Orientalist discourse in the early guidebooks:
Despite all India's problems, it's worth remembering that half the people
in the world who live in democratic societies live in India. Furthermore,
despite its population problems, poverty, corruption and political
opportunism, India manages (at least at the moment) to feed its own
people without importing food, turns out hi-tech products, has a free and
highly critical press, and hassles by security and customs officials are
either nonexistent or minimal. This is a lot more than you can say about
many countries. (32-33)
Although the author is careful not to list the "many countries" that do not enjoy some of
these achievements that India has accomplished, the text implies that they are developed
Western countries.
The taxonomies in Lonely Planet India that list the activities that await the tourist's
enjoyment in India are structured differently from those that produced the nineteenthcentury guidebooks, in a way that is reflective of the changed conditions of
contemporary travel. In Chapter Five, I showed how Cook's Indian Tours produces
India as an object of study by enumerating the different ways in which it would interest
members of various professions, primarily those related to the field of natural science.
The category in Lonely Planet India that lists the activities to be consumed by the
tourist reads very differently, reflecting the emphasis in postmodernism on "dedifferentiation" resulting from the breakdown of boundaries that traditionally separated
"high" and popular culture. Instead of just sightseeing, contemporary tours are often
comprised of activities that emphasize participation, catering to the obsessive need of
the tourist for entertainment, which takes various forms, ranging from intellectual and
scientific activities to cultural, adventure, and nature-based tourism (Munt 104). Thus,
the taxonomies in Lonely Planet India represent categories from high and low culture,
juxtaposed together in a pastiche that commodifies every aspect of life:
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Holidays & Festivals; Activities (camel safaris, cycling & motorcycling,
diving, horse riding & polo, kayaking & river rafting, mountaineering,
skiing, trekking, wildlife safaris, adventure tour operators); Courses
(language, philosophy & religion); Voluntary Work; Accommodation;
Food; Drinks; Spectator Sport (cricket, hockey, soccer); Things to Buy;
Things to Sell; (99-120)
The broad spectrum of activities represented here, ranging from camel safaris to
voluntary work, is designed to appeal to a different type of postmodern tourist from the
earnest ones on a contemporary Romantic quest for lost wholeness in the primitive,
described by Munt in "The 'Other' Postmodern Tourism." Maxine Feifer was one of the
first scholars to define this new type of tourist, whom she dubbed a "post-tourist," as
one who accepts inauthenticity (271). Indeed, the post-tourist not only accepts
inauthenticity but celebrates it, delighting in the consumption of simulacra in
recognition of the fact that there is no "real" behind it (Urry, Tourist Gaze 86). In an
increasingly aestheticized culture, the goal of the post-tourist is the consumption of a
variety of entertainment in a pursuit that continually crosses the line between "high" and
"low" culture (Ritzer and Liska 102). As Feifer puts it, "Now he [the post-tourist] wants
to behold something sacred; now something informative, to broaden him; now
something beautiful, to lift him up and make him finer; and now something just
different, because he's bored" (269).
Taxonomies that represent a pastiche of activities taken from high and low culture
structure several sections of Lonely Planet India. For example, the "Highlights" section
is sub-divided into the categories of "Beaches, Faded Touches of the Raj, Freak
Centres, Colourful Events, Deserted Cities and Great Forts" (62-64). The category of
"Faded Touches of the Raj" is an interesting example of a postmodern play of style for
its own sake:
Although the British left India 50 years ago, there are many places where
you'd hardly know it. Much of India's government system, bureaucracy,
communications, sports (the Indians are crazy over cricket) and media
are British to the core, but you'll also find the British touch in more
unusual, enjoyable and amusing ways. Relax in true British style with
afternoon tea at Glenary's Tea rooms in Darjeeling and later retire for a
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preprandial cocktail in front of the open fire in the lounge of the
Windamere Hotel. There you can await the gong which summons you to
dinner. (62)
This text celebrates inauthenticity by constructing a simulacrum of Victorian times, a
theatrical scene into which the tourist can step to re-enact fantasies of empire through a
nostalgic reenactment of it in the role of the colonial masters. There is a complete lack
of irony, which is typical of the postmodern pastiche (Jameson 17). The violence of
colonialism is elided by referring to its end euphemistically as when "the British left
India," a phrase that naturalizes colonialism as a social visit. The text extends an
invitation to the reader to regress to childhood and "play" at being a nineteenth-century
colonizer, re-enacting the master-servant relationship by drinking tea and having predinner cocktails. The inequitable conditions in which the characters in this simulacrum
are situated, between those awaiting the sound of the dinner gong and those serving tea
and ringing the bell, is elided in this postmodern celebration of inauthenticity that
reinscribes the imperial project through a rehearsal of imperial nostalgia.
Another type of taxonomy found in Lonely Planet India, which is more similar to those
that structured the nineteenth-century guidebooks than the category of "activities," is
that of recommended reading. Like Murray's and Cook's guidebooks to India, Lonely
Planet India draws on earlier Orientalist texts, listing narratives and guidebooks from
the nineteenth century to the present, a practice that insures continuity in Orientalist
discourse over time. The first guidebooks recommended by the Lonely Planet India in
this section are their own: "It's pleasing to be able to say that for more information on
India and its neighbours, and for travel beyond India, most of the best guides come from
Lonely Planet!" (76). In addition to this self-promotional rhetoric, the Lonely Planet
lists its products in a separate section titled "Lonely Planet," distinct from another
section titled "guidebooks." Representing itself as a unique category suggests the extent
to which the Lonely Planet tries to position itself as different from, and indeed more
than, other guidebooks.
Among the recommended guidebooks in the generic "guidebooks" section is John
Murray's last guidebook to India:
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First published in 1859, the 22nd edition of A Handbook for Travellers in
India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh & Sri Lanka (John Murray, London,
1975) is that rarest of animals, a Victorian travel guide. If you've got a
deep interest in Indian architecture and can afford the somewhat hefty
price, then take along a copy of this immensely detailed guidebook.
Along the way you'll find a lot of places where the British army made
gallant stands, and more than a few statues of Queen Victoria--most of
which have been replaced by statutes of Mahatma Ghandi. (77)
This rehearsal of imperial nostalgia reproduces the Orientalist discourse of Murray's
early handbooks to India. It demonstrates what Said called the "flexible positional
superiority, which puts the Westerner in a whole series of possible relationships with the
Orient without ever losing him the relative upper hand" (7). By endorsing the last
edition of John Murray's A Handbook for Travellers in India, which discontinued
publication in 1975, the Lonely Planet positions itself as Murray's successor, drawing
on the Orientalist knowledge in the old guidebook. This strategy creates a seamless
tradition of Orientalist guidebooks to India, from the mid-nineteenth century to the
present.
Lonely Planet India also draws on the field of previous Orientalist texts by including
canonic Orientalist travel narratives on India, such as Kim by Rudyard Kipling, A
Passage to India by E.M. Forster, and Ruth Prawer Jhabwala's Heat and Dust. The
"History & Culture" part of the recomended reading list is also dominated by Orientalist
texts from the British canon on India including: A History of India by Romila Thapar
and Percival Spear, Oxford History of India by Vincent Smith, and The Wonder that
was India by A.L. Basham on the religion and architecture of India.
In another example of self-promotion, Lonely Planet India recommends two narratives
from its Journeys series: In Rajasthan by Royina Grewal and Slowly Down the Ganges
by Eric Newby. Newby's writing is typical of much contemporary travel writing that
reinscribes the imperialist tradition of the "adventurer" or "explorer" through narrators
who are parodic imitations of this figure. As Holland and Huggan have noted, the
"vengeance" with which the "'myth of the English gentleman abroad'" has been adhered
to by writers such as Newby and O'Hanlon suggests that the ironic tone in works by
writers such as these veils a type of "regressive cultural nationalism" (22-23). Thus,
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although the ironic posturing of the narrators of postmodernist travel narratives such as
these purports to situate these texts outside the colonial framework, it actually
reinscribes the imperial project.
No list of books on India would be complete without a mention of the controversial
works of V.S. Naipaul whose unflattering portraits of India, often represented in
excremental imagery, have stirred much controversy. Citing Rob Nixon's study of V.S.
Naipaul's nonfictional works, London Calling, Subramanian Shankar states that many
"'First World'" critics in "'the dominant New York-London media axis'" have lionized
Naipaul as a dark-skinned person with the courage to make "'objective'" statements
about non-Western cultures (qtd. in Shankar 151). Other critics, such as fellow West
Indian author George Lamming, and Salman Rushdie, have viewed Naipaul's writing on
India as an indication of his failure to come to terms personally with the historical
experience of racism, which he projects onto India (Shankar 152). Lonely Planet India
recommends all three of Naipaul's books on India--An Area of Darkness, India--A
Wounded Civilisation, and A Million Mutinies Now, describing them in these terms:
Born in Trinidad, but of Indian descent, Naipaul tells in the first book of
how India, unseen and unvisited, haunted him and of the impact upon
him when he eventually made the pilgrimage to the motherland. In the
second book he writes of India's unsuccessful search for a new purpose
and meaning for its civilisation. His most recent book, A Million
Mutinies Now, is also excellent. (78)
This description of the first two books of Naipaul's trilogy neither endorses their
negative representations of India nor rejects them. The Lonely Planet's description of
the third book, A Million Mutinies Now, as "excellent" is noteworthy since this book
marks a change from the two earlier ones. In it, Naipaul represents as India's hope the
advances in modernization made by the country in the twenty-seven years since his first
book was written (Shankar 164). This view is a reproduction of the Orientalist
discourse of the nineteenth-century English Utilitarians, who believed that Western
modernization was the key to progress in India. By endorsing this book, the Lonely
Planet is aligning itself with the Orientalist view that India will solve its "problems"
through modernization, which will enable it to "catch up" to the West.
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Although the list of recommended books in Lonely Planet India is comprised primarily
of Orientalist texts such as these, the guidebook also recommends many contemporary
Indian authors and filmmakers. This represents an intervention in the Orientalist
discourse of guidebooks since the reading lists of even the twentieth-century editions of
Murray's and Cook's guidebooks to India consisted exclusively of European authors.
Noting that India is one of the world's largest publishers of books in English and the
source of many books that are not generally available in the West, the Lonely Planet
even recommends several guidebooks published in India. Of these, it states: "Many of
them are excellent value and describe certain sites…in much greater detail than is
possible in this book. The guides produced by the Archaeological Survey of India are
particularly good" (76-77). Karma Cola, Gita Mehta's satire on the West's construction
of India as "mystical," is another book listed in this section that is recommended by
Lonely Planet India in these terms:
Karma Kola [sic] by Gita Mehta is accurately subtitled 'the marketing of
the mystic east'. It amusingly and cynically describes the unavoidable
and hilarious collision between India looking to the west for technology
and modern methods, and the west descending upon India in search of
wisdom and enlightenment. (77)
Although this is a reductive text produced by the essentialist binaries of the progressive
West as producer of modern technology and the primitive East as the site of spiritual
wisdom, this description at least also acknowledges the commodification of Indian
spirituality by the West.
4. Commodification of Religion
The Western search for origins that resulted in the construction of India as "mystical" by
the English Orientalists has undergone several permutations by various spiritual
movements over the last two centuries. Karen Hoyt has traced the contemporary New
Age construction of the East as "mystical" to the mid-nineteenth-century movement that
was popular in India known as "Spiritualism." Established in the United States and later
also popular in Europe, this movement was concerned with the investigation of
paranormal phenomena. In the late nineteenth century, Madame Blavatsky, an eccentric
Russian noblewoman immigrated to the United States and became interested in the
spiritualism movement there. In 1875, she and Colonel Henry Steel Olcott formed their
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own group, calling it the Theosophical Society. The couple then moved to Adyar, India,
where they incorporated Hindu and Buddhist traditions into their philosophy, which
were likely the text-based constructions of the English Orientalists, to compose a body
of esoteric writings, which were "a dizzy blend of Western occultism and Eastern
mysticism" (23).
After Blavatsky's death in 1891, Annie Besant took over as head of the Theosophical
Society (Hoyt 24). In 1911, Besant collaborated with another European in India, C.W.
Leadbeater, the founder of an organization called "the Order of the Star," to promote a
young Indian named Jiddu Krishnamurti as their guru (Hoyt 24). In 1929, Krishnamurti
denounced the Theosophical Society and the Order of the Star, causing the dissolution
of the Order and considerably weakening the power of the Theosophical Society.
However, despite its waning influence, the Theosophical Society continued. During this
time, Indians also began traveling to the West to promulgate Indian religions. In 1893
Swami Vivekananda spoke at the Chicago World's Fair and one of his pupils who
accompanied him, Sri Ramakrishna, stayed behind to establish the Vedanta Society in
the United States (25). Indians also began traveling to Britain and other parts of Europe
to teach during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
The 1960s marked the beginning of the construction of India as "mystical" by Western
youth. After the Beatles' trip to India, other Westerners also went seeking spiritual
fulfillment. Two of these pilgrims, Timothy Leary and Richard Alpert, became leaders
of the hippie movement in the United States. Alpert's experience in India caused him to
change his name to "Ram Dass" and write a book called Be Here Now, an amalgamation
of "Eastern" spiritual principles and Western concepts that became part of the
counterculture literary canon. Also during this period, an Indian named Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi traveled to the West to market "Transcendental Meditation," an eclectic
mix of "Eastern philosophy" packaged for Western taste and lifestyles. During the next
two decades, other people professing to be teachers of Indian and Eastern spirituality
gained followings in the West. Then, during the 1980s, there was a resurgence of
interest in Eastern spirituality that coalesced into the New Age movement, the latest
stage in the long tradition of Orientalist discourse that has represented India as a site of
Eastern mysticism for over a century and a half (King 120).
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With the expansion of postmodern consumer culture into the realm of experience,
contemporary travel productions like the Lonely Planet have commodified Indian
spirituality into spectacle. Within the context of India, the tourist's search for their
origins becomes a search for a sense of spiritual wholeness. India is perceived as "a
kind of living museum (and keen marketplace) of religious humanism, of far-out
psychic phenomena, yogic health practices, and ultimate experiences" (Inden 437).
Lonely Planet India represents Indian religion as just one of the many commodities and
spectacles on offer there, as this excerpt from its "Highlights" section demonstrates:
"India can offer almost anything you want, whether it's beaches, forts, amazing travel
experiences, fantastic spectacles or even a search for yourself. Listed here are just a few
of those possibilities and where to start looking" (62). The word "spectacle" appears
often in Lonely Planet India to signify religious festivals. In a section titled "Colourful
Events," a religious festival in Puri is described as "another superb spectacle" and
another festival is described as one that is "at its most spectacular in Mysore" (63).
There is also a sidebar in the guidebook titled "Gurus & Ashrams" that states, without a
trace of irony: "visiting an ashram can be a learning experience and visiting a guru can
change your life" (65).

The cover of the seventh edition of Lonely Planet
India also conflates India with spirituality (Fig.
23). At the bottom of the cover, inscribed in
white against a bold orange banner, is text that
reads like an advertisement of Indian religion:
"Features 32 page colour section on India's
religions." Above this, is a color photograph of a
pile of yellowed manuscripts. The one on top is
open to reveal a page of hand-written inscriptions
in a foreign language. There is a disembodied,
fetishized brown hand gently touching the open
page, with several orange marigold flowers

Fig. 23. "Open prayer book,
Rajastahn" (Lonely Planet, 1997).

strewn around the manuscript. Since marigolds
are often used in India to make garlands and decorations for religious shrines, the
representation of them on top of the old-looking manuscript carries the connotation that
it is a sacred, religious manuscript. The fact that the inscriptions are in a foreign text
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contributes to the representation of the manuscripts as religious since Sanskrit texts have
been valorized by Western scholars since the late seventeenth century when the English
Orientalists constructed them as the source of a pure form of Hinduism. Thus, the
photograph reinscribes the English Orientalists' valorization of texts as the essence of
Indian spirituality. The photo caption on the inside of the guidebook cover, "Open
prayer book, Rajastahn" confirms the fact that the image is indeed a representation of an
aspect of Indian religion.
The text on the cover of Lonely Planet India that states "32 page colour section on
India's religions" refers to a section in the guidebook titled "Sacred India." This section
is comprised primarily of color photographs of Indian temples and people dressed in
colorful costumes engaged in various religious practices that commodify Indian
spirituality as spectacle. The pastiche of photographs is accompanied by brief text,
which purports to explain the basic principles of each of the primary religions in India.
Most of the "Sacred India" section is devoted to Hinduism, although other Indian
religions, such as Buddhism, Islam, Sikhism, Jainism, Zoroastrianism, Christianity, and
even Judaism, are also represented (165-192).
The introduction to the "Sacred India" section of the guidebook uses gastronomic
discourse to conflate India with religion:
India is a biryani of religions--contrasting flavours and colours jumbled
together to make a tantalising blend. There is probably more diversity of
religions and sects in India than anywhere else on earth. Apart from
having nearly all the world's great religions represented, India was the
birthplace of Hinduism and Buddhism, a vital supporter of
Zoroastrianism (one of the world's oldest religions) and home to Jainism
(an ancient religion unique to India). (163)
This text trivializes Indian religions through a comparison of them to a banquet,
reducing their diversity and complexity to a pastiche of "flavours and colours" packaged
for the tourist's consumption. Although the word biryani is not translated, my guess
from the context that it was a culinary term was confirmed by looking in the "food"
section of the guidebook, where the word was defined as a dish made from a mixture of
foods, either meat or fruit mixed with rice (110).
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The next paragraph of the introduction to the "Sacred India" section of Lonely Planet
India includes religion in the array of things that India has to offer: "India is also the
guru centre of the world. Since the Beatles first took up with the Maharishi, westerners
have flocked to the country to bask in the presence of holies such as Sai Baba and
Osho" (163). The conclusion to the introduction is constructed by consumer discourse
that valorizes choice: "Whether your interest is deeply spiritual or coolly academic,
India's kaleidoscope of religions will confuse, infuriate and probably alienate you--but
understanding it will bring you closer to the heart of India" (163). This statement
echoes the theme found in the general introduction to the guidebook, that India
represents a source of frustration and confusion to the tourist which is ultimately
worthwhile because of the potential it represents for spiritual transformation. It is a
sentiment produced by the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction, which valorizes "travel" as
travail, that carries a subtext that India is only for the hardy "traveler" who can endure
the hardship involved in attaining spiritual truth.
The section of "Sacred India" devoted to Hinduism contains several references to the
Vedas as the defining texts of the Hindu religion: "Hinduism today has a number of
holy books, the most important being the four Vedas (divine knowledge) which are the
foundation of Hindu philosophy" (165-66). As discussed in Chapter Two, the
valorization of the Vedic texts is a reproduction of the Orientalist discourse of the
eighteenth-century English Orientalist scholars, who privileged texts over popular
expressions of Hinduism as the original, pure form of the religion from India's classical
past. According to Richard King, the Orientalists privileged the Vedas in particular,
over other texts, because of the quality of "mysticism," that had been eradicated from
Christian ideology, which the scholars projected onto these texts. Within the body of
texts known as the Vedas, the Orientalists valorized the Upanishads and the Bhagavad
Gita as embodying the essence of "mysticism." These two books are also valorized in
Lonely Planet's "Sacred India" as two important Vedic texts.
The section of "Sacred India" in Lonely Planet India that is devoted to "Hindu Gods"
discusses only Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. These three gods also appear in Murray's
chart, titled "Some Common Forms of Hindu Gods," found in his 1898 Handbook for
Travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon, which was discussed in Chapter Five (Fig. 13).
Below the text devoted to Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva in Lonely Planet India are color
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photographs of sculptures of Ganesh, Vishnu,
and Siva (Fig. 24), gods that are also
represented in Murray's chart. The fact that
four of the same figures are represented as
principle Hindu deities in these two
guidebooks, published a century apart, suggests
that the legacy of the English Orientalists'

Fig. 24. "Ganesh, elephantheaded son of Siva and Parvati;
Vishnu, the preserver; Siva, the
destroyer” (Lonely Planet, 1997).

constructions of Hinduism continues to shape
contemporary Orientalist discourse.

However, the conclusion in Lonely Planet India to the section titled "Hindu Gods" also
intervenes in the tradition of Orientalist discourse. It states: "Of course, these
descriptions only skim the surface of Hinduism. Hindu gods are part of the fabric of
everyday life, interwoven with people's beliefs about food, family and financial success.
It may well be impossible for non-Hindus to ever come to grips with this religion, as
densely populated as the country it calls home" (169). Thus the writer acknowledges
that, due to his or her location, they and the readers can only ever have a limited
understanding of Hinduism. However, the effectiveness of this intervention is limited
by the slippage represented by the grammatical error in the text that attributes the state
of being populated to a religion, an indication of the degree to which the West conflates
India's people with religion.

Hinduism was not the only Indian religion that was distorted by the English Orientalists'
text-based constructions and their preference for using Brahmans as native informants.
What became known as Buddhism in the West was also shaped by the Orientalists'
preconceptions (King 143). Unlike pre-colonial Hinduism, Buddhism had a wellestablished pre-colonial identity and institutional framework in a variety of cultures and
countries (143). However, by the time the British colonized India, the only remnants of
Buddhism existing in the lands of its origins were archeological artifacts and
manuscripts (144). This state of affairs facilitated the English Orientalists' studies of
Buddhism, since it appealed to their preference for textual constructions of Eastern
religions (145-46). As in their studies of Hinduism, textual constructions of Buddhism
enabled Orientalist scholars to retain the authority to speak about its "true" nature, and
to view the contemporary practices of Buddhists in India as corrupt (146). In
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interpreting these manuscripts, the English Orientalists turned to their informants, the
Brahmans, who further distorted their textual constructions of Buddhism by
representing it as an aspect of Hinduism. That the Orientalists' construction of
Buddhism was Hindu-based is suggested by the attention the Orientalists gave to the
Hindu characterization of the Buddha as the ninth avatara of the god Vishnu (144).

As was the case with Hindu gods, almost
identical representations of the Buddha are
found in Lonely Planet India and in Murray's
guidebooks to India, suggesting the strong
influence of the English Orientalists in shaping
Western interpretations of Buddhism in India.
As shown in Chapter Five, beginning with the
1898 edition of Murray's Handbook for India,
each edition of the handbook contains the same
three diagrams of the Buddha, with captions
titled: "Buddha (Teaching); Buddha

Fig. 25. "Bhumisparsa, Vitarka
or Dhammachakka, and Dhyana”
(Lonely Planet, 1997).

(Contemplating); and Buddha (Renouncing the
World)" (Fig. 14, bottom). Lonely Planet India illustrates these same three images of
the Buddha (Fig. 25). The captions that accompany the drawings in the Lonely Planet
are also similar to those in the diagrams of Buddha in Murray's guidebook: "The
dhammachakka mudra symbolises Buddha's role as teacher"; "In the dhyana mudra, the
Buddha is shown as he would have appeared in meditation"; and "In the bhumisparsa
mudra, Buddha is unmoved by worldly distractions" (473). The remarkable consistency
of these essentialist representations of Buddhism over a century and a half of tourist
guidebook discourse suggests that they are a reproduction of the constructions of the
English Orientalists.

The theme of India as a site of spirituality is developed across a range of Lonely Planet
productions. Sacred India is also the title of a hardbound, over-sized book of
photographs, published by the Lonely Planet. The photograph on the cover of Sacred
India is strikingly similar to that on Lonely Planet India (Fig. 26). It portrays an image
of a pair of cupped, brown-colored hands that hold an orange marigold blossom and
some small white pebbles or shells, raised as if in offering to the image of a deity at a
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shrine. In addition, some of the same
photographs appear in both Sacred India and
the "Sacred India" section of the Lonely Planet
India guidebook. Borrowing between genres is
another way in which the Lonely Planet is
shaping "a systematic stage of orientalist
knowledge" (Behdad 52). By circulating
similar images among the different types of

Fig. 26. Cover, Sacred India
(1999).

Lonely Planet productions, the corporation
blurs genres, thereby consolidating Orientalist discourse across them.

The blurb on the back cover of the Sacred India photograph book also produces India as
a site of spirituality. Signed by Tony Wheeler, the publisher, it states:
India is Lonely Planet's heartland. No single word, no single author, no
single image, can possibly capture it. But for millions of Indians and
millions of visitors, the magic of the subcontinent is indefinably linked to
the sacred. This book finds divinity in the mundane and captures
personal stories that are woven together to represent the vast human
tapestry that makes India, Sacred India.
The choice of the word "heartland" as a metaphor for the multi-million dollar
corporation is actually apt in light of the fact that India has been the corporation's cash
cow since the publication of its first guidebook to India. That was the book that set the
struggling company on the road to its present success, making this Orientalist discourse
somehow appropriate.

The foreward to Sacred India, written by William Dalrymple, also underscores the
Lonely Planet's conflation of India with spirituality. Speaking of the numerous temples
in India, Dalyrmple states in rather hyperbolic prose: "…between them, this vast
network of keyholes into the divine constitutes the very essence of India's sacredness,
indeed it is arguably the very essence of India's Indianness" (vii). Having a famous
travel writer such as Dalrymple, whose narratives form part of the contemporary travel
canon, pen the foreword, a fact that is prominently displayed on the cover to Sacred
India, is another marketing strategy used by the Lonely Planet. It is also an example of
the lack of distinction between high and low culture that results in a blurring of genres
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in postmodernism. The accelerated forces of globalized digital technology and global
trade at this stage of capitalism have resulted in the publishing industry being dominated
by a few large corporations. In the specialized area of the publishing industry that deals
with the production of travel texts, the Lonely Planet is one of the major corporations.
By expanding into different genres and cross-referencing and promoting among them, it
is expanding its hegemony and consolidating the production of Orientalist discourse.
The blurb on the inside cover of Sacred India reads:
India boasts the world's largest Islamic population, one of the world's
oldest Jewish communities, and is the birthplace of Hinduism, Buddhism,
Sikhism and Jainism. Tribal religions and Zoroastrianism add to the
seemingly bewildering array of faiths jostling for space. That India has
mostly been able to contain these disparate creeds is a miracle in itself.
Seeking out the thoughts of a young bride at a Hindu wedding, a Sikh
woman on a pilgrimage to the Golden Temple at Amritsar, or the
impressions of Western visitors to the holy site of Pushkar, Sacred India
is a lavish affirmation of the strength we derive from our spirituality-whatever its form.
This text produces India as the place of origin for the Westerner looking for a spiritual
life. Interestingly, the word "jostling," which also appears on the blurb on the back
cover of the Lonely Planet India guidebook in reference to the variety of cultures and
religions in India, is also used here. The use of this word, with its connotation of
crowds of people, in two Lonely Planet productions suggests the construction of a
subtext that produces the Orientalist stereotype of India as a site of overpopulation, as
the corporation purports to celebrate its rich diversity. This text also uses a discourse of
universality to conflate "Western visitors" and Indian people of different religions into
universal man, all looking for the same spiritual truth. Through the use of the first
person plural, it appropriates India as the West's site of spiritual renewal.
In another instance of borrowing across genres, the next paragraph of the cover blurb of
Sacred India conflates India with spirituality through the trope of a banquet, just as
Lonely Planet India did: "Sacred India is a sumptuous survey of the different ways
humans have sought to find deeper meaning in their lives in a country synonymous with
spiritual exploration." The difference between this text and that of the guidebook, that
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also produced India as a feast for the spiritually hungry Western tourist, is that in this
text the conflation is overt. India is represented as "a country synonymous with spiritual
exploration." The next two lines develop the gastronomic imagery: "In true Lonely
Planet style, this is not just a pretty picture book. Sacred India examines the less
savoury aspects of religious life, such as sati." This construction of the Lonely Planet as
a hard-hitting, honest publishing company that does not hold back on the "less savoury
aspects of religious life" is another example of how the Lonely Planet tries to construct
itself as different. However, far from being an intervention, statements such as these
and the photographs of people performing the custom inside are reproductions of
Orientalist discourse, produced by Westerners who have been alternately fascinated and
horrified by Indian customs such as sati for centuries.

5. Picturesque India

Another means whereby Lonely Planet India commodifies Indian religion is through the
aesthetic of the picturesque. Since the emergence of the aesthetic at the end of the
eighteenth century, the aestheticization of Indian ruins and temples through the
picturesque was a means of distancing and commodifying the Other in a framed
landscape. The similarity of representations of the picturesque in images of temples in
Lonely Planet India to those made by Thomas and William Daniell, the nineteenthcentury British artists of the picturesque in India, demonstrates a reproduction of
Orientalist discourse over two centuries in travel texts related to India.

Perhaps the most striking example of consistency over
time is found in three representations of the Taj Mahal,
which span almost two centuries. The first is the 1801
drawing titled "The Taje Mahel. Agra. Taken in the
garden," one of several drawings of the Taj by Thomas
and William Daniells (Fig. 27). Represented from the
frontal perspective, this drawing portrays the view of the
monument that has become an icon of India. This image
is reproduced in Murray's 1904 Imperial Guide to India,
in the "postcard" collages that introduce the section on

Fig. 27. “The Taje Mahel, Agra.
Taken in the garden,” Thomas
and William Daniell (Archer,
Early Views of India).
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Agra (Fig. 28). Although it is a crude version
of the drawing done by the Daniells over a
century before, the fact that the two images are
nearly identical demonstrates the power of the
aesthetic of the picturesque to frame and
manage alterity for Western consumption.
Lonely Planet India also contains two similar
representations of the Taj Mahal, in a drawing

Fig. 28. "Agra" (Murray,
Imperial Guide 1904).

(Fig. 29), and a photograph (Fig. 30). In all
four images, the building is represented from a
frontal perspective, framed by the garden on
either side, representing the view of the
monument that has become instantly
recognizable--the tourist's metonym for India.
The stylistic consistency with which Western
artists have represented this monument for over
two centuries demonstrates the power of the

Fig. 29. "Taj Mahal" (Lonely
Planet 1997).

aesthetic of the picturesque to frame and
manage the alterity of India.

Photographs of other Indian temples in Lonely
Planet India are also represented in a manner
similar to those made by the early picturesque
artists in India. The Lonely Planet photo titled

Fig. 30. "Taj Mahal" (Lonely
Planet 1997).

A Jain temple complex in Khajuraho (Fig. 31) is
similar to the drawing made by Thomas and
William Daniell, which was discussed in
Chapter Two, of a Jain temple titled Paraswa
Rama Sabha (Fig. 2). Although the Lonely
Planet photograph is in color and the drawing is
black and white, both representations of the
temple depict it in shadows, producing a
melancholic mood that is evocative of the

Fig. 31. "A Jain temple complex
in Khajuraho" (Lonely Planet
1997).
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sublime. The only light in the Daniells' drawing reveals ornately carved pillars and the
figure of a man, seated in front of one of them, his stature diminished by the massive
pillars that dominate the scene. There are no people in the Lonely Planet photograph.
The lack of an emphasis on a human presence in both representations constructs Indian
temples as abandoned relics of a glorious past instead of part of the contemporary
culture.

In addition to the Taj Mahal, another iconic image of India in the Western imagination
is the banks of the Ganges River at Varanasi, formerly known as Benares, the site of the
Hindu custom of ritual cleansing. As discussed in Chapter Two, the focus of this scene,
as rendered by Thomas and William Daniell in their 1789 drawing titled "Dusasumade
Gaut, at Bernares, on the Ganges," is not on people bathing but rather on the massive
temple on the riverbank. The few people in the Daniells' drawing are represented as
barely distinguishable outlines, positioned on the steps of the temple almost
equidistantly from each other, to complement the aesthetic dimensions of the temple
and complete the perfectly balanced composition.

This famous scene from the Hindu religion reappears twice in Lonely Planet India, in a
photograph taken by Lonely Planet publisher, Tony Wheeler, and in one taken by
guidebook author, David Collins. The photo by Wheeler is located at the beginning of
the "Sacred India" section of the guidebook,
opposite the page of text that purports to explain
Hinduism (Fig. 32). Through the use of lens
filters, the image is bathed in a deep golden hue
that constructs the scene as almost ethereal.
Like the drawing of this scene by the Daniells',
the composition in Wheeler's photo is perfectly
balanced. In the foreground is a long, red, boat
with a colorful yellow scalloped border that is
empty, balanced in the background by the

Fig. 32. "Hindu holy city of
Varanasi" (Lonely Planet 1997).

outlines of few indistinct figures that blend into
the steps of the temple. The focus of the
composition in the representations by both Wheeler and the Daniells' is the massive
buildings on the bank, not people engaged in their tradition of bathing in the Ganges.
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The caption to the photo of Varanasi by Tony Wheeler reads: "Despite the crowds of
pilgrims and gawping tourists, it is still possible to find a peaceful, meditative ghat in
the Hindu holy city of Varanasi." Produced by the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction,
Wheeler's reference to "gawping tourists" establishes an opposition comprised, on the
one hand, of him and his readers and, on the other, of loathed tourists. The Lonely
Planet publisher constructs himself and that the readers of his publication as earnest
travelers with a heightened sense of aesthetics, situated in the tradition of European
Romantic travelers who sought out beauty and the spiritual renewal to be found in
solitude.

David Collins' two photographs of the Ganges
at Varanasi, titled "Dawn breaks over the river
and the ghats," intervenes in the Orientalist
discourse produced by Wheeler's photo (Fig.
33). Taken at dawn, the light in Collins'
photographs is a gritty grey, not golden. The
photographs include worn, gray-colored boats,
full of people, in contrast to the decorative prop
of the empty red and yellow boat in Wheeler's
photograph (Fig. 32). However, in neither
Wheeler's nor Collins' representations of the

Fig. 33. “Varanasi” (Lonely
Planet 1997).

Ganges at Varanasi are people represented as
engaged in the Hindu ritual of purification through bathing for which the site is famous.
Tourist discourse separates Indian people from Indian spirituality, which is frozen in the
English Orientalists' representations of an ideal classical past.

Although the majority of the photographs in Lonely Planet India construct India as a
place of timelessness through temples and images of colorfully dressed natives, there
are also a few photographs that represent contemporary Indian cities. These
photographs are grouped together into two sets, located at the beginning and the end of
the guidebook, framing the Orientalist photographs that appear in the middle.
Representations from the first set of photographs are of the polluted and overcrowded
conditions in Delhi and Mumbai (Fig. 34). They produce India as a poor and backward
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place, located anterior in time to the West on the
evolutionary continuum in which progress is
measured in terms of modernization (Spurr 70).

Juxtaposed to these two photographs, in the
lower right-hand corner, are two small images
that represent luxury. One is a photograph of a
building with bay windows that carries the
caption of "The Taj Mahal Hotel, Mumbai's
classiest place to stay" (Fig. 34). Below it is an
image of an orange structure, identified by the
caption as: "Jai Singh's observatory, Delhi" (Fig.
34). This juxtaposition of extreme poverty next

Fig. 34. “Delhi and Mumbai”
(Lonely Planet 1997).

to wealth is another demonstration of how the
Lonely Planet uses the postmodern pastiche to
celebrate an eclectic mix of styles, without concern for underlying political or social
content. Such an intermingling of contrasting scenes might also be informed by the
publisher's concern not to discourage the prospective tourist to India, who might be put
off by the prospect of seeing a full page of photographs of urban slums.

Of the set of photographs that represent
contemporary conditions, which is located at the
back of Lonely Planet India, three of the four are
of bleak street scenes depicting urban congestion
and overcrowded conditions from the city of
Chennai (Fig. 35). The focus of the composition
of the photograph at the top left, captioned
"Chennai is a city of traffic and billboards," is
the small, motorized vehicle, which represents a
primitive mode of transport to Western eyes.
The small photograph at the middle right, titled
"Chennai in monsoon," is an image of people
wading or riding bicycles through deep, muddy

Fig. 35. “Chennai” (Lonely
Planet 1997).
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water (Fig. 35). These representations of the
urban poor as part of the landscape are produced
by the aesthetic of the picturesque that took the
urban and rural poor of nineteenth century
England as objects of spectatorship. The
photograph at the bottom of the page, titled
"Rooftops of Chennai at dawn" is another image
of overcrowding and urban poverty (Fig. 35).
Like the photographs of Delhi and Mumbai,
these three photographs represent India as
backward and in need of modernization to
"catch up" to the West (Spurr 70).

Fig. 36. Untitled (Lonely Planet
1997).

Next to these representations of poverty and overcrowding is a photograph that carries a
different theme. In the top right-hand corner is the image of a building entrance
converted into a gigantic reproduction of the mouth of a shark with the caption "Jaws
Indian-style--Film City Studios" (Fig. 35). This representation of an imitation of a
scene from Hollywood as charming is a condescending recognition of mimicry. It is
similar to the photographs in National Geographic that often represent people from
formerly colonized regions engaging in activities that are "typical" of their colonizers,
like playing cricket or having afternoon tea in former British colonies (Lutz and Collins
247). By including this photograph with the others that deal with the theme of urban
blight, Lonely Planet India produces India as a pastiche of styles and entertainment,
devoid of any underlying political or social content.

6. Romantic Discourse and the Primitive Other

In addition to photographs of both "timeless" and contemporary landscape in Lonely
Planet India, there are also many photographs of smiling natives, dressed in indigenous
clothing. On the opposite page of the introduction to the guidebook is a page-long
pastiche of colorful portraits of Indians in native dress (Fig. 36). Despite the fact that
within the contemporary conditions of a globalized world, Western dress is common in
India, particularly in the cities, in the majority of photographs of people in the
guidebook, they are wearing indigenous clothing. Rather than celebrating the diversity,
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eclecticism, and hybridity of the postmodern world, Lonely Planet India strives to
construct the Other as "primitive," a strategy that preserves the sense of difference upon
which tourism is predicated. Representing the Other as primitive is essential to "third
world" tourist discourse because this type of tourism is predicated upon the quest of the
Western self for their wholeness, perceived as lost to the forces of modernization. Thus,
the "primitive," constructed as existing in a timeless past, must remain so in order for
the tourist to return to it and recover their authenticity. This strategy creates desire for
the primitive by framing the Other as picturesque, while masking the narrative of
inequality upon which tourism is structured.
The Western tourist also desires to consume images of the Other dressed traditionally
and doing things in "primitive" ways in order to be validated as a modern, civilized
subject. Images of the Other dressed in modern clothing can cause anxiety in the tourist
because it threatens their sense of position on the evolutionary scale (Lutz and Collins
249). Photographs of primitives in native dress in Lonely Planet India interpellate
contemporary tourists as modern citizens of the international elite community of
developed countries, who consume the colorful difference of less developed places, to
which they look for their origins and sense of wholeness. This process, which is
reflective of the changed conditions of tourism in a globalized world, is a postmodern
version of the interpellation by the Great Exhibition and nineteenth-century guidebooks
of tourists as members of a nation that was also an empire.
However, although the Western tourist is anxious to preserve difference and distance
between the Self and Other, there is also a paradoxical desire for a certain level of
identification necessary for the contact with the primitive to represent a means of
recovery of the Self (Lutz and Collins 97). Portraits are one means of achieving
identification because they are produced by the ideology of individualism, which
valorizes the personality, whose characteristics are believed to be capable of being read
from facial expressions and gesture (97). In the portrait photographs of people in
indigenous dress that follow the introduction to Lonely Planet India, all five are closeup images in which faces gaze directly into the camera. This pattern is repeated in other
photographs of people in the guidebook (Fig. 37, Fig. 38, Fig. 39, Fig. 40, Fig. 41).
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Fig. 37. “Sadhu” (Lonely Planet
1997).
Fig. 38. "A novice monk prays in
Ladakh" (Lonely Planet 1997).

Fig. 39. “A camel driver with his
charges” (Lonely Planet 1997).

Fig. 40. “A Sikh” (Lonely Planet
1997).

Fig. 41. “A Muslim pilgrim”
(Lonely Planet 1997).
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In several of these portrait photographs, the faces smile directly into the camera, a
pattern that is repeated throughout the guidebook. Portraits in which the subject is
smiling are even more desirable than regular ones since "the smile is a key way of
achieving idealization of the other, permitting the projection of the ideal of the happy
life" (96). These photographs of happy natives idealize the primitive Other as part of
the tourist's past, something they nostalgically long for as they do their childhood.
Idealizing the Other in this way also alleviates any guilt the tourist may feel at seeing
the conditions of inequality upon which tourism is structured. It erases differences in
race, nation, and class between the Other and the middle-class Western tourist,
representing the Other as another human being, part of the same "family of man" to
which the viewer belongs (97). Displays of
portrait photographs in Lonely Planet India
transform the guidebook into a textual museum
of mankind produced through the Western
ideology of liberal humanism.

Lonely Planet India also contains drawings
produced by ethnographic discourse, such as that
of a woman with a ring through her nose,
captioned "A Sikkimese woman displaying some
of the region's distinctive jewellery" (Fig. 42).
This drawing is remarkably similar to the
illustration in Chapter Five, from Murray's 1904

Fig. 42. “A Sikkimese woman”
(Lonely Planet 1997).

Imperial Guide to India titled "Hindu Woman"
(Fig. 8). Both are illustrations made for the
didactic purpose of displaying the different
manner of dress and adornment of the Other.
Two other illustrations in Lonely Planet India,
that of a "Paan-Wallah," a person who sells a
substance made from lime and betel nut (Fig.
43), and that of a cycle-rickshaw driver (Fig. 44),
are examples of representations of occupations
and modes of transport considered "primitive" in

Fig. 43. “Paan-Wallah” (Lonely
Planet 1997).
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the West. As shown in Chapter Five, similar
representations also appeared in Murray's 1904
Imperial Guide to India, in the illustrations of
the "Bhisti (Watercarrier)" and the
"Sweetseller" (Fig 6), and in Cook's 1907-08
Tours to the Orient, that features a drawing
titled "Water Seller, Cairo" (Fig. 11). Lonely

Fig. 44. “Cycle rickshaw”
(Lonely Planet 1997).

Planet India also contains an ethnographic
illustration of the religious figure of a
sadhu (Fig. 45) that parallels those of the

Fig. 45. “Sadhu” (Lonely Planet
1997).
"Brahmin at Prayer" and "Malwa Jain Priest"
found in Murray's 1904 Imperial Guide to India
(Fig. 5).

One ethnographic drawing in Lonely Planet
India, however, is unlike any of those that
appear in Murray's Imperial Guide to India. A
sidebar sketch of a woman dressed in a sari,
titled "How to Wear a Sari" (Fig. 46), it appears
in a section of the Lonely Planet guidebook that
advocates the wearing of Indian clothing by
Fig. 46. “How to wear a sari”
(Lonely Planet 1997).

tourists, advice that inverts the proscription
found in Murray's early guidebooks to India.
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Instead, the Lonely Planet guidebooks states: "Many travellers start wearing Indian
clothes while in India--after all, much of it is a lot more appropriate to India's climate
than jeans and T-shirts. The best known Indian outfit is the sari" (51). The sidebar
sketch, addressed to Western women, contains eight points of instruction: "If you've
ever wondered how Indian women manage to keep their saris in position without any
fastenings, here's how it's done" (52). This is an example of reverse mimicry that,
instead of being a celebration of hybridity, represents an appropriation of Indian
identity, done in the spirit of postmodern play that is devoid of any meaning beyond the
mixing of styles and blurring of boundaries. It is another means of commodifying the
primitive by constructing a generalized, marketeable "grab-bag primitive," which is an
amalgamation of various cultures, exported as garments, accessories, music, ideologies,
and styles for Western consumption (Torgovnick 37). By converting the sari into an
object of consumption, it is taken out of the context of its local significance, already
violently marked by the history of imperialism, and violated again (Hutnyk, "Magical
Mystery" 101). As Hutnyk states in reference to the appropriation of the bindi by the
British pop star, Crispin Mills, the sari "becomes a free-floating universal fashion item,
and is recruited as an icon of display signifying experience, otherness and understanding
at the very moment when it is none of these things…"(101). Thus, the appropriation of
the sari by Lonely Planet India is another example of the flexibility of the market,
which subsumes and commodifies everything.
Lonely Planet India also mobilizes Romantic discourse to construct the Indian people as
primitive. This is particularly the case in the section on Rajasthan, which is introduced
with these words: "Rajasthan, the Land of the Kings, is India at its exotic and colourful
best. This diverse state is the home of the Rajputs, a group of warrior clans who have
controlled this part of India for 1000 years according to a code of chivalry and honour
akin to that of the medieval European knights" (595). In addition to this Eurocentric
comparison of Rajput warriors to European knights, this text also mobilizes Romantic
discourse to produce the people of contemporary Rajasthan as the primitive Other:
Although the fortunes of its former rulers may be in tatters, the culture of
Rajasthan, with its battle-scarred forts, its palaces of breathtaking
grandeur and whimsical charm, its riotous colours and even its romantic
sense of pride and honour, is still very much alive. This visibility
extends from the vibrant turbans and soup-strainer moustaches sported by
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the men and the flamboyant mirrored skirts and chunky silver jewellery
of the women, to the amiable manner in which these people deal with
you. (598)
Like "mysticism," the quality of "romance" is used in this text to construct the
"primitive" as a site of wholeness, which is perceived by tourists to be lacking in their
modernized lives. The following excerpt from a sidebar in this section of the
guidebook, about the fort at Jaisalmer, is another example of this postmodern version of
nineteenth-century romantic discourse:
…And yet it's so quiet that even the ubiquitous challenge issued by the
wandering jewellery sellers--'yes madam, sir, you buy'--can't dispel the
magic air of peace and protection offered by the massive and beautiful
enclosure. Sunsets and sunrises spent sitting or wandering around the
ramparts of the fort are especially transporting. With ancient balls of
shot and weathered cannons still dotting the battlements, it's easy to
imagine specks on the far horizon materialising into terrible armies from
the past, riding on horseback through the vast desert. Anyone who as a
child fell asleep to dream of larger than life Aladdins and Ali Babas will
think that one night in Jaisalmer is more like 1001. It is truly incredible.
(596)
This text is a rehearsal of imperial nostalgia that draws on the nineteenth-century
Orientalist text, Arabian Nights. The reference to "sunsets and sunrises spent sitting or
wandering around the ramparts" being "especially transporting" also idealizes nature
and solitude, as the nineteenth-century Romantics did, as a source of spiritual
transformation.
Similarly, another sidebar in this section, titled "Camel Safaris" constructs India through
romantic discourse as the picturesque site of the primitive (680-81). After a page-long
discussion that deals with how the tourist can get the best deal for their "safari," the
guidebook author launches into this rhapsodic description of the experience:
It's a wonderful way to see the desert, which is surprisingly well
populated and sprinkled with ruins. You constantly come across tiny
fields of millet, girls picking berries or boys herding flocks of sheep or
goats. The latter are almost always fitted with tinkling neck bells and, in
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the desert silence, it's music to the ears. Camping out at night in the Sam
sand dunes, huddling around a tiny fire beneath the stars and listening to
the camel drivers' yarns can be quite romantic. (681)
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Chapter Eight: Lonely Journeys
1. The "Journeys" Series
Recently, the Lonely Planet established Journeys, which is a publishing series devoted
exclusively to the publication of travel narratives. This new Lonely Planet venture into
publishing another genre is advertised in the other genres published by the corporation.
At the back of each Lonely Planet guidebook is a listing of various Journeys narratives
about the region that is the subject of the guidebook, with a promotional blurb next to
each. The Lonely Planet print newsletter, Planet Talk, also contains excerpts from
Journeys narratives, which act as advertisements for the series.
This is nothing new. As I showed in Chapter Three, nineteenth-century guidebook
publisher John Murray published both guidebooks and travel narratives and listed many
of the narratives he published in the recommended reading sections of his guidebooks.
Thomas Cook also ventured briefly into the field of publishing travel narratives with his
short-lived narrative series All The World Over, which he also promoted in his
guidebooks. However, because of the accelerated and expanded reach of digital
technology at this stage of global capitalism, the establishment of Journeys represents a
new stage in the contemporary production of Orientalist travel discourse. It establishes
an endlessly circulating economy of interlocking products and services that has made
the Lonely Planet an increasingly hegemonic voice within the travel publishing field in
which a few concentrated, corporate voices dominate. As Holland and Huggan note:
"The late-capitalist process of hypercommodification involves the production of
commodities that are commodifying in their turn--such as travel and the travel book.
Many travel books, of course, are little more than advertising vehicles, commodifying
their respective terrain as a means of selling their second-level products" (198).
The introduction to Journeys on the Lonely Planet website reads:
Journeys is a unique collection of travel writing--published by the
company that understands travel better than anyone else…It is a series
for anyone who has ever experienced--or dreamed of--the magical
moment when they encountered a strange culture or saw a place for the
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first time. They are tales to read while you're planning a trip, while
you're on the road or while you're in an armchair, in front of a fire.
These outstanding titles explore our planet through the eyes of a diverse
group of international writers. Journeys books catch the spirit of a place,
illuminate a culture, recount a crazy adventure, or introduce a fascinating
way of life. They always entertain, and always enrich the experience of
travel. (n. pag.)
Like any advertisement, this text must create desire in the reader and then position its
product as the only thing that can fulfill that desire. The text first constructs the Lonely
Planet as the travel expert, which locates it as a company that is in a position to develop
a "unique" product. It then aligns the reader with the publisher as a veteran traveler, one
who has also had the experience of having "encountered a strange culture or saw a place
for the first time." This language reproduces imperial nostalgia by inviting the reader to
occupy the position of the nineteenth-century lone explorer.
However, like any good marketing text, this one is careful not to be too exclusive in its
construction of its audience. Thus the next line states that Journeys are "tales" to read
not only "while you're planning a trip" or "on the road," but also "while you're in an
armchair, in front of a fire." This last group of virtual travelers significantly expands
the pool of potential buyers of Journeys. It also reflects the domination of the simulacra
in the contemporary postmodern world, which constructs travel as an experience of
reading about the Other in travel texts. In addition, it produces a nostalgia for imperial
travel practices through the use of the archaic word "tales" instead of "stories" combined
with the anachronistic image of a reader sitting in front of a fire.
In the second paragraph of this introduction to Journeys, the Lonely Planet reminds the
reader that it is an inclusive organization through its construction of the authors of
Journeys as "a diverse group of international writers." The assertion that follows, that
"Journeys books catch the spirit of a place," reinforces the image of the Lonely Planet
as a non-commercial organization, one that is interested in promoting the "spiritual"
dimension of a place rather than materially exploiting it. It also arrogates to itself, the
travel expert, the ability to "illuminate a culture" and to "introduce a fascinating way of
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life" to its readers, statements that construct it as a corporation with a respect for
cultural diversity. Lest it sound too serious, the Lonely Planet also states that the
Journeys series entertains through "recount[ing] a crazy adventure," a statement that
reproduces the construction of Other lands as the playground for the Western tourist to
reenact their childhood.
The website introduction to Journeys is followed by a listing of each narrative in the
series, accompanied by a promotional blurb produced by Orientalist discourse. For
example, the promotion for a book by David Tomory titled A Season in Heaven: true
tales from the road to Kathmandu is constructed in language that is saturated with
nostalgia for the sixties that represents India as a site of spirituality transformation for
the Western tourist: "A Season in Heaven presents the true stories of travellers who hit
the hippie trail in the late sixties. David Tomory, himself a veteran of the road to
Kathmandu, interviewed a group of travellers who went looking for enlightenment and
discovered a world that changed their lives" (www.lonelyplanet.com/prop/journ.num).
This Orientalist discourse situates this narrative within the tradition begun by the
English Orientalist scholars in the late eighteenth century, one that continues to have a
strong market today, particularly in New Age circles.
Other parts of the website also contain links to Journeys books. The page titled "On the
Road," which is the electronic analog to "On the Road with Tony" in the print
newsletter, contains a link titled "On the Road Archive," whereby the user can browse
by region or author through all the travel narratives in the Journeys series. Its
introductory text reveals that the purpose of this link is to appeal to the large audience of
people who don't actually travel but enjoy reading about it: "Armchair travelers rejoice!
Lonely Planet's On the Road archive is bursting at the seams with exclusive travel
literature."
The titles of Journeys narratives can also be accessed on the web in a new link titled
"Theme Packs." This is a marketing strategy, whereby Lonely Planet productions from
various genres on the same theme or destination are grouped together and offered at a
discounted price. One may purchase a guidebook and a travel narrative about the same
country, along with a book on the country's cuisine, or walking, cycling, or snorkeling
there. Thus, the Lonely Planet constructs a closed economy of Orientalist discourse,
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that constantly circulates desire for the Other in its upbeat, signature voice, one that
does not allow for the expression of any other voices.
In addition, the Lonely Planet promotes readings and book signings by some of the
authors of Journeys narratives in Comet, its on-line newsletter. Some of these, such as
an upcoming one on November 12, 2003, for Frances Linzee Gordon's And God
Washed His Hands--Travels through Ethiopia, are sponsored by such prestigious
organizations as the Royal Geographical Society in London. This organization,
established in 1830 in England by a group of colonial explorers was established to
advance the European collection of global knowledge going on at that time. By
promoting a reading by one of its Journeys authors at this venerated colonial institution,
the Lonely Planet is reproducing Orientalist discourse through a rehearsal of imperial
nostalgia.
The choice of the word "journeys" for the title of the travel narrative series, like the
name of the corporation itself, is a strategy that also draws on Western readers' nostalgia
for the imperial travel practices of an earlier era. The use of this archaic word to refer to
a trip or holiday draws intertextually on Victorian travel practices that represent a
reversion to "cultivated anachronism" and what Renato Rosaldo calls "imperial
nostalgia" (Holland and Huggan 15). The title "Journeys" exploits the "tourist" vs.
"traveler" distinction by drawing on the association of "literary" narratives with the
desired status of "traveler." The practice of reading travel narratives appeals to those
who prefer to think of themselves as "travelers" not "tourists," slavishly following
guidebooks. As during the nineteenth century, contemporary travel narratives are
perceived as a genre that offers the emotional dimension that is lacking in guidebooks.
As the editors of another publishing company that publishes a travel narrative series,
titled Travelers' Tales, stated, in a justification of their publication: "…travelers need to
be prepared, 'with feelings and fears, hopes and dreams, goals…'" (qtd. in Holland and
Huggan 207). This sentiment constructs the contemporary tourist through the "tourist"
vs. "traveler" distinction, that also informed the practices of nineteenth-century tourists
who carried a copy of Byron's Childe Harold's Pilgrimage along with their Murray's
handbooks for the proper response to the sights they were seeing.
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Driving the Lonely Planet's recent expansion into the field of publishing travel
narratives is the fact that this genre has burgeoned in recent years. According to
Holland and Huggan, the recent growth of travel narratives is a response to the anxiety
of belatedness that has existed since the late eighteenth century, stemming from the
feeling that travel writing is an exhausted tradition since there are no new lands to
"discover" and write about (197). They view the renewed interest in the genre as
indicative of a commodification of the dream of what Sallie Tisdale calls the "authentic
experience" that travelers are desperate to have (qtd. in Holland and Huggan 204).
Thus, publishing companies like the Lonely Planet are joining in the scramble to exploit
this nostalgia for the "authentic," coded as imperial, travel practices of an earlier era.
The genre has grown, shaping its own literary canon, comprised of primarily British,
male writers, such as "Byron, Leigh Fermor, Lewis, Thesiger, Newby, O'Hanlon,
Raban, Theroux, Chatwin…"(Holland and Huggan 205). Several of these names are
known for their deliberately self-ironizing style that could be considered an intervention
in Orientalist discourse. However, even those contemporary travel narratives that
purport to be self-parodies "barely conceal a deep nostalgia for obsolete empires and
manly discoverer-explorers" (Holland and Huggan 199). Inderpal Grewal singles out
Pico Iyer's Video Night in Kathmandu as an example of this style of contemporary
travel writing, through which writers purport to position themselves outside of the
colonial framework while reproducing the Orientalist discourse of earlier British travel
writing (1). The Lonely Planet Journeys series reproduces the Orientalist discourse of
this canon, listing seven books written by Eric Newby, one of the more famous of the
self-ironic authors, among its publications. The Journeys series also features books by
another canonical travel writer, William Dalrymple, who also writes the foreword to
Sacred India, the coffee-table picture book published by the Lonely Planet discussed in
the previous chapter (www.lonelyplanet.com).
Another example of how the Lonely Planet uses famous names, in this case of a
religious nature, to promote its productions is found in the preface to another book in
the Journeys series, titled The Kindness of Strangers, which is written by the Dalai
Lama. By aligning itself with this famous Buddhist figure, the Lonely Planet is
paradoxically boosting sales as it constructs itself as a non-commercial entity and agent
for moral change in the world.
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A paradoxical effect of the expansion by travel guidebook publishers into the field of
travel narratives is a blurring of the lines between the "low" genre of the guidebook and
the "high" one of the travel narrative. This blurring of distinctions is part of the dedifferentiation process that is a result of the increased aestheticization of contemporary
life. Holland and Huggan situate the Lonely Planet within these postmodern relations:
The material continuity between higher and lower forms of travel is
evident in most bookstores, where the shelves filled with travel guides
are adjacent to those, almost as many, carrying travelogues. The Lonely
Planet imprint, among others, has begun to exploit this overlap by
establishing a sister series, Lonely Planet Journeys, which converts the
raw material of travel guides into more 'literary' travel accounts. This
travelogue series, like its guidebook counterpart, is clearly aimed at the
lifestyle and mindset of self-styled 'offbeat' travelers and 'irreverent'
backpackers. (208)
This results in the emergence of an increasingly hegemonic Lonely Planet voice that has
important implications for the manner in which these texts are received. As Holland
and Huggan note, whichever genre a person reads, what they consume is the signature
upbeat voice of the Lonely Planet:
Aficionados of the popular Lonely Planet 'Travel Survival Kit' series will
be familiar with the travelogues' jocular, wryly self-ingratiating tone.
But the publishers also acknowledge a more significant point, namely
that the transparent 'fictions' of travelogues are closely intertwined with
the guidebook's hard 'facts'. Their spaces overlap; you can stay home
with the Lonely Planet 'Australia' kit or you can 'overland' with Sean and
David…. (208-209)
This shifting Lonely Planet voice, that makes intertextual references to the other genre
as it goes back and forth between guidebooks and narratives, demonstrates how the
culture of travel is becoming increasingly mediated by a few corporate voices. Because
the genre of the travel narrative in particular is produced by a nostalgic desire for
imperial travel, this consolidation of voice between the genres is producing an
Orientalist construction of the Other that "locat[es] the traveler fair and square within a
set of (Western) travel myths" (Holland and Huggan 209). It is a manifestation of the
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"systematic stage of orientalist knowledge" that Ali Behdad argues represents a new
stage in what he called the "fully programmed approach to the Orient" that began with
the inception of the tourist guidebook (52).
This overlapping of space between genres also positions the reader to receive the
Orientalist discourse of the travel narrative as they would the "fact" of the guidebook.
Particularly in the case of Journeys narratives that are written by people who also author
the "facts" of the Lonely Planet guidebooks, there is a tendency for this type of
uncritical reception to occur. A Journeys narrative, which is a collection of stories by
the Lonely Planet publisher and guidebook authors, represents the most extreme
example of this type of blurring. The full title of this collection, Lonely Planet
Unpacked: Travel disaster stories by Tony Wheeler and other Lonely Planet authors,"
foregrounds the locations of the authors, positioning the reader to read the stories as one
of the Lonely Planet family. A story in it, by guidebook author Mark Honan, titled
"Travel in India--the hard way," begins with this line: "I spent much of the wearisome
London-Frankfurt-Mumbai flight fine-tuning my research plans for the India
guidebook" (65). By locating his narrator as a Lonely Planet guidebook author, Honan
exploits his institutional affiliation to gain credibility for his narrator and the text.
The text also positions the reader to receive the story as authoritative information
through several intertextual references to the Lonely Planet India guidebook. It is cited
indirectly for the assertion that changing money in India is a difficult process. The
author also quotes directly from it at another point, as a source for his statements about
the dangers of traveling by road in India. In another direct citation, Honan alludes to a
fellow Lonely Planet guidebook author's car accident while she was in India doing
research for an earlier edition of the guidebook: "I pictured with unsettling clarity the
near-fatal road accident suffered by a researcher while working on the previous edition
of India--the very researcher who had warned me in a pre-trip email that 'Indian roads
are suicidal'" (68). Although the researcher is not named, her story may be found in the
Lonely Planet India guidebook, in a sidebar titled "You can never be too careful" by
Christine Niven. Intertextual references such as these between genres published by the
Lonely Planet reproduce the chummy, collegial tone established by the publisher, Tony
Wheeler, in "the Lonely Planet Story" that is produced by the discourse of family and
home, situated in empire. The Orientalist discourse constructed by the Lonely Planet
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voice shapes the construction of a Western "we" and an Oriental Other, who is the
object of these texts. As this voice becomes interchangeable across genres, it becomes
increasingly hegemonic, mediating all kinds of travel texts and, consequently, travel
itself.
In addition to the overlap between authors of Lonely Planet guidebooks and travel
narratives in the Journeys series, the Lonely Planet has recently published a Journeys
book authored by readers. Rite of Passage: Backpacking 'Round Europe, published in
March of 2003, is a collection of stories by "backpackers taking their all-important first
visit to Europe [who] tell it like it really is" (www.lonelyplanet.com). This represents
an expansion of the guidebook publisher's strategy, begun by John Murray, of enlisting
the reader's aid to correct errors and update information in guidebooks. Like that
strategy, it constructs collective ownership of the production, in the literal sense since
the authors likely receive some form of compensation for their stories from the Lonely
Planet. In addition, by publishing stories written by young readers, the Lonely Planet is
reinforcing a sense of psychological ownership of the production, building on its noncommercial image of itself as a "family." This is indicated in the concluding statement
to the website's promotional blurb for this book, addressed to the authors of the book,
which states "You've made us proud" (www.lonelyplanet.com).
2. Textual Analysis of Green Dreams
Although most of the Journeys narratives are produced by Orientalist discourse, there
are a few books in the series that represent interventions, albeit limited ones. One of
these, Green Dreams: Travels in Central America by Stephen Benz, is a critique of
ecotourism as it exists within the inequities that structure life in Central America. The
blurb on the back of the book states:
A canoe glides silently through the rainforest. Monkeys bark warnings
from the overhanging boughs as a caiman slips into the stream. Such is
the stuff that green dreams are made of but, as Stephen Benz reveals, the
reality of ecotourism can be closer to a nightmare. On the Amazon, in
Costa Rica, Honduras and on the Mayan trail from Guatemala to Mexico,
Stephen describes his encounters with water, mud, insects and other
wildlife--and not least with the ecotourists themselves. He witnesses
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simulated cultural festivals and discovers that his fellow travellers prefer
pursuing their own green dreams to coming face-to-face with the local
people and their world. With witty insights into the phenomenon of
modern travel, Stephen discusses the paradox at the heart of cultural and
'green' tourism. His shrewd observations make provocative and
absorbing reading. (www.lonelyplanet.com/prop/journ.num)
However, this blurb does not situate the Lonely Planet publisher within the conditions
of eco-tourism as a force that thrives on its paradoxes and inequities. Instead, its ironic
tone implicitly positions the Lonely Planet outside of the circuits occupied by selfcentered "ecotourists" who are not interested in "coming face-to-face with the local
people and their world." However, despite the limitations caused by its publisher's
location, Green Dreams represents an alternative voice within the discourse of
contemporary travel narratives that are structured upon an exoticization of the Other.
The book asks some hard questions although none of them definitively implicate either
the author or his publisher within the tainted relations of global tourism and its
exploitative practices.
Green Dreams is a collection of stories from several trips that the author made to
different Latin American countries over a fifteen-year period, which functions as a
narrative of his progressive engagement with the social and political implications of
ecotourism. Benz constructs a sophisticated "traveler" narrator, who initially aligns
himself with the position of the book's publisher, outside the tainted relations of
tourism. As the stories progress, however, and the narrator grapples with the
implications of his participation in ecotourism upon which poor countries are
increasingly dependent, he locates himself in the more honest position of being just
another tourist, also responsible for the exploitation and degradation caused by
ecotourism. When his narrator speaks from this position, Benz' writing represents an
intervention in the Orientalist discourse of tourism. At these times, the text suggests
that no matter how aware the narrator is of the geo-political inequities upon which
ecotourism is structured, he is nonetheless implicated in its neo-colonial violence along
with his fellow tourists whom he enjoys critiquing for their superficiality.
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The first chapter, "Amazonia, 1982," introduces the concept of ecotourism, which the
narrator skeptically categorizes with other colonial boom and bust ventures in Latin
America as "the latest hope for a bonanza" (16-17). Through a description of various
brochures for adventure tours, the narrator interrogates the construct of "adventure
tourism" and the underlying concept of "authenticity" upon which it is structured (1819). This book also points out the relationship between ecotourism and the New Age
movement, demonstrating how ecotourism transforms poor countries into sites for rich
tourists to indulge in a narcissistic form of pseudo-spirituality:
This New Age dimension of ecotourism promoted the Amazon as an
escape from the stresses of civilisation, a place where the ecotourist
could 'unwind in a pristine setting' and 'sense the power of our own
connections with others and the environment'. One operator invited New
Agers on a 'Personal Growth Eco-Journey' featuring 'mini-workships
using music, movement and creative exercises to recharge', thereby
allowing you to travel 'through your inner paths to discover your
uniqueness'. (19)
Eschewing such gimmicks, the narrator finds an independent operator who is willing to
take him, and a Canadian couple he meets, up the Amazon in his small, leaky boat. The
narrator represents the Canadian characters as buffoons--stereotypical "adventure
tourists" who serve as a foil to the narrator who is constructed as a sophisticated
"traveler," aware of the social and political realities of ecotourism. The boat trip ends
with the boat capsizing and the three tourists swimming to shore, having lost all of their
belongings. The description of this turn of events places the story in the familiar genre
of travel disaster stories.
The narrator also constructs his travel disaster story through another common
convention of travel literature--the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction. Waiting at the
airport the next day, still not having had a chance to shower because of the lack of
water, the narrator observes the difference between him and the tourists around him:
A large group of tourists fresh from a package tour of the jungle waited
for their flight to Miami. They compared souvenirs: Indian blowguns
and animal pelts and mounted piranha jaws. They were happy and I was
miserable. They were smartly dressed in designer khaki and I was filthy
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and scruffy. They had souvenirs and I had the begrimed clothes on my
back. I stank of sewage and scum and looked like hell. (32)
This passage valorizes travel as travail, which is one of the criteria that has been used to
distinguish a "traveler" from a "tourist" since the early nineteenth century. However,
throughout the book, Benz' essential honesty usually triumphs over his posturing as a
lone, authentic "traveler." This passage is followed by the concluding paragraph of the
story, in which the narrator satirizes the image of himself as an "adventurer," together
with the underlying concept of "adventure tourism":
But then I thought of Mick and the macho traveller's code--the only
worthy journey is an ordeal, the best trip is the worst one--and I suddenly
felt very superior to the soft tourists surrounding me. If they should
chance to talk to me, they'd hear a real adventure tale. Me, I'd fished for
piranha, I'd hunted stork. Hell, I'd scarfed down my stork. And I'd swum
the Amazon like Weismuller at his Tarzan best. I'd taken a dive in the
River of Rivers, submerged myself in its primordial slime, yes indeed. I
stood there in the airport, smug and contented, and wished Mick were
there to hear me crow. Oh, how I'd crow. (33)
Benz even addresses the "tourist" vs. "traveler" classification directly in the next section
of the book, "The Mosquitia, 1983," exposing it for the social distinction it is. Upon
meeting another North American in this remote part of Honduras, the narrator is
surprised when she is uncommunicative, until he recognizes her behavior as
exemplifying the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction:
Finally, I recognised in her demeanour and in her tone something with
which I was already quite familiar: Jill was like many of the gringos I
had met up with, especially the young ones who fancied themselves
travellers, not tourists. She was protective of what she regarded as her
territory and was annoyed that another gringo had invaded it. I saw this
attitude all the time as I travelled the gringo trail. Whenever I
encountered another expat traveller--maybe in a cantina, maybe on a
mountain bus, maybe on a remote stretch of beach, or maybe just in
passing on a city street--the initial reaction was always the same:
lowered eyes, a refusal to acknowledge my presence, or perhaps a glance
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of haughty and cold disdain. And the reason for the hostility was simple:
in their eyes, I had no right to be there; I detracted from the authenticity
of the experience. It was a territorial dispute of sorts. Jill exemplified
the attitude: a couple of months in the country, and she thought she had
exclusive rights to the place. She loathed me for daring to trespass. I left
her alone. (85-86)
However, despite this exposition of the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction, the narrator
also participates in the myth, frequently constructing himself as a "traveler." He often
uses this convention, as well as other tropes of travel writing that exoticize the Other, in
the next section of the book that describes his time in the Mosquitia. Without a trace of
irony, the narrator constructs the Mosquitia as an undiscovered place and himself as an
explorer: "The emptiness of the map east of the sierra that cut the country in two was
remarkable, with only a handful of settlements indicated and most of the rivers lacking
names. A vast, unknown region awaited our exploration. A journey to the Mosquitia
was a journey to the furthest edge of the earth. That was all the motivation I needed"
(45). The narrator is totally earnest in his delusion that he is a latter-day explorer. The
passage is devoid of even a trace of the self-ironizing style of writers like Newby or
O'Hanlon, who construct parodic imitations of explorer heroes in their fiction, which is
another kind of reinscription of imperial nostalgia.
This passage exhibits the imperial nostalgia that informs much of contemporary travel
narratives. Throughout this section, the narrator represents the Mosquitia in explorer
rhetoric: "Probably no more than a handful of outsiders had set foot on the island in the
last hundred years, and I thought it unlikely that more than just a few visitors would
arrive in the next hundred to come. It was truly a place that had been left off the map,
uncharted, fixed in its solitude" (72).
This rhetoric of discovery and conquest reaches its culmination at the end of the last
chapter on the Mosquitia when the narrator takes the photograph of some of the natives
of the village where he has been staying. He characterizes this event as an obligation he
is fulfilling towards the local people, since he will later send them copies, through the
American missionary who was the contact for his stay. Ignoring the pervasive existence
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in Central America of the apparatus of evangelical religion that enabled his presence in
the village in the first place, the narrator constructs the event in tropes of lone conquest:
I often think about those photos. I imagine that they decorate the walls
and shelves of huts all over Brus, their colours fading in the tropical
humidity, corners curling. Because of them, I am still present in Brus. I
am nowhere to be seen in the pictures themselves; nevertheless, I am
there, an imperceptible image captured in the pupil of each staring
subject. And I am there, too, just beyond the frame, a ghost presence, the
unseen eye that gazed, that still gazes, and that will go on gazing until
time and the elements have erased from village memory the fading
images I once recorded. (99)
This passage, produces the narrator as Pratt's "'seeing-man'…he whose imperial eyes
passively look out and possess" (7). Through trope of "the monarch-of-all-I-survey,"
the narrator constructs himself as an invisible, omnipresent, god-like force, which
possesses the village for all time, through the artifact of civilization he brought them
(201). Indeed, the narrator immortalizes himself everywhere, marking himself on the
very bodies of the people--"in the pupil of each staring subject" he photographed (99).
Not content with this, however, he extends his presence out of the frame of the photos,
dominating the village through his transcendent, unseen, panoptic eye, that gazes on the
Other in surveillance for all time. Thus, the photographs are not a gift to the villagers,
but rather signify an act of possession and domination, a tribute to the narrator's
explorer ego and a reinscription of the imperial project that locates the book in the
tradition of contemporary neo-colonial travel narratives.
In the remaining sections of the book, the narrator engages more deeply with the issue
of ecotourism than he did in the first two chapters. As he explores "The Ruta Maya,"
the ecotourism venture structured around Mayan ruins in Guatemala and Mexico, he
probes deeper, asking harder questions until he implicates himself in the exploitation he
observes around him:
To me, this was the uncomfortable reality of the Ruta Maya: I felt bad
about my privileged position, but then I didn't exactly want to surrender
it--not at the expense of losing out on seeing the wonders of the Mundo
Maya, anyway. I convinced myself that I was somehow superior to other
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tourists, that I genuinely cared about the Maya, that I was not a crass
consumer of their goods and services, and that my presence would
benefit them in some undefined way. (216)
The rest of the book contains other examples of honest self-representation by the
narrator. He also continues to critique ecotourism, demonstrating how the Mayans have
been appropriated and commodified by it, through a celebration of the image of the
"noble savage" of their dead ancestors while the living Maya serve as cheap labor in the
tourist economy (247, 266).
The narrator also describes the colonial history of the regions through which he is
traveling. In the Yucatan, he visits Mani, the site of the great auto-da-fe of Mayan
codices by the Spanish cleric, Diego de Landa. He notes the paradoxical connection
between this monumental act of destruction and the colonial obsession with collecting
knowledge about Others:
At first glance, the enigmatic and contradictory Landa seems
characteristically medieval--cruel, bigoted, dogmatic; a destroyer of
things alien to his narrow-minded view of truth. At the same time,
however, he is a model modern, the precursor of so many Europeans who
followed him into 'primitive' lands: all the scientists, anthropologists,
ethnographers, colonists, writers and naturalists who made exacting
records of the cultures and environments that their own enterprise was in
the process of making available and accessible for destruction. (261)
However, as usual Benz doesn't go far enough. He doesn't extend the analogy he is
making, between medieval forms of destruction of indigenous knowledge and colonial
discursive regimes of knowledge control, to ecotourism and his own location within this
contemporary discursive regime of control. A true intervention would explore how the
production of his writing about other places will make them more "available and
accessible for destruction" through ecotourism. Instead, Benz sticks to the safe position
of purporting to critique ecotourism, while participating in it, only occasionally pointing
out the inconsistencies inherent in his positioning.
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The epilogue contains Benz' most scathing indictment of ecotourism. It is almost as
though, with the persona of the narrator out of the way, it is easier for the author to deal
with the disturbing facts regarding this new tourist discourse. However, he still
proceeds with caution, framing the epilogue with three rather innocuous quotes about
the limitations of ecotourism from environmentalists, which fail to address the neocolonial structure upon which ecotourism thrives. The first, from Elizabeth Boo of the
World Wildlife Fund, simply states the obvious: "'The demands placed on ecosystems
and natural resources from increased tourism can destroy the very attractions that draw
people'" (271). The second quote, by Claude Larreur, of the Organisation of American
States, is also an innocuous, theoretical statement, restricted to an analysis of the natural
resources involved in ecotourism: "'A jungle hike is merely nature-oriented tourism. It
becomes ecotourism only when the resources generated by the tourist's presence are
used to improve and protect the natural resource base'" (271). One could hardly argue
with this sentiment either. The third statement, by R.W. Butler, of the University of
Western Ontario, is also a carefully guarded statement, constructed in hypothetical
terms, that fails to address some of the egregious realities of ecotourism: "'Green
tourism, is not always and inevitably considerate, optimizing, controlled, planned, and
under local control. This may be the ideal scenario but is not always realism, and there
is little if any evidence that it could always remain so, if the tourism industry grows'"
(271). Benz goes on to describe several instances of environmental and cultural
degradation caused by ecotourism that have occurred in the places described in his book
since he visited them.
The epilogue concludes with the author relating how even the Mosquitia, valorized by
the narrator as the most unspoiled of all of the places visited, has now been "discovered"
by ecotourism. He describes excerpts from a guidebook he recently found on the
region, ending with a description of a particularly remote place he had visited with an
old native man from the Mosquitia and an American missionary, twenty years earlier:
A sportfishing camp has been built there. 'Caribbean Adventure Tours', I
learned, takes tourists by launch on deep-sea fishing excursions and on
photo sessions around the lagoon. Three hundred dollars a night,
inclusive. Electrical generators, hot water, North American food, a fully
stocked bar. The place was now forever lost to me. (277-78)
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The focus of this passage is the narrator's narcissistic grieving for the loss the
destruction of nature represents to him. The romantic ego of the "traveler" cannot see
beyond itself to appreciate what this destruction represents to the local people, the
economy of the region and, ultimately, the health of the world. Instead, this elegiac
ending to the book reinscribes the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction and the imperial
nostalgia upon which it is structured. Thus, despite the interventions that Green
Dreams makes, it is ultimately located in the tradition of neo-colonial travel literature.
3. Textual Analysis of In Rajastan
Another book from the Journeys series that represents a limited intervention is In
Rajastan by Royina Grewal. Written by an Indian woman, the book suggests an attempt
by the Lonely Planet to include Other voices. As such, it is also an example of what
Mary Louis Pratt has called "autoethnographic expression," a practice whereby
"colonized subjects engage with the colonizer's own terms" (7). In this case, however,
the "writing back" to the empire is being done within the publishing parameters of the
Lonely Planet, a major travel publishing corporation, predicated upon the global
inequalities that structure tourism. Because of these constraints within which the book
is situated, the interventions that Grewal makes are limited.
The book is promoted as "an insider's" look at India:
As she writes of her travels through Rajastan, Royina Grewal takes us
behind the exotic façade of this fabled destination: here is an insider's
perceptive account of India's most colourful state. In Rajasthan
discusses folk music and architecture, feudal traditions and regional
cuisine…Most of all, it focuses on people; from maharajahs to camel
trainers, from a female Marxist leader to itinerant snake charmers. In
Rajasthan doesn't dwell on the state's glorious past: it looks to the
present and the future to convey the excitement and challenges of a
region in transition. (www.lonelyplanet.com/prop/journ.num)
The assertion that the book gets "behind the exotic façade" is a tacit recognition by the
Lonely Planet publisher of the Orientalist discourse that produces the genre of the travel
narrative. However, by exploiting the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction, it positions
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itself as a publisher of books that are not the superficial "exotic" fare that gullible
tourists believe. Instead, it promises the "real thing," as it were, which reproduces the
very Orientalist discourse it purports to reject through constructing the obsessive
Western desire to know the Other. That said, the advertisement's conclusion, that the
book is not about India's past glory but its present realities, does represent a refreshing
new direction for travel narratives, which In Rajasthan accomplishes in part. Structured
on a series of vignettes comprised of the narrator's interactions with various people she
meets on her travels through Rajasthan, the book generally conforms to the conventions
of the Orientalist travel narrative, constructing an exotic view of the Other. But due to
her subject position as an Indian woman who works in rural development, Royina
Grewal positions her narrator in a sympathetic relationship with India that results in
some interventions in Orientalist discourse.
Grewal begins In Rajasthan by situating it within the geopolitical framework of
tourism, on the side of "good" alternatives to life structured on global corporations.
This strategy will likely find a popular reception among the readers of the Lonely
Planet. Like the romantic travelers of the nineteenth century who traveled to escape the
effects of industrialization in England, many of today's tourists are young people on a
similar romantic search for a way of life that is outside of the global corporate order.
The preface to In Rajasthan begins: "Three years ago my husband, Ajit, decided to opt
out of the corporate world to work in agricultural and rural development. Much to my
delight, we moved from Bombay to a small farm (without running water or reliable
electricity supply) in the village of Patan, in the Alwar district of northeastern
Rajasthan" (11). This statement represents a strategy that is similar to that used by the
authors of the Lonely Planet guidebooks to produce their biographical sketches at the
front of the guidebooks. It is a strategy in which they position themselves as on the
fringes of the relations of global capitalism, representing themselves as "dropouts" of
sorts who do not participate fully in its corporate order. Like the guidebook authors,
Grewal's statement conveniently overlooks the fact that the book she is writing is being
published by one of the largest corporations in the tourist industry today.
Although she does not scrutinize the neo-colonial implications of tourism as rigorously
as she might, Royina Grewal does not ignore the fact that the conditions of the
publication of her book, as well as its subject matter, are shaped by the tourist industry.
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Tourism frames the text, from the very cover of the book, which is a drawing of a castle
with the lettering "vacancy" next to its door, a representation of the growing business in
Rajasthan of converting old castles into tourist hotels. Also the author's list of
acknowledgements at the front of the book includes "Rajasthan Tourism, the Rajasthan
Tourism Development Corporation and Welcome Group Hotels" (n. pag.). Much of the
text, which is the story of the narrator's journey alone through Rajasthan during which
she stays at many of these old palace hotels, deals with the subject of tourism and its
impact on the people of the region.
Within the limitations of this neo-colonial framework, Grewal's location as an Indian
woman working in rural development produces some interventions, albeit limited in
nature. The narrator acknowledges the problems that tourism brings, in the form of
driving up the cost of living for local people and environmental degradation (145, 236).
But she also believes in the potential of tourism when it remains in the control of the
local people (92, 131). When speaking to a man named Bapji, the descendant of a long
line of Maharajas and owner of one of the palace hotels, the narrator is pleased to hear
him state that the local people should become more involved in conserving the old
palaces:
Bapji is talking my language: I have long been an advocate of corporate
responsibility and the increasing role that industry must play in matters
such as conservation, art and sport. But there are problems with privately
owned palaces too. Hotels are one solution, but when palaces are
converted into hotels, there remains the problem of accessibility for the
local people. (203-04)
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Conclusion
The German tourist I met in Chile would probably be heartened to know that, as a result
of his outrage, there is presently one fewer misguided tourist in the world. I rarely set
out on a trip these days without a guidebook, often a Lonely Planet guidebook. And
that's not all. I must also confess that I have even bought a few travel narratives from
the Lonely Planet Journeys series to take along on trips. Lest the reader regard me as a
complete hypocrite, let me add that these purchases are not mindless acts of
consumerism made by a slave to conformity, but part of an informal participantobserver study I have been making in my spare time to support my academic research.
What I have found is that whether one is reading a travel narrative or a guidebook,
chances are both will bear the same publishing company's name, which will often be
that of the Lonely Planet. The Lonely Planet name, which appears inside a circle that
symbolizes the planet on the cover of all its productions, produces a certain type of
journey. Indeed, it is becoming difficult these days to have any kind of journey other
than a Lonely Planet journey.
This is due to the increased aestheticization of contemporary life, which has resulted in
a blurring of genres, combined with global digital technology, that enables corporations
such as the Lonely Planet to create an interlocking economy of postmodern Orientalist
discourse. The Lonely Planet website, which links all its products together and enables
interaction between the corporation and its users, and between users, is changing the
very nature of guiding. By creating a "Lonely Planet community" or "family" of
internet users, the Lonely Planet corporation consolidates the Orientalist discourse of its
print guidebooks. Wherever you are in the world today, in even the poorest countries,
it's likely that you will be able to find an internet center that caters to international
tourists where you can log onto the Lonely Planet website and get updates to your
printed guidebook. You can also "chat" with a global community of other tourists about
where you've been and where you're going, getting the latest on what to see and avoid
up ahead. It enables you to be more spontaneous in your planning by emailing hotels
listed in your guidebook to book accommodation mid-trip instead of before you leave
home. And if you are getting really lonely, you can even meet other people to travel
with on the "thorn tree" link of the Lonely Planet website.
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Drawing on Ali Behdad's argument that the first guidebooks in the nineteenth-century
consolidated the Orientalism produced by the genre of the travel narrative, I conclude
that electronic media has consolidated the Orientalism of the contemporary print
guidebook. In determining the extent to which Lonely Planet guidebooks are Orientalist
productions, they can no longer be considered as independent productions but must be
analyzed as part of the expanding Lonely Planet matrix that includes both print and
digital productions. Within the Lonely Planet apparatus, the two mediums complement
each other, intensifying the systematic nature of Orientalist discourse that Behdad
claims began with the emergence of the guidebook. Both are structured on the
"exhibitionary order," that organizes knowledge of the Other on a system of visual
display constructed on the features of essentialism, otherness, and absence, and both
interpellate tourists as members of an international elite and consumers of an objectified
Other. Because of the capacity of digital technology to promote interactive and
instantaneous communication, the Lonely Planet has been able to create a global
community that consumes the Orientalist discourse the publisher constantly circulates
on the website. This creates a closed economy of Orientalist discourse, a very lonely
planet indeed, comprised of primarily educated, affluent people from developed
countries, who have access to computers and are speakers of English, the language of
the website.
However, there is always the potential for resistance. The interactive nature of parts of
the website, such as "thorn tree," which offers a space for users to express their views,
allows for the possibility of resistant readings that intervene in Orientalist discourse.
Reading through postings on a link on "thorn tree" titled "responsible travel," I found
several that represent an encouraging trend. One was from a person doing research for a
thesis on the "pros and cons of independent travel over mass tourism." Although these
categories reproduce the "tourist" vs. "traveler" distinction, the person posting adds that
he or she is focusing on "the socio-economic side, the positive and negative impacts of
both forms of travel on livelihoods, society, etc." The focus of this study on socioeconomic issues situates travel within the uneven global conditions that are the legacy
of colonialism, which is where tourism of all types is located.
Another posting, titled "UN Says Only Responsible Travel is to Stay Home," seemed
like an intervention at first glance. It consisted of the reproduction of a newspaper
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article about a study by Conservation International and the United Nations Environment
Program on the destructive effects of ecotourism in poor regions of the world, followed
by a criticism of the article by the person posting it. He or she comments that, in its
condemnation of tourism, the UN does not compare it to the destruction caused by the
industrial development of these endangered areas. The person posting concludes that
tourism is a less destructive form of development, since tourists want to breathe clean
air, drink clean water, and see natural beauty, instead of having nature logged, mined, or
farmed. However, what this conclusion does not address is the system of apartheid that
develops in tourist areas in poor countries, where tourists enjoy a higher standard of
quality of life than the local inhabitants do. Thus, this posting, which is one of the
longer and more serious of many I read, illustrates the limitation of the medium for any
real critical analysis. Web postings are generally not intended to serve as critical, indepth analyses of issues but are brief, spontaneous and entertaining "soundbites" that
reproduce stereotypes and trivialize complex issues.
The Lonely Planet corporation itself also engages in some interventions on its website.
One of its recent Journeys publications, a "not-for-profit publication" titled From
Nothing to Zero, is a collection of "edited extracts from letters written by asylum
seekers held in Australia's detention centres" (www.lonelyplanet.com). However, one
could also read this as another strategy used by the Lonely Planet to improve its image,
constructing itself as an agent for social change.
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